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Ceramics for the jet age 

General Electric's Dr. J. E. Burke seeks better ceramic 

materials by studying their microscopic structure 

During a decade as a “practicing metallurgist,”’ Dr. 

Joseph Burke contributed to the knowledge of struc- 

ture and kinetics in metals. He also developed an in- 

terest in the crystalline cousins of metals: ceramics. 

Recognizing the potential of ceramic materials, Joe 

Burke turned his talents toward increasing and ex- 

changing the mutually useful information produced 

by research in both ceramics and metallurgy. Now he 

is leading an intensive effort at the General Electric 

Research Laboratory to learn more about the struc- 

ture of ceramics and the effects of structure on 

mechanical, electrical and magnetic properties. 

At General Electric, ceramics research already has 

created unique insulators for vacuum tubes, new fer- 

rites for electronic uses, and transducers whose ap- 

plications range from hi-fi to ultrasonics. As the day 

of ‘“‘non-brittle’ ceramics comes ever nearer, Joe 

Burke and his associates expect their non-metals 

may be the answer to many high-temperature prob- 

lems of the jet age. 
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What the Future Holds for the Earth Satellite R. P. Haviland 

The Electrical Industry Challenges the Engineer W. Scott Hill 

Unique Phosphors That Amplify Light D. A. Cusano and Dr. F. E. Williams 

Flight Propulsion — Out of Thin Air at : Review Staff Report 
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How Lighting Serves Education in Industry Carl J. Allen 
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How Modern Tools Improve Power System Operations Dr. L. K. Kirchmayer 

American Society for Metals Walter Morrison 

COVER—Missile test vehicle, part of Project Hermes, was designed by General Electric for the Army 

Ordnance Corps. From such missile operations came much of the information now contributing to the 

success of the earth satellite program (see page 10). A special camera takes 12 frames a second on 

50-foot 5x5 Eastman Aerial Ektachrome film. Arrow and cross hair locate exact center of frame. With 

such transparencies, General Electric engineers analyze missile takeoff characteristics. 



General Electric EM* Pumps... 

Move liquid metals with greater 
safety and continuity 

... OPERATE WITHOUT MOVING PARTS, SEALS, OR BEARINGS 

Electric 

radioactive and 

General electromagnetic pumps, first 

designed for high-temperature 

systems, are now used in liquid metal labora 

tories and industrial processes where minimum 

leakage and continuous operation are important. 

Now designed to pump liquid metals at tem 

peratures up to 1500 degrees F and to move up to 

10,000 gallons per minute with accurate control 

of flow, General Electric EM pumps can be used to 

move such metals as sodium, sodium potassium, 

lead, bismuth or mercury. 

* Electromagnetic 

General Electric offers complete liquid metals 

pumping systems including EM pumps, mag 

netic flowmeters, liquid level indicators, pressure 

transmitters, induction heaters, cold traps, plug 

ging indicators and sodium oxide control stations. 

For more information on liquid metals pumping 

systems and components, contact your nearest 

G-E Apparatus Sales Office, or Section 193-1, 

General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, New 

York. Outside of the U.S. and Canada write to: 

International General Electric Company, 570 

Lexington Avenue, New York City, N. Y. 
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FOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC EM PUMP MODELS are shown by 

J. F. Cage, Manager——-Component and Coolant Systems Engineer- 

ing Operation, Atomic Power Equipment Department, (1. to r.): 

linear induction, helical flow, d-c, and a-c types. Diagram 

shows pumps’ operating principle: Force is exerted on current- 

carrying liquid in magnetic field 



LIQUID METAL LOOP tests sodium potassium 

(NaK) inaG-E electromagnetic pumping system 

for use as heat-transfer agent. Loop’s a-c EM 

pump (below) operates at 600 degrees F 

with capacity of 30 gallons per minute. Mag- 

netic flowmeter (left of pump) measures flow 

externally, providing greater safety. 
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G-E manufacturing expansion offers you... 

Challenging careers in manufacturing engineering, 
administration, quality control, supervision 

General Electric’s growth in the next 5 to 10 years pre 

sents outstanding opportunities to engineers in the fields 

of supervision, purchasing, manufacturing engineering, SEND COUPON FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION 

production, quality control, and the specialized adminis 
trative functions required to manufacture over 200,000 MR. LAIRD H. WALLACE 

MANUFACTURING TRAINING PROGRAM 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 

carect through a serie of working issignments geared SCHENECTADY 5, N. Y. 

to your interests and abilities. Career potential is varied Please send me bulletin MTP-17B which describes the 

In this G-E Tri id 5’ motor factory, for example, Manufacturing Training Program. 

products for industry, the home, and defense 

G.E.’s manufacturing program builds professional 

Jim Olin, Cornell '43 (center, wearing safety glasses) is 

superinte ne of the most modern manufacturing 

facilities ind ry. Accelerated by the trend to continu 
ous processing citi ‘ h as this at G.E. are raising 

the demand for qualified manufai g personnel College and Year 
Rey. trade k of f 
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New trends and developments 

im designing electrical products... 

Why General Electric Magnets clad in die-cast aluminum 

sheaths offer important design and cost advantages over 

the conventional methods of fabricating magnetic assemblies 

5 gs MAN in the picture below is 
removing a section of a radar 

magnetron tube magnet from a piece 

of equipment that goes by the im- 

posing title of ‘“Lester-Phoenix Hori- 

zontal Cold Chamber H-HP-3X 

400-Ton Die-Casting Machine.” 

This machine is in our Edmore, 

Michigan, magnet plant, and its sole 
function is to cast aluminum sheaths 

on General Electric Alnico Perma- 

nent Magnets 

These alclad magnets offer design- 

ers seven major advantages ove1 

conventional methods of fabricating 

magnet assemblies 

1. Die casting strengthens the mag- 

net structurally. 

2. Whole assemblies can be de- 

signed and built as a_ single 

“package,” speeding the final as- 

sembly job at the plant 

Design of mounting arrangements 

is simplified because pins, holes, 
and screws can be cast into the 

sheath, instead of the magnet 

Responsibility for the entire as- 
sembly is centered in a single 

source, simplifying purchasing 

procedures, and eliminating costly 
in-plant assembly operations 

. Complete magnetic assemblies 
can be purchased premagnetized 

and/or pretested 

Die casting provides a consistent, 

more attractive finish for appli- 

cations where appearance 1s im 

portant. 

Die casting is a convenient, low 

cost mass-production technique 
for magnetic assemblies that 

eliminates the problem of attach- 

ing crystalline cast magnets to 

other components 

The following examples will illus- 

trate how these advantages can be 

turned to practical use. 

a relay drag magnet 

assembly, typical of those used in the 

meter and instrument industry. Be- 

fore the 

this casting, it was necessary to cast 

nanufacturer switched to 

a magnet against a plece of steel, 

bend the 

and weld the end 

teel into the proper shape, 

together 

\ 
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Figure 1 

Now, however, magnet, mounting 

pin, and steel return path are as- 

sembled in a_ single operation 
? eliminating the difficult 3-stage fab- 

rication job This assembly one of 

the most complex handled by the 

illustrates the 

tremendous versatility 

die-casting machine 

equipment 

Figure 2 is a generator rotor, con- 

sisting of eight G-E Alnico magnets 

held in position on a camshaft by 

the cast-aluminum matrix 

Figure 2 

The casting 

of the magnet 

to high rota 

nate lificult grinding 

and bandi 

upple ments the strength 

(which are 

peeds). And it elimi- 

supnjec ted 

assembly, 

operations. 

The four radar magnetron tube 

magnets in Figure 3 give some idea 

of the wide 

machine is capable of handling The 

(bottom, right) 

while a quarter 

range of sizes the 

smallest magnet 

weighs only 1 lb, 
section of the largest magnet weighs 

more than 11 Ibs 

Figure 3 

Here, the aluminum sheath improve 
stability by 

direct contact between magnet sut 

magnetic preventing 

faces and steel objects. In addition, 

the mounting brackets cast in the 

sheaths eliminate inserts normally 

cast in the magnets which would 

weaken its energy and structure 

Aluminum-sheathed magnets are 
often far less expensive than con- 

ventional magnets . espe ially on 

long production runs. And, in many 

of the cases where the unit cost of 

alclad magnets is higher, the tre- 

mendous advantages gained by die 

casting have more than offset the 

price difference 

The one best way to find out 

whether or not die casting is feasible 
on your application, is to check with 

a General Electric Magnet Engineet 

You can do this—or obtain in 

formation on any other problem in 

the realm of permanent magnet 

by dropping a note to: Metallurgical 

Products Department 

Electric Company, 11201 E. 8 Mile 

Blod., Detroit 32, Michigan. 

of General 
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1 well remember in 1903, when | was a boy in 

Wilmette, Hlinois, re ading in the new spapel about the 

General Electric steam turbine venerator installed in 

the Fisk Street Station of the Commonwealth Edison 

Company in Chicago. It was 5000-kw capacity and 

Wa when installed the large { steam turbine ii 

existence. To me it was as exe iting as is the Space ship 

to the boy of today. | had to see it 

So some of us in the New Trier High Sehool asked 

our mechanical drawing teacher if he would take us 

to see the big machine He did, and we saw it in all its 

magnificence We also heard it, for it made a whale of 

“a foise 

Litthe did | know at the time the story behind this 

accomplishment, just as today few people know the 

stories of the achievements of industry which have 

brought them the things they use and enjoy. But when 

I came to Schenectady in 1913, | found that same 

team turbine-generator enshrined in’ the General 

Klectric plant there as a “Monument to Courage 

Later | came to know the men who were responsible 

for the machine and the story behind it. | have loved 

that story for all these years, and have kept it con 

tantly before me. It combines beautifully the funda 

mentals of engineering progress: having an idea ot 

plan of something new with a vision of its future: 

evaluating the usefulness and worth of the idea: de 

ve loping a sample lep by ste pinto a pilot unit: manu 

facturing an operating unit and in talling it: operating 

it eeing it grow into the fulfillment of the original 

vision and even beyond 

A condensation of John Hammond’s account of the 

Commonwealth Edison machine, from Men and Volts 

appears on thi Oppo ite page May others be inspired 

and guided by it as | have been 

COLT 

It is called a Monument to Courage. In all industrial 

progress, courage is a word of splendor. It comes both 

from the mind and the spirit of man. It is vision to 

see a need; it is the ability to accomplish that need; 

it is firm in determination to succeed, It is under- 

virded by faith and has untold perseverance in the face 

of obstacles. It knows no defeat; it is dynamic to move 

forward. It is the essence of progress It is the very 

necesssary ingredient for success in all the realms of 

industry 

Just a few weeks ago there was unveiled in Schenec- 

tady what is believed to be the world’s most modern 

factory for the manufacture of induction motors. 

Built at a cost of approximately $7 million, the new 

motor plant—highlighted by many new and revolu- 

tionary manufacturing processes—has made possible 

producing motors in 24 hours that formerly took two 

weeks to produce. The increased production output 

has brought more employment in the plant than ever 

he fore 

Another Monument to Courage 

Jim Olin, Superintendent of Manufacturing, said: 

“Here in our new motor plant we have seen out 

long-range dreams come true. We have built a 

plant with capacity for the future. We have built 

flexibility to meet changing customer require 

ments for vartous motor lypes We have achieved 

the ultimate in mechanization for the kind of 

motors we are making. And we have realized new 

standards of employee comfort and morale 

To be with men of courage in a company of courage 

is to know the exhilaration of an expanding life of 

usefulness 

> Oa 
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Karly in 1897 a tall young man entered the 

| W. Rice It Mi Rice was then technis 

tendent of the General Electric ( ompan 

tad ind Jater became its president. The youn 

innounced himself as Charles G. Curtis of Ne 

In his traveling bag he brought the plan 

description of a steam turbine 

lt was new. Rice had the imagination to be 

it would work. He examined, analyzed appl 

drawings. He made an agreement with Curti 

was to have the best facilities of the Schenect 

Works to carry on the experiments necessat 

the turbine practical 

Then followed trying days—-days full of troubl 

\fter two years of experimenting, a recommendation 

was made to Rice that the tests should be abandoned 

Rice turned to an engineer, William LeRoy Emmet 

who had distinguished himself by his handling of the 

problems of alternating current, Emmet investigate 

Curtis) turbine and studied the results of the 

Kimet saw something in the turbine that mack 

think that it required further experimenting to 

out unsuspected possibilities. Emmet recommend 

that two machines be built for commercial usage 

of 5OO-kw capacity, the other of 1500 

Rice gave Emmet charge of the design and manu 

facture of the trial turbines. Within 24 hours bi i 

down in the hops, immersed in the tremendou 

question of the future of the new turbine 

Within a year the first Curtis-Emmet turbine 

completed ind ready for testing under service 

ditions. Ht came up toevery expectation, A fi 

later the [500-kw unit was well advanced 

kmmet and Curtis next designed a vertical 5000-4 

turbine and offered it to the Commonwealth bedi 

Company for its new isk Street Station in Chie 

Rice had his hands full to win his board of director 

an undertaking so beset with difffeulties, But tr 

And all the while Emmet was busy with engines 

data, which he finally took to Chicago. Assus 

kmmet that the turbine was possible (Cromme 

Kdison designed the new generating station to 

hat was in 1901, The Fisk Street Station 

begin operating in the fall of 1903, The 

dawned and with th came anxiety and apprehension 

When would the first factory test of the big turbine be 

made? A tentative promise was given It had to be 

postponed, then postponed agai 

Karly in February L903. George Emmons, manager 

of Schenectady Works, called Bill Madigan, a factors 

foreman, and gave him the job to meet the Mareh 

promise 

Ht looked hoped but as Madigan studied the job 

his fivhting spirit rose to the challenge. Like a general 

he marshalled his men, organizing their difheult opera 

tions. Tle kept the work going without pause Repeat 

edly bi 

everything he did was planned ahead 

Word was sent to Chicago that the turbine would 

receive its factory test Mareh Mareh | arrived. Rice 

came down aud asked when the turbine would be 

lepped in and worked with his owl hands 

teamed, Madivan. grimy with dirt and grease, replied 

On Mareh 5! 

hut his head was as clear as ever, his smile as reassut 

were red from lack al leep 

ing. The bie turbine was almost assembled, towering 

four tanne is high as a man. A few more days of 

intensive. unflagying work followed, and on Mareh 4 

Madigan told the test men to let in steam. The turbine 

performed excellently at the official test of Mareh 4 

Vhat team turbime-vgenerator required only one 

tenth of the Spruce and we ivhed only one eighth as much 

a the reciprocating engines it replaced Sut still 

Kimmet’s problems were not settled the unit had yet 

to be gostalled in the Chicage powe rhouse. For month 

things kept going wrong, Construction men had to 

lay there and watel the turbine as it ran They fairly 

lived in the generating station. But after three month 

Hit Trieste unlaver ible reports Were received Ihe 

turbine ran steadily day and night, month after month 

Now Emmet busied himself with new experiment 

ind new designs, for a clamor was going up from other 

central station executives for turbines of their own 

And as the General bleetrie shops hummed in the 

eflort to supply the turbine demand, the engineers im 

proved both turbine and generator, year after yeas 

eventuall reverting to the horizontal type until the 

ria biaene yrew ith ¢ fie berries bye yond thre rostest dream 

And that vork of engineering progress still goes on 

lerised tf m Jolin Wintl rop Hammond Ven and 

) } mm a ppineott Company 194! 
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SPIRALING HURRICANE forming over les 

° CARLSBAD 
CAVERNS 

I eer 

an October » I9o4 wa photographed from lOO-mile-high two 

What the Future Holds for the Earth Satellite 
By R. P. HAVILAND 

White House in 

innouncement 

On July 29, 1955, the 

Wa hington made thi 

The United State a 

tribution to the 1957-58 

Geophy ical Year, will 

eon part of it 

International 

launch al mall 

unmanned  earth-cireling atellite ‘ 

Primaril a re ehicle the eure nN 

an initial atte mpl at prolonge d 

will vather data 

Until 

laver of 

atellite 

flight 

CONMCCTOHING oltul 

through pace 

and sun 

1OO-miile 

earth 

now, the more than 

almosple re that blankets our planet ha 

kept us from obtaining thi 

With the satellite 

can funetion outside this insulating en 

intormation 

however, instrument 

velope Sustained observations in space 

ind time wall be po ible for the first 

tine 

But the atellite project involve even 

hire eure h 

As a long-term project with eventual 

satellite matu- everyday advantages, the 

rally need mueh ce velopment hefore all 

10 

ome ob ut 

that 

of its uses are realized. Still 

useful applications are so simple 

the Il come almost immediately 

Celestial Mechanics Primer 

hook - 

tore 

Klementary phiy a1 teach that 

vhen you throw a from the 

earth's surface, its path or trajectory 

only an forms a parabola. But this is 

approximation Sufliciently accurate for 

a short distance, the law becomes pro 

vressively more inaccurate as distances 

nerease 

* 

Coming to General Kleectric in 1917. Mr 

Haviland is nou hlight Tt st Planning 

kngineer Special 1h fense Projects Dept 

Philadelphia futhor 

cle sand paper and holder of five patent 

was Project Engineer of the 

Two-Stage Rocket program that sent a 

of numerous art 

? 
Bumpe r 

two-stage rocket to a wor rd ¢ 

we of 244 mile in 1949 

\t vreat distances the curve of the 

stone s trajectory forms a section of an 

the part that 

earth 

ellipse Part of this curve 

the stone follows 

The rest lies within the 

focus of the ellipse at the earth’s center 

In the loth century Kepl 

and astrono 

bodies 

motion 

is outside the 

surface with one 

Johanne - 

mathematician 

that 

i German 

eon 

that 

met showed celestial 
: ; 

form to the same laws of 

govern a stone. Each planet he pointed 

out, travels an elliptical path, or orbit 

Just as the 

earth, these 

with the sun at one focus 

moon is a satellite of our 

planets are satellites of the sun 

Thus 

to dupli ate the 

an artificial satellite would have 

motion of a natural 

moon in the same orbit-——mainly a prob 

lem of speed, direction, and position at 

the time of launching (illustration. top 

Opposite page) 

i three earth satellite 

finless satellite-bearing rocket with 

Po launeh the 

sluge 

vimbal-emounted motors for guidance 
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will used. Let assume here that 

the satellite can be placed in any orbit 

Orbits Around the Earth 

or specihye applications of the satel 

lite. you need to understand its motion 

relative to the earth. Here the plane ol 

the satellite's orbit, always passing 

through the earth's center plays inoim 

portant part ‘ 

Orbit possibilities include: those with 

thre plane passing through the earth's 

equator o1 through the earth's poles and 

one that inclines at an angle to the 

equator and coincides with the plane in 

vhich the pl inets move around the sun 

These are called the equatorial, polar 

ind ecliptic orbits respectively (illus 

tration, lower right). Still others ineline 

itan angle to the equator and are known 

is the inclined orbits 

Besides the plane of the orbit, the 

satellite's motion must be considered 

Height and velocity of the satellite also 

enter into this (Table 1) 

At the satellite's vreal height you can 

lew an appres iable portion of the earth 

(Table Tf) fut the visible portion con 

tinually changes because of the earth’s ro 

tation while the satellite moves around it 

SATELLITE ASCENT TRAJECTORY 
‘ 

PRACTICAL SATELLITE ORBIT 

TRAJECTORIES of bodies fired from 
at eart? ( le Planet ilso orbit ¢ 

Wy 
~ > a 

ome 
-_ 
71\\\ 

ECLIPTIC 

EQUATORIAL 

ORBITS «! e earth stellite 

equator il bit a JY. 300-mile-higt 

ARTILLERY-SHELL TRAJECTORY 

IDEAL SATELLITE ORBIT ra 
a 

\ \ 
\ 

\ 

\ 
\ 
| | 

} 

| 

! 

/ 

/ 

/ 

/ ey 
y, PA 

y i \ 

HIGH-ALTITUDE RESEARCH ROCKET 

urlace of earth totlow elliptical path 

Hhipotie ally but with the sun at one for 

tie 

each posse Jistinet alvantage kav 

itellite would be <tationar relative 



(RECTANGULAR PROJE 

LONGITUDE 

luarth mass as seen from a 

satellite 300 miles high and 

traveling eastward in its orbit 
changes with each successive 

track (above), Twiee in 24 
hours, every point on’ the 

earth's surface would be vis- 

ible from a 1200-mile-high 
satellite orbiting around the 
poles right 

GITUDE 

Iwo successive tracks of a satellite ln the dlustration the shaded areas Ite mile up, and orbiting about the earth's 

}00 miles out in space, moving west to outside the north ind south limits of — poles every four hours vould make 

east on an orbit inclined 40 degrees to ision for asingle revolution of the satel every port on the earth’s surface visible 

thre equatol can be graphically shown lite These limits move as the track al least twice in 24 hours (illustration 

(illustration, top). Actually, the satellite move, During a 21-hour period all part lower). The shaded areas again denote 

travels in pace about 96 minutes. But of the earth's surtace be tween 63 degree limits of vision for a single rr volution 

when viewed from the earth—also moy north and 63 degrees south latitude have the oval shows the area visible at in 

ing west to east-—its apparent period 4 heeome visible ones tant of crossing equator 

thout LOd minutes Suecessive tracks of a satellite 1200 Areas visible from a. satellite 

12 



of 8400 miles. hours at: 

ok . ; 

i), 

— ~ 
- eee 

(RECTANGULAR PROJECTION) 5 
« “Lar 

orbit vary with height Gllus mile 

top). Arrows along the side vest long 

visible area north and south Actually a 

of the equal vw. At 4000 miles up, for ex peal 

the band extends from 60 degree tion. Re | 

to 60 deg rrees south latitude i earth thie 

») ' 

oval represents the earth's lite alwa 

) surface observable from a satellite 22.300 place ou 

(illustration 

of map distor 

nehronically 

a period of 

Because the s: 

Visual limits of a satellite on 

an equatorial orbit vary with 

its height: at 4000 miles, the 
satellite covers an 8400-mile 
expanse of earth (above), A 
single equatorial satellite 

22.500 mules up could relay 
signals across the Atlantic or 
between the North and South 

American continents (left 

in the sky from anywhere within the 

oval 

The satellite's inherent characteristics 

uggest early application in three major 

fields: mapping and yeoud ) weather 

charting and foreeasting, and communi 

cations. With the foregoing information 

as a background let now move imto 

these areas 

13 



_- ORBIT OF SATELLITES Mapping and Geodesy 

— Presently you can accurately make ~ 

maps of the earth’s surface in two ways: i 

meee ccc ( ( KG triangulation or aerial photography. 
LVAAKQA \ Mapping with an earth satellite parallels 

‘a \ nae, both in principle. 
\ \ : x Triangulation In the triangulation 

~ system, you accurately measure the 

length of a base line; towers are located 

at opposite ends of this line. At various 

intervening points you then measure 

with a transit theodolite—angles to each 

of these towers. Knowing two angles and 

the included side for a given triangle. 

next calculate its remaining sides with 

trigonometry. By repeating this process 

for all the triangles, each tower point can 
be accurately located. Several such tri 

angulations, incidentally, have been car 

ried across the United States 

Surveying by triangulation, though 

f accurate, is slow and expensive, Each 

tower put up must be taken down, each 

measurement must be made several 

times, and the best “fit” must be calcu 

lated. Also. the towers must remain 

SC) pATELLITES stationary, ruling outa survey across a 

) RADIO WAVES _~ large, undulating body of water 
With the aid of an earth satellite sys 

FOUR SATELLITES ejually spaced on a 1000-mile-high equatorial orbit provide an excellent — tM, the triangulation method would 
communteations link, Signals transmitted from earth can be relayed around the world vive greater accuracy and coverage than 

it now does. 

Io start, first determine the satellite's 

— - _ ———————————— 
1000 

orbit with great accuracy. This can be 
done by making simultaneous, angular 

observations at three successive instants 

from the ends of the same base line used 

for the triangulation survey. For a period 

of several months repeat these measure 

ments when the satellite is visible. While 

in pring iple the first three pairs of meas 

urements define the orbit exactly, you'll 

TABLE I—VELOCITY AND ORBITS 

SATELLITE SATELLITE SATELLITE 

HEIGHT VELOCITY PERIOD 

'Miles) (Miles per Second) (Hours) 

THEORETICAL RESOLUTION—FEET 

257 , 

620 ( 1.76 

1210 1.3 2.06 

2222 2.64 

4000 3.95 

7650 y 6.95 

————_—_____ _ le seitnsnennntnditeneasienetin 19000 ] 19.30 

100 1000 10,000 22300 24.00 
HEIGHT (MILES) . 

LENS SYSTEMS limit ability of cameras to resolve detail at great distances. The eight-inel 
loeal length camera lens i representative af the type now used to make rial surveys 

14 



need additional measurements to reduce 

error, 

Determination of the orbit makes 

known the length and position of the 

satellite’s path over a given period of 

time. Thus angular measurements, made 

as before, measure the distance between 

any two points on the earth’s surface 

with the satellite’s path as the base line. 

(Actually the projection of this path on 

the earth forms the base line.) Finding 

the distance between these two points 

then becomes a matter of relatively sim- 

ple trigonometry 

With 

ments, 

many such distance measure 

you can establish the earth’s size 

and shape the science of geodesy 

Though the earth’s size and shape is 

fairly well-known at present, observation 
of the satellite would greatly reduce et 

would significantly 

rors in the calculation. resultant 

increased aceuracy 

serve such groups as astronomers and 

navigators 

ferial Survey (An aerial survey sim 

ply maps a picture of the earth’s surface 

from a high altitude with a good-quality 

camera With certain exceptions, the 

tec hnique utilizing a satellite in plac e of 

an aircraft will remain unchanged. For 

would be several 

than the 

the camera 

high 

usual two to-four miles 

Also 

what different 

instance 

hundred miles rather 

the camera itself would be some 

In any camera lens the 

resolution, or ability to distinguish small 

objects decreases at vreater distances 

Increasing the resolution sacrifices the 

field of 
Phe re solutions obtainable with pres 

lens Vision, 

ent camera systems can be charted (illus 

tration. lowe Opposite page), Ihe eight 

SATELLITE 

- FIELD OF VIEW 

inch focal-length camera lens represents 

At the 

heights normally employed, it resolves 

objects about three feet in diameter 

slightly greater than the width of your 

ofhee desk satellite 300 

miles in space however, it would just he 

able to resolve earthly objects 500 feet 

a type used for aerial surveys. 

top. From a 

in diameter. In more physical terms, at 

this height the camera couldn't dis- 

tinguish a 423-foot World War II Liberty 

ship at sea 

Although this resolution would handle 

wouldn't an area instance, it map, for 

do for a city map involving resolution of 
objec ts three feet across Photographing 

a city from a 300-mile height requires an 

astronomical telescope with about a LO 

inch lens opening 
Until further development of the satel- 

recovery of camera 

will 

They can use 

lite system allows 

film, early systems have to avoid 

this problem such tech 

niques as television to return aerial 

photogr iph to earth 

Resolution with an eight-inch focal 

length television camera lens in a satel- 

lite 300 miles out in the atmosphere 

would be about 3000 feet. (Length of the 

is 916.8 feet.) Not too 

would sufhiec 

SS United States 

you ll ag 

for mapping 

rree, but it good 

mountains, shore lines 

large rivers, and similar Masses 

Facsimile, or wire photo—a_ bette: 

takes 

powel of its 

technique full advantage of the 

resolving lens system 

whereas a television camera does not 

Requiring less equipment facsimile map- 

vill pl ibably he atellite 

vstem 

Having the 

to the earth assure 

pririge used inh 

satellite reasonably close 

Main accuraes 

and resolution with any surveying sys 

tem. On the whole, a satellite traveling 

a polar orbit at an altitude of about 400 

miles appears the best compromise for 

surveying any area on earth. 

Considering all these factors, you can 

reasonably that mapping with 
the aid of an earth satellite will proceed 

assume 

gradually. Some mapping of the triangu 
lation type will no doubt be done with 

the first successful satellite launching 

It will be directed primarily at determin 

ing the earth’s shape. Future satellit 

programs using TV or facsimile systems 

will initiate detail mapping. Eventually 
cartographers will complete a world map 

with the aid of the satellite 

Weather Charting and Forecasting 

At any given time, clouds cover from 

a third to a half of the earth's surface 

Photographs taken from research rock 

ets make this strikingly evident 
Knowledge of the extent and type of 

clouds furnishes much information about 

Because the satellite can 

extremel 

the weather 

cloud 

large areas in a short 

view eoverage ove 

time, it could 

helpful in forecasting tuture prove 

weather, too 

An excellent example of this occurred 

recently Photographs taken from a 

Navy Aerobee rocket launched over Nev 

Mexico were assembled into a ingle 

composite view that encompassed the 

lower Rio Grande Valley in southwestern 

The « OM posite (photo United States 

page 10) showed an unsuspected fully 

developed tropical disturbance 

Phe storm covered to a weak hurricane 

a LOOO-mile-diameter 

Del Rio 

area, cent red neat 

lexa 

TABLE !I—VISION FROM THE SATELLITE 

MAXIMUM 

SLANT RANGE 

(Miles) 

HEIGHT VISION DISTANCE 

Miles (Miles) 

2800 

4200 

5600 

7000 

8400 

9800 

11200 

11600 

1445 

2310 

$350 

EARTH'S SURFACE 

VISIBLE 

(Percent) 

FIELD OF VIEW 

(Degrees) 

4750 

6920 

11000 

22700 

26800 



“Three satellites would provide world-wide communication.” 

\ satellite's value in weather service 

can further be 

struments: thei 

mitted to the 

could 

earth 

increased by carrying in 

readings can be trans 

Some imstruments earth 

measure the temperature of the 

surface and atmosphere the 

amount of radio static produced by 

thunderstorms meteoric dust the 

reflectivity, and the 

Often made 

little difficult 

ments of this lype assume importance m 

earth's intensity of 

solar radiation in research 

rockets with measure 

long term forecasts of the weather and 

its effect 

Because weather foreca ling presents 

resolution 

s orbital alti 

no problem of camera lens 

you can select the satellite 

tude for good coverage of the earth 

surface: the 1200-mile-high polar orbit 

by hould hy satisfactory During the day 

extended coverage of the earth could be 

obtained with one satellite on the polar 

orbit and another on the equatorial orbit 

at about a 4000-mile altituae 

Probably a atellite 

carrying TV or facsimile equipment plus 

second project 

some instruments, will mark the begin 

ning of weather charting and forecasting 

As techniques progress and become less 

experimental the project will supersede 

some present-day undertakings —Iceberg 

Patrol, Atlantic Pacili 

ships, and hurricane-hunter flights 

and weather 

control the Continued attempts to 

weather will bring an increase in the 

scope and accuracy of weather forecasts 

The result greatly reduced loss of life 

through and property unex pec ted 

weather conditions 

Wireless Communications 

High radio frequencies propagate along 

do light 

to be usable in communications 

nearly straight lines, as rays 

And sa 

each transmitting and receiving station 

must be within a line-of-sight range. But 

despite this, the great demand for com 

munication circuits forces more and 

more services into the higher frequen 

cies, Television, particularly, requires a 

wide Spec trum of operating frequene Ics 

\t present high 

long-distance Communication 

some frequencies 

used for 

utilize a number of relay stations be 

tween the sending and the receiving 

pomnts Microwave systems provide a 

workable example: each relay towe1 

picks up the signal from one station and 

Still 

a large amount of costly and 

transmits it to the next the system 

requires 

and is practical complex equipment 
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onl ver land or narrow bodies of 

water 

Recently, you may have seen several 

live TY programs originating in Cuba 

They were United 

States by 

aircraft, The airplane’s height increased 

transmitted to the 

a relay station mounted in an 

the line-of-sight distance hetween send 

This 

principle proposed for satellite commun 

ing and receiving points same 

ication systems would increase by mans 

thousands of miles the line-of-sight dis 

tances between stations the satellite’s 

height being much greater than that of 

the airplane 

As an example, suppose you stabilize 

four satellite stations on 4000-mile-high 

equatorial orbits (illustration, top, page 

14). Assuming they are equally spaced 

the earth. 

visible at any 

about one of these stations 

will he 

pommel hetween 60 degrees north and 60 

instant from any 

degrees south latitude, A signal can then 

be transmitted from any ground location 

to the nearest satellite and relayed from 

satellite to satellite. At the proper loca 

tion, the signal can be retransmitted to a 

receiving station on earth. 

The principle is straightforward: For 

a single channel of communication, you 

need a receiver of good quality and a 

low power transmitter aboard the satel- 

lite. Ground equipment would be more 

complex, the major item being a large 

directional antenna that can be pointed 

toward the satellite. 

But if the satellite were 22.300 miles 

high, you could do without this movable 

ground antenna. Relative to the earth 

the satellite would then be 

A properly located single satellite could 

across the Atlantic o1 

Three satellites 

stationary 

relay signals 

between the Americas 

would provide world-wide communica 

tion. The equipment needed at this great 

height would be somewhat more com 

plex but shouldn't pose too serious a 

problem 

By increasing the power of the satel 

lite’s 

ground equipment could be reduced to 

transmitter, the complexity of 

the simple receivers used for home tele 

vision and FM radio, It appears practical, 

for example, to provide a wireless signal 

equal in strength to that now required 
for cities in every part of the United 

(The Federal 

Commission requires a 

States Communications 

greater signal 

strength in urban than in rural areas.) 

Che satellite station in the 22,300-mile 

transmitter would carry a orbit output 

of about 15,000 watts and use an antenna 

320 feet in diameter 

Both of these requirements are cel 

tainly possible. And additional stations 

satellite orbit could utilize the 

a sort of Radio 

in the 

same antenna, forming 

City comparable in extent to the anten- 

na installations that are atop the Empire 

State Building. 

The amount and type of communica 

tion from the satellite presents a prob 

lem involving both technical and eco- 

nomic factors. To justify the cost of this 

satellite system, it would have to furnish 

a new, greatly improved service Or a 

less expensive one. So far, the few pre- 

liminary studies of the problem aren't 

conclusive because a good cost estimate 

of a large-scale satellite system can't 

Until 

satellite's 

presently be determined. better 

estimates are available, the 

future in communications remains un 

predic table. 

Full use of the satellite as a commun- 

oceul ication medium probably won't 

until manned operation of the satellite 

becomes practicable, Television trans 

mission will no doubt be the satellite's 

And 

SVIl- 

first major Communication service 

the 22,300-mile equatorial, ot 
chronized, orbit) will) probably — find 

yrealest use. 

Truth Stranger Than Fiction 

the earth satellite \pplications of 

could be projected further and further 

into the future but that would take us 

into the seience of astronautics. For 

truly the satellite represents a first step 

in man’s attempt to make a prolonged 

Hight through space. However, the appli 

been cations of the satellite that have 

pointed out here are those attainable 

within the present limits of our techni 

cal knowledge. 

Thinking back, 

only as short a time as 10 vears ago an 

you may recall that 

earth satellite was generally considered 

science-fiction material. In fact, only a 

few years ago many lacked faith in its 

practical applications 

Sut progress has accelerated rapidly, 
Project 

is now under way. Soon the 

and the earth satellite program 

Vanguard 
first flights will be attempted. Consider- 

ing the wide range of the satellite's po- 

tential, you can certainly expect addi- 

tional programs. 

In the 

satellites, 

not-too-distant future, earth 

like modern airliners, may be 

part of our everyday life. Q 



Self-tracking radar antenna with integrated 
electronic system (left) is ty pical of the “svs- 

tems” thinking that confronts technological 
teams. Manufacturing engineers handle in- 
creased quantities of intermediates used in the 
production of gum for silicone rubber (above 

meeting another of the industry's demands, 

The Electrical Industry Challenges the Engineer 
By W. SCOTT HILL 

Why has 
switch-lamp-motor business evolved into 

a fairly simple generator 

a great multipurpose electrical manufac 

turing industry? 

rhis extensive change involves far 

more than simple population growth and 

a general demand for better working and 

living conditions. One significant influ- 

ence stems directly from the engineering 

talent that staffs the industry’s technical 

work force and supplies a substantial 

part of its management. The energy, in- 

venuity, and stimulation that come from 

these engineers and scientists continu 

illy improve and enlarge the range of 
products and equipment. All this’ in 

turn stimulates further improvement 

rhe process of this industrial evolu 

tion follows a natural sequence. Know] 

edge of the steam turbine enabled the 

electrical manufacturer to move directly 

into the gas-turbine and jet-engine fields: 

the vacuum tube plus rapid expansion of 

preluded all of today’s the radio industry 

high lrequency endeavors 

Scientific developments originate basi 

sper trum 

in their infaney, 

cally in the fields of physics, chemistry 

Naturally 

less applications utilize a wide range of Py v 

ind metallurgy then, count 

chemical products—insulation, plastics 

silicones—and the electrical industry not 

only use but also produces and sells 

these products 

Metallurgical developments for the in 

dustr own needs also find wide use 

New 

cemented 

elsewhere alloys for permanent 

magnet or carbide cutting 

tools 

ina nonelectrical area. Major appliane es 

well as the 

for example, become key products 

and improved lighting as 

equipment necessary in mass-production 

industry evolved from the technology 

that expanded the entire electrical field 

Disciplines in the Industry 

Over the years, some industries re 

tative main tairi others disappear com 

In conservative financial circles 

yreal growth pole ntial deseribed as dy 

pletely 

today you find industri having 

The electric equipment industry 

cited one of those most frequently 

for growth potential owes its dynamic 

characteristics to several polices 

e Undergirding a program of seientify 

and applied research with the objec live 

of creating funds of understanding 

* Hiring personnel] whose creative 

ideas produce improvements that stimu 

late the developme ntol new produc ! 

e Encouraging the greatest possible 

freedom and opportunity for the indi 

vidual to develop these ideas 

e Providing team cooperation to cart 

the ideas through the difheult and often 

discouraging days of development and 

into the reality of a profitably saleable 

product 

lraditionally, the electrical « nyvineet 

velop has been a cornerstone in the de 

ment of power generation, and tts tran 

17 



mission and distribution. To this he now 

adds the entire field of electronics includ- 

ing control and instrumentation. 

Does it surprise you that the electrical 

industry needs as many--or more—me 

chanical engineers as electrical? Refrig 
eration and air conditioning, machine 

design, and fluid-flow and combustion 

problems enter into an increasing num 

the 

products associated with this industry 

her of several hundred thousand 

Supersonic propulsion problems in 

cluding missiles and jet engines absorb 

and more aeronautical engineers 
And the 

held for aircraft also seeks these men 

and scientists. nuclear power 

Chroughout nuclear areas, wide need 

exists for engineers trained in the metal 

lurgieal and chemical engineering fields 

They also work in the laboratories and 

chemical divisions of the industry 

The graduate with a basic engineering 

degree and a special interest in the man 

ufacturing process itself as well as one 

with a degree in Industrial Engineering 

Production Engineering, or Engineering 

Administration can move in the manu 

Here he 

products that evolve from the minds of 

facturing function produces 

development and design engineers 

Graduates in engineering physies o1 

cience should adapt well to the techno 

logical work of the future. In the realm 

of science, physicists and chemists 

formerly devoted exclusively to research 

and the 

portant partners of the team 

laboratory work as im now 

In this era of computers with its close 

relations to analysis and design, the 

mathematician — particularly the applied 

mathematician finds a rapidly growing 

demand for his abilities. 

Although smaller in number, additional 

scientific and technical groups, such as 

the biochemist and biophysicist in nu 

clear work and those with a radiological 

pliysic ba degree fill Spec ialized needs 

Also don’t overlook the civil engineer 

who has a well-rounded background. In 

dustry needs these engineers because of 

the knowledge of structures that they 

contribute 

And calls forth 

engineers with intense creative talents 

already automation 

Team Approach 

Modern technology finds its roots in 

the basie concept that the most effective 

progress results by combining the pieces 

of technical knowledge, as in’ building 

blocks, to create 

unit. Combinations of the foregoing aca 

a successful industrial 

demic disciplines are exercised in many 

of the steps that form the evolutionary 

18 

life cycle of a typical technological de- 

velopment. 

Basic 

search laboratory contributes new scien- 

research occurring in the re- 

tifie knowledge that precedes specifi 

application. Then in the next two stages 

engineers and scientists use their mutual 

abilities most effectively: in work com 

monly identified as applied research, 

utilizing the new scientific knowledge in 

specific applications; and again in the 

development stage by the imaginative 

thinking that 

models to prelude prac the al Usage 

produces experimental 

Using creative ability, design engineers 

convert these models into products. 

proved and ready for manufacturing 

Product engineers act as liaison between 

designers and manufacturing engineers 

who encounter production problems 

Important technical work manifests 

itself in each phase of this manufactur- 

ing process——planning, evolving of the 

equipment, and supervising and coor 

skilled 
workers who operate the machines that 

dinating the functions of the 

convert the materials to finished prod 

ucts 

Once manufactured, the equipment 

needs a satisfied customer. To him, in 

stallation and field service become para 

mount. Unless the product meets his 

expectations, he may well question its 

value. To this end the engineering team 

functions. It contains the field force so 

vital to the marketing and servicing of 

complicated electric products manufac 

tured today. Sales and application engi 

neers perform a great public service 

ideas to the 

men who utilize them in utility, indus- 

They bring the designers’ 

trial, or transportation companies 

Because of the great range of tech 

nology today, you can be an expert in 

only a few of its aspects. Consequently 

engineers and scientists must choose 

some phase of the team activity and then 

hecome so proficient in it that they can 

make a genuine contribution—either by 

their own efforts or by their administra 

tive ability 

Complexities of Growth 

such as systems New problems 

thinking and others now visualized in 

will confront tomorrow’s dim outline 

Mr. Hill 

REVIEW 
eral Electric for 33 years. He is Manager 

a previous contributor to the 

has been associated with Gen 

Engineering Recruiting, Engineering 

Services, Schenectady 

technological team. In the defense area, 

the application of systems thinking takes 

on the form of highly complicated mis- 

the self-tracking radar sile control ol 

antenna with integrated electronic sys- 

field 

anticipate not only greatly improved hy- 

tem. Leaders in the mechanical 

draulic control systems for nuclear reac- 

tors but also the possibility of combining 

solar energy with a heat-storage system 

and a heat pump for domestic heating 

Integrated drives in steel mills, on paper 

machines, or on large power! shovels are 

current applications of the systems ap- 

proach involving power and control in 

field. 

Phe future promises continued develop 

the combined electromechanical 

ment of other systems ideas. 

Already computers are provoking ani- 

other technological revolution, at least 

for the engineer and scientist. Bigger and 

faster models solve problems in motor or 

transformer design and heat-rate or 

bucket design for turbines. calculate jet- 

engine performance, and act as engine 

model 

hint of 

simulators to save months. of 

building and testing —-only a 

things to come 

\ device that gives the engineer an 

swers to LO differential equations in 10 

unknowns frees him from much empiri 

With 

today s enginee! 

cal experimenting. analog com- 

puters, can trace the 

transient heat-transfer characteristics of 

that 

one of to 

some electric machine so actual 

design replaces empire ist 

morrow’s routines. These and other new 

tools give the engineer of the future un 

usual opportunities, easily recognized as 

computers. draw out the performance 

curves for the interrelated factors of 

electric power-system problems or elec 

trie furnace operation with its asseci- 

ated voltage control, 

In this the 

chemistry for composition and physics 

entire area reliance on 

for structural behavior brings sharply 

into focus the experience of these dis 

ciplines as components of the engineer 

ing team. 

Insulation for new temperature and 

rotating equipment. stress limits of 

lubricants for fantastic operating con- 

ditions, as well as propellant fuels and 

combustion chambers for rockets draw 

heavily on such knowledge. Solid-state 

physics contributes new knowledge ot 

boundary layers. Transistor development 

follows with its concentration to obtain 

a stabilized ~ wide-frequency-response 

device capable of being mass-produced, 

From this 

of all types of electronic devices and 

comes the miniaturization 

attendant circuitry redesign, with ulti- 



““, .. the engineer must do the broad, creative thinking . . . 

mate consequences that only the most 

visionary can perceive today, 

Will the 

constitute one 

that 

frontier 

material limitations 

of the 

less a barrier tomorrow? 

greal 

problems be any 

Operating tomorrow's atomic 

will 

know ledge 

power 

plant require more and better 

not only of nuclear fission 

fuels and their enclosures but also of 

the behavior of shielding or structural 

materials under radiation. Turbine gen- 

erators have 75,000. to 
192.000 kva at 3600 rpm in the last 10 

increased from 

years. They can now be built for more 

than 300,000 kva and will be projec ted 

to 000.000 

Though all 

nical knowledge in stress analysis. 

fluid related to 

metallurgical problems — of 

years 

tec h 

kva in another 10 

these require great 

heat 

transfer, and flow as 

coolants 

materials at high temperature or stress 

loom as large as any 

Look at field 

or dynamics, heat-transfer or fluid flow 

any electromagnetics 

electronics or elasticity——and you'll 

realize that knowledge of systems, ma 

will still 

importance tomorrow. Analysis 

terials, and computers have 

vreale! 

indicates that much of the knowledge 

needed is founded on seience, clarified 

rela by understanding mathematical 
tions developed through 

science, and finally carried to the useful 

engineering 

product stage through the engineer's 
work. 

The Changing Educational Concepts 

Engineering colleges for the past 20 

years have tended to turn out graduates 

equipped with the practical knowledge 

work 

specialized field. This seemingly meets 

the the 

moment, a slight backward 

the tech- 

vears ago are 

to begin immediately in some 

needs of many industries at 

but only 

vlance shows that many of 

nologies of even a few 

already superseded 

This 

programs that would not be obsolete by 

the the took his 

degree in hand and accepted a job. 

realization led to a search for 

time senior student 

Certain basic technical material un 

derlies most technical work. From this 

search evolved a greater emphasis on 

these They 

begin with physics and chemistry, build 

common understandings. 

up to the engineering sciences, seek the 

and understanding of 
and end with 

true meaning 

mathematics, some con 

study one ot centrated experience in 

more of the engineering fields. 

Most of the advanced « olleges have re 

vised their thinking: delay specialization 

until the individual reaches the very end 

of his undergraduate work; keep it rel 

character even then atively minor in 

rhe truly 

come late I 

spec ialized knowledge will 

either in graduate school on 

through some advanced education pro 

ess associated with work experience 

olten Senior students 

ask 
oO to 

engineering 

Should | start work immediately 

g little 
work experience and return to academic 

work later? 

individual than on any formula 

graduate school, or get a 

The answer depends more 

on the 

Usually the 

will be 

standing capabilities prepare themselves 

greatest contribution to 

society made if those with out 

academically to the highest reasonable 

Che doctorate im 

the 

those 

level of competence 

pecialization in’ depth for 

hut the 

a hieve 

plies 
esoteri percentage ol 

who ean this will probably 

remain low. Graduates increas 

look 

providing that extra year for gaining 

alway - 

ingly on the master’s degree as 

sper ialized knowledge to supplement the 

hac helor degree And company educa 

tional programs also help the graduate 

lo acquire extra knowledge 

kor 

experi nee is 

would not meet the qualifications of an 

many students immediate work 

indicated. Probably some 

accredited graduate school. Their inter 

ests or objectives may be better realized 

first 

Perhaps the stimulation and 

of the 

motivates 

by using these years to gain ex 

perience 

competition industrial world 

more actively them than 

would it ademu work 

{ ndoubtedly 

tist will pursue education in one form 

the engineer or scien 

or another throughout his lifetime. Ob- 

this at 

planning and 

taining maximum efficiency re 

quires direction-—often 

possible through participation in class 

work at room the graduate levels at 

neighboring universities, or through 

company-operated education courses 

\ great difference between undergradu 

ate preparation and industry experience 

lies in the area of problem solving. For 

this reason industrial educational courses 

have a twofold purpose: to assure the in 

dividual’s knowledge of mathematics 

plus the engineering sciences and then to 

build both competence and confidence in 

his own ability to solve engineering prob 

lems 

The developmental nature of the ele 

trical industry places a high premium on 

44 

creativity among its technical persoune! 

lo this end, courses teach the young en 

gineer how to improve his creative abil 

ity and turn out significant original ideas 

in new fields 

Seeking Professional Stature 

What range and perspective does the 

electrical industry display to the tech 

Karly in his professional nical man? 

career, he will be involved in its tech 

nical operations almost exclusively, As 

he grows in experience, clarifies his ob 

jectives, and has his abilities challenged 
he'll discover that his choices have led 

Broadly, these 

info two categories: professional leadet 

to several careers divi 

ship through application of technical 

knowledge or administrative leadership 

through directing the work of others 

Few know in their early years which one 

they will develop the most aptitude for 

or which will be more rewarding or satis 

fying. Before making a final commitment 

some often try both. The more versatile 

have combined them to a remarkable de 

gree, earning outstanding recognition in 

both technical and executive pursuits 

Unfortunately, technical men often 

find it difficult to relinquish portions of 

thei work to engineering of laborator) 

technicians. The individual who learns 

to utilize others of less technical « omipe 

tence for supplementary work enhances 

As indus 

try moves more toward the use of com 

his own professional stature 

puters or systems concepts the prole . 

sional engineer must do the broad, crea 

tive thinking and leave the details and 

repetitive work to others 

Rigorous Problems Ahead 

Over the years the electrical manulas 

turing industry has solved deep and chal 

lenging problems. And 
growth potential, subsequent problems 

because of tt» 

will be even more rigorous ‘ oovercohe 

them will require the finest brains from 

all the varied engineering and scientife 

dise iplines (2 
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aN arma Se 

Unique Phosphors That Amplify Light 

Ihe intensity of the cathode rays that 

the 

ture tube is modulated in proportion to 

can sereen of your television pie 

the electric signals received from. the 

television station. Because the amount 

of light) generated in’ this phosphor 

creen depends on the intensity of the 

vi ible 

beam 

bombarding beam, a picture | 

Thus the 

tran 

reproduced primat 

mit information to 

If thi ere the 

funetion is to 

the viewing sereen onl 

function of the beam, such an operation 

could be achieved efficiently and inex 

vely with a small tube operating al pe Hist 

low voltage and current, Lnfortunatels 

the same electron beam that contain 

information must play Fr 

that of 

the pre ture 

second role venerating a high 

brightness in large television sereen 

This requires operating the picture tubs 

at a much higher voltage and current 

which necessitate 

\ better 

the electron beam merely to con 

sexpensive equipment 

television system would 

utilize 

trol, not to provide, power for the gener 

ation of light. This can be achieved by 

using a light amplifier, which takes a 

faint image and with inexpensive low 

voltage power produces a much brighter 

picture. For example, with a suitable 

lens arrangement, a weak image from the 

low-voltage television face of a small 

tube would be fed to a large-area light 

amplifier and there increased in bright 

ness many times. Briefly, a good ampli 

fier would permit the separation of the 

information role from the light penera 

tion role, permitting each job to be done 

more efliciently and inexpensively 

\ similar situation exists in- x-ra\ 

fluoros Opy The Tay beam penetrating 

must not only your anatomy 

with the 

emerge 

information about your ulcer 

but also be intense enough, unfortun 

ately, to excite a sufficient amount of 

light in the fluoroscopic sereen 

Because of the 

cent background of present light-ampli 

this 

dosage 

small electrolumines 

observation. was fying phosphors 

made at an x-ray higher than 

ordinary medical dosages. In actual 

practice the x-ray dosage is determined 

the 

the information into the emerging beam 

but by the to make the 

information visible to the radiologist 

not by intensity necessary to get 

necessary power! 

To minimize the dosage, the radiologist 
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By D. A. CUSANO and DR. F. E. WILLIAMS 

suffers the inconvenience of becoming 

dark adapted. At these low light levels 

the eye does not perceive images ¢ learly 

Avain, a light amplifier would separate 

the role of 

on your ulcer from the role of generating 

communicating toformation 

light at the fluoroscopic screen, A faint 

image would thus be amplified in bright 

ness, with only the information require 

ment determining the x-ray dosage 

the 

methods of light amplification utilizing 

have 

During past decade. electron 

spect il vacuum tubes and cireuits 

been extensively explored. Particular 

emphasis has appropriately heen on fluo 

( losed 

image 

roscople image intensification 

circuit television systems and 

tubes, although moderately successful 

ina few large radiological installations 
have not become widely used, However. 

development work on these systems is 

One 

methods for general fluoro 

the 

continuing. inconvenience of the 

electronic 

examinations: radiologist 
work at 

patient, because the image is reproduced 

Cost 

“¢ opi 

must some from a 

on the face of a cathode-ray tube. 

prohibits the electronic methods of light 

amplification for home television. Thus 

x-ray fluoroscopy, television, and other 

image display devices are in great need 

of a simple light-amplifying screen. 

Luminescence of Crystalline Solids 

Phosphors are erystalline solids cap- 

able of light emission without heating 
when suitably excited. In a fluorescent 

lamp. ultraviolet photons from the mer 

cury discharge excite the phosphors 

Because the excitation is by photons 

the phenomenon Is called photolumines 

Vr. Cusanoand Dr. Williams are both with 

the General Physics Research Depart 

General Electric Research Labora 

Joining GE in 1949 

Light 

carries out 

ment 

tory, Schenectady 

assistant Vr. Cusano—research 

Production Studies Section 

development of transparent phosphor 

films and experiments in cathode-ray ea 

citation of phosphors, electrolumines 

cence, and the solid-state amplifier With 

the Company since 1948 Dr. Williams 

Light Production Studies 

was an invited speaker at the 

(England) 

Luminescence in. 1954, 

Vanager 
Section 

Cambridge Symposium on 

cence. With the best lamp phosphors 

one visible photon is emitted per inet 

dent ultraviolet photon, X-ray photons 

Phos 

phors can also emit light when bom 

also excite photoluminescence. 

barded by cathode rays: hence the term 

the 

vears the excitation of luminescence by 

cathodoluminescence. \n few past 

a Voltage applied to the phosphor has 

In this phe received much attention 

nomenon we see a direct Conversion al 

room temperature of electric energy into 

light thus the term electroluminescence 

Solid-State Light Amplification 

We have recognized for some time 

that if 

initiated 

light, 

screens would be feasible 

electroluminescence  « ould be 

controlled by ineident and 

image amplification in’ phosphor 

W e reasoned 

that amplification might be achieved 

by the incident light affecting either the 
electric field in a phosphor or the den 

sity of mobile electrons because these 

quantities determine the electrolumines- 

cent intensity, 

Two. vears announced and 

demonstrated light amplification in a 

avo we } 

simple phosphor film (illustration, left. 

page 22). Amplification of radiation with 

a simple phosphor involves a basically 

photoelec trolumines 

that the in 

new phenomenon 

cence indicating not only 

controls 

that the 

initiates and 

but 

power required for this light emission 

cident radiation 

the light emission also 

comes from voltage applied to the phos 

phor. Phosphors exhibiting this phenom 

enon are appropriately termed light-am 

plifying phosphors The way the amplifier 

works is described on the opposite page 

Recently, several laboratories includ 

ing ours have described another type of 

solid light amplifier. [t does not involve 
“a new phenomenon but instead utilizes 

two well-known solid-state elements to 

(illus 

tration, right, page 22). In its simplest 

achieve radiation amplification 

form this method involves a photocon 

ductor and an eleetroluminescent layer 

in series sandwiched between two elec- 

Alternating trodes one 

voltage is supplied to the electrodes. The 

transparent 

impedance of the photocondur tor-—tor 

example, cadmium sulfide—is arranged 

so that in the dark the voltage applied 

TEXT CONTINUED ON PAGE 22 



HERE IN SIMPLE TERMS IS HOW LIGHT-AMPLIFYING PHOSPHORS WORK 

MECHANISM OF PHOTOELECTROLUMINESCENCE 

METALLI INCIDENT TRANSPARENT 

/ ELECTRODE P ag RADIATION 7 ELECTRODE 

we P i ; - “a * 
ane - 
Pid 

HLORINE MANGANESE SULFUR 

~= 

ELECTRIC FIELD 

Activator Systems lieht that we did a moment age. but 

frpurities largely determine mserplion taking place while the phosphor 

trong electric held The excited chlorine itom and at nemhborm ilo 

he aeclivato vstem. Ube propertic tem now invariably becomes tonized precipitation 

crinate photoluriine cent excitation at rniis conmedibbon ind event I hie lutionar 

ulfide is transparent to radiatio ea Most ( rye clivalor tem inereases the electric field 

I hie inftroduetion of chlorine i i ul pride charge Hie rease the fie hd near the 

term that strongly absort iw { ‘ en from TO’ to LO® volt per centimeter The enhanced 

Phe chlorine atom rluall field faculitate penetration ot the cathode barrier b 

excited chlorine wtivate trons trom the metal electrode In addition the tonization 

emit blue ligehit it cum tran cliloritne reohiv ated vstem ha ilso provided a mobule 

his high field region. Pinally, additional mobile i oti Vote or tl can tonize te 

created by inelastic collisions of mobile eleetron lationary positive charge. The rela " ine 

bilities of these events are influenced | ‘ cal ! ound electrons in the high-field region. Dielectric break 

field, and the presence of other activat iT voided by the termination of avalanches betore the 

dluetion of manganese as an impu 1 catastrophic size The limited distance over whieh the 

effect on the ab orption of radiation | electric field extends limits the size of the avalanelte 

nese atoms substitute for zine aton combined efforts of charge-carrier formation by tonization 

itor system make up for failure to chlorine activator tem, barrier penetration, and 

onishing facility. for lequiring enet ' ith ‘ ition of bound electrons insure that many mobile 

tem The manganese activator e from each ultraviolet photon Also, the con 

quiring energy that is orivinall clectroluminescence now exist 

Olutminiescence of zine sulfite requires the forma tivalor ten ult of the 

my With a lueh eleetric field and also the creation 
finned 

elron i the tig held revion The rricoboile eles 

be ueeelerated to sufherent veloeitie © that 

Manganese inp with activator yeten may occur, therel 

photoelectroluminescent In ordinary electroluminescence the 

wied by thermal ionization of weakl mistble for the ib orplion ol 

is the mobile electrons are created in vellow emission 

electric field ionization of more tight! 

Mechanism of Light Amplification 

oclectrolumimescent proce 

ition observed. Obviousl thie 

light 1 ‘ tt chlorine aetivator ystem by the ineident ultraviolet 

wlectrolumiescent zine sulfide. however. the 

on and the mobile electrons result from the excitation 

energy for the enmiuttes 

ype to realize more energy radiate iol the manganese occurs both direetly through | | ; o hy eit 

lherefore. each photon ol tra i hasta ollisions by high 

| t proud ve rouuwh trai erol energy from colliston-excited chlorine acts ntrol the electrolumune 

ible light tor svste lhe manganese then emit ellow light that 1 

velocity electrons and indirectl 

it of but controlled by the incident ultraviolet 

ee 



PHOTOELECTROLUMINESCENT LIGHT AMPLIFIER 

INCIDENT 
> RADIATION 

GLASS PLATE 

PHOTOELECTRO 

LUMINESCENT 

LAYER 

TRANSPARENT 
ELECTRODE 

Foe ce RCT RE ACE AC SCA SRC: URANO nits 8m A ee A NER atommenee 

INCIDENT RADIATION initiates and controls light emission, Amplifier (right) utilizes two well-known solid-state elements 

to the electrodes is almost completely 

across the photoconductor, Because 

there is very little voltage across the 

electroluminescent layer, no electro 

luminescence occurs. When exposed lo 

radiation, the impedance of the photo 

more voltage conductor decreases, 

across the luminescent layer 

emitted, If the 

it can be re 

appears 

and light is incident 

radiation forms an image 

produced and amplified in the sereen 

If this or any other sereen responds to 

its own eniitted light, some means such 
as an opaque layer between the two ele 

ments may be used to prevent light 

feedbac < 

Our 

preparation, properties, and theory of 

primary concern here is — the 

light-amplifying phosphors appropriate 

because of the important new physical 

phenomenon involved, as well as their 

promise for practical image intensifiea 

Preparation 

Phosphor coatings suc h as those used 

in fluorescent lamps, television tubes 

and fluoroscopic screens are made up of 

different materials and in these applica 

tions are excited to light emission by 
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D-C VOLTAGE 

SUPPLY 

PHOTOCONDUCTOR-ELECTROLUMINESCENT LIGHT AMPLIFIER 

(———— INCIDENT 
RADIATION 

METALLIC 

ELECTRODE 

TRANSPARENT 

ELECTRODE 

ELECTRO 

LUMINESCENT — 

LAYER 

PHOTOCONDUCTING 

LAYER Ts 

LIGHT 
EMISSION 

different forms of energy. All these coat- 

ings are composed of layers of phosphor 

powder—that is, microcrystalline phos 

phor grains of irregular shape and size. 

To achieve light amplification in’ phos- 
phors, it is important to have an elec- 

trically continuous and homogeneous 
r 

layer without grain-to-grain phosphor 

contacts. Such a layer permits intimate 

contact with broad-area electrodes and 

supports the high electric fields involved 

in this new phenomenon, Fortunately, 

the development in our laboratory of 

the vapor-deposition method, originally 

for making high-resolution cathode-ray- 

tube screens, provided us with phosphor 

layers having the desired characteristics 

After 

phosphors amenable to vapor deposition, 

extensive research on diverse 

zine sulfide containing manganese and 

chlorine impurities was found to exhibit 

photoelec troluminescence. 

To coat a glass plate with this phos 

phor, the plate is placed in a quartz 

coating chamber heated to a temperature 

of 600 C. (illustration, 

page). A mechanical pump 
to the outlet tube at the top of the 

chamber exhausts the air and maintains 

Lop, opposite 

connec ted 

this exhaustion. Hydrogen-sulfide gas is 

METALLIC 

ELECTRODE 

A-C VOLTAGE 

SUPPLY 

eter A A Ete eck 

then permitted to flow into the chamber 

at the bottom and out through the top, 

maintaining a hydrogen-sulfide pressure 

of one millimeter of mereury. The for- 

the plate zine sulfide on 

begins as soon as a mixture of zine, 

mation of 

zine chloride, and manganese chloride is 

injected into the hot chamber. This pro- 
vides a constant source of the vapors, 

which intermingle with the hydrogen 

sulfide and react with it when they reach 

the hot glass plate, producing zine sul- 
fide that has manganese and chlorine as 

The continues to in- 

thickness 

of powder is halted. 

In the fabrication of the light-ampli 

fying screen, the zine sulfide must be 

layel 

until the 

impurities, 

crease in injection 

formed directly on one of the conducting 

electrodes. The vlass Is precoated with 

a layer of titanium dioxide. This trans- 

parent layer, originally nonconducting, 

hecomes conducting during the vapor 

deposition of zine sulfide. Finally, appli- 

cation of a second electrode completes 

the amplifier construction. This elec- 

trode is a metallic layer, which can be 

deposited in a variety of ways—most 

commonly by vacuum evaporation. Thus 

the phosphor sandwiched between two 



electrodes—one transparent for light 

emission—forms the amplifying screen. 

Properties 

The screen can be examined simply 

Dy applying voltages to the electrodes, 

with ordinary batteries. Because of the 

simple geometry of the sereen and the 

homogeneity of the phosphor, the appli 

cation of voltage subjects the phosphor 
to an electric field. Dividing the voltage 
by the thickness of the phosphor layer 

VIVES the average V ilue ol the field. The 

layer is as thin as one thousandth of a 

centimeter; consequently, we can obtain 

i high field by applying only LOO volts 

lhe phosphor layer will break down if a 

oltage greater than LOO volts is applied 

vil 

Even these high fields in the phosphor 

produce only feeble light emission. In 

the phosphor does not ele 

the 

irradiating 

other words 

absene e of 

the 

we I if 

But 

screen with either x rays or ultraviolet 

troluminesce 

external radiation 

rays while maintaining the applied volt 

ive produc es a marked increase of light 

emission. In faet, an analysis of the 

intensity of the emitted light discloses as 

the 

the energy ine ident 

much as seven times energy in 

isible emission as 

beam. The photons 

Ihe difference he 

tween the seven and the eleven arises 

in the ultraviolet 

multiply eleventfold 

of course, because an ultraviolet photon 

is more energetic than a visible photon 

In other words, the incident radiation 

initiated, or “triggered,” electro 

luminescence the ability of the phos 

phor to extract energy from the applied 

voltage and to convert that energy into 

light 

Lets examine light the behavior of 

output with voltage, noting the require 

ment that the metal electrode be nega 

tive (illustration, top, next page); other 
vise, no increase of emission is observed 

Che light output at zero voltage is, of 

course, photoluminescence of ihe phos 

phor with ultraviolet excitation 

Before 

phosphors for 

shown that the ultraviolet or 

considering  light-amplifying 

image reproduction, it 

must be 

x-ray beam is more than just a switch 

electroluminescence. In 

the 

more light 

the 

the amount of elec 

the 

lo turn on 

creasing the intensity of incident 

vields 

the 

radiation controls 

radiation emission 

sy means of screen incident 

Because incident 

the 

troluminescence 

beam contains information to be 

reproduced and amplified, image repro- 

amplification, could duction, let alone 

never be achieved without this additional 

FORMATION OF ZINC-SULFIDE 
COATINGS FROM VAPOR REACTION 

TO VACUUM 
PUMP 

HYDROGEN 
SULFIDE 
GAS INLET 

—_ 

EXTERNAL 

FURNACE 

GLASS PLATE 
BEING COATED 

VAPOR-DEPOSITION METHOD produces 

LIGHT-AMPLIFYING phosphor cell is examined by authors 

phosphor 

LZ 

LEZ. 
LZ 

VAIL 
Ld 

ivet 

—— 

ZINC AND 
ACTIVATOR 
POWDER 
MIXTURE 

QUARTZ 
COATING 
CHAMBER 

POWDER 
DROPPING 
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having desired characteristics 

Cusano (left) and William 
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LIGHT OUTPUT AND CURRENT depend on voltage acre 
violet irradiation (top) and on ultraviolet intensil 

property, The amplification is nearly 

linear (illustration, lower). Thus good 

contrast is maintained during amplifica 

thon 

If sudden changes are made in the 

intensity of irradiation, the light emis 

sion requires finite times to adjust itsell 

to new values. These times range from 

afew hundredths of a second to several 

seconds, corresponding respectively to 

high- and low-irradiation intensities 

These time constants put an upper limit 

24 

the phosphor with constant ultra 

with constant voltage (lawer) 

om the rapidity with whieh an erbagee 

can change 

In the light) of the 

photoelectroluminescencs 

prigee 21), these 

ig mechanism of 

(discussion 

proper lies are under- 

Applications 

probable application ol he most 

light-amplifying phosphors in the near 

future will be intensified fluoroscopi 

attractive screens Vhis appheation Is 

not only because of its Importance 

human welfare but also because 

requirements ire less stringent than fou 

most othe ipplie ion thie usetul 

brightness level is modest: a response 

time of a tenth of a second ts satisfactor 

VOT and the lor most fluoroscopt 

color of the emitted light is not critical 

Radiation-amplifying phosphors can 

vavs be used in fluorose opy in two 

@ Th simplest method utilizes an 

amplifying phosphor sensitive to x rays 

Wi have observed photos lc ‘ trolumuiune = 

cence with x rays exceeding in 

ie thre response of the best photo 

luminescent fluoroscopi ereens Po 

attain further intensification with x ravs 

ind also to fully utilize the information 

ims t hve X-ray heam W ¢ must devise 

thicker phosphor layers so that most of 

the impinging x-ray energ vill be 

absorbed 

e A somewhat more complex method 

utilizes phos a light-sensitive amplit ng 

phor in conjunction. with an ordinary 

fluore copie sereen In thi ystem the 

absorbed by in eth. 

and the light 

unplified 

-ray photons are 

cient fluoroscopic sereen 

this 

by the contiguous light-amplifying phos 

emission. trom screen ts 

phar 

Phe application ol light-amplifving 

phosphors to television belongs to the 

more distant future The brightness 

level, response and afterglow times. and 

television re color requirements for 

ceivers demand pronounced improve 

ments in light amplifying phosphors In 

principle, these phosphors have attra 

television live possibilities for color 

Kor example, color switching could be 

modest achieved by switching thre 

voltages on three contiguous 

amplifying layers responding to the 

cathodoluminescent 

both 

swile hing are 

emission from a 

screen. In this way, brightness 

amplification and color 

achieved, 

In general, light-amplifying phosphors 

hould be 

to any visual information display 

considered for appli ation 

in which brightness is a problem or in 
which adequate brightness has been 

attained inefficiently. The practical appli 

cation to most proble ms awaits further 

improvements in light-amplifying phos 

Modifications of the 

characteristics are 

phors. response 

and emission heing 

pursued in the light of our improved 
understanding of photoelectrolumines 

addition, cence, In investigations of 

these unique phosphors are vielding 

interesting information on many aspects 

(> of the plrysie s of solids 



Breathing the thin air of upper alti- 
tudes, an advanced turbojet engine 
thrusts Lockheed’s needle-nosed 
FIO4A Starfighter (above) at high 
supersonic speeds. Such an engine is 
the product of much imaginative re- 
search and development. The plastics 
compressor blades (right) that exhibit 
no wear after running through a 
100-hour test of endurance are an 
example of present development. 

Flight Propulsion—Out of Thin Air 
Review STAFF REPORT 

fir power I like poker. The econd veloped ip to 1200 trained pilot and ness losupportor ju tify their existence 

hest hand ts worse than none at all 1S squadrons of aircraft, plus upplying During the early postwar yea ail 

iat Meee Wien large numbers of aircraft engines to our frame manufacturers tried as best they 

mmander, Allied Air Fores | uropean allie could to preserve their nucleus of knowl 

Southwest Pacifi However hen the armistice came edge. One. the Boeing \irplane (rom 

\merica’s aircraft industries, up to the public pressure forced a wholesale can pany, even commenced construction of 

present time, have followed a eyclic pal celing of contracts with America’s fledg 0) large transport planes without orders 

tern: they wane in peace and produce ling aircraft industries Phese ubsequentl became civilian coun 

near miracles in war. Will history con World War Il and associated event terparts of the military KC97 > Strato 

tinue to repeat itself? are still vivid, Using her high productive tanker 

The pattern began with World War I capacit America built up the mightiest Manufacturers of aircraft propulsion 

Ironically, the nation that pioneered ur force the world had ever known. But stems followed a similar course, seek 

powered flight was caught with only a vain hen lilities terminated, con ing out refinements that would give their 

handful of pilots, balloonists, and obso- — tract itl craft industries were can engines greater output and reliability for 

lete planes on hand Yet by the war’s  celed. The giants of aeronautical tech less weight and cost. In September of 

end. United State Air Service had de nology found themselve vith no busi 1948. a North American Sabre Jet powered 

TEXT CONTINUES ON PAGE 28 
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JET ENGINES are subjec ted to simulated altitude 

OUT OF THIN AIR (Continued) 

PROPULSION SYSTEMS: 
HONEYCOMB SANDWICH of stainless steel and lightweight core has 80 percent 

more strength than solid structural members, Used developmentally for casings. tail 
perp ind nozzle if il ” ithstand high bending load ind temper iture 

Flight-propulsion systems may seem simple, but their 
applications rank among the most advanced and diffi- 
cult branches of technology. 

Subjected to great temperatures, pressures, and 
forces, a jet engine must remain in perfect balance while 
operating under severe environmental conditions. 

To meet today’s exacting standards of quality, flight- 
propulsion systems require thousands of hours of re- 
search, development, and testing. 

ORDINARY FLAME, k« 

thrust. gets intensive 

ratory (photo ibove) 

(photo right) analyze 



HELICOPTER vas turbine puts out about L000 hp 

Products of Diversified Research and Development 
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hows viewer! CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION 
dine ted in | nn Ma A di rital computer if | 

hy General blectris ae 

eta world peed record of 670,98 mph 

he i 

lycvrnn doe I 

turbojet engine 

mn 1949, an experime ntal Boeing 

jrrearpye led by General Electric 

flew coast to coastin 3 hours 

My rine Phi 

of today BV Mratopel 

United States Air 

vie Aw Command 

General blectris ae 

certified by 

135 engine 

bomber was a prototype 

backbone of the 

(LSA) Strate 

that year, the 

first jet 

Fores 

Later 

became 

thre tran 

thre 

crpeie ernment for 

commercial ameraft 

With the outbreak of the Korean con 

1950 urcralt indus 

the 

fliet in America 

sud 

Phey 

iries werent thunderstruck b 

den demands made upon them 

accustomed to the evele 

In that America had a 

OOO Arrayed against 

thi 20.000 Rus- 

Were 

veal total of 

combat aimreratt 

lores potentially were 

han first-line plane and an equal num 

But 

our aircratt produc tion 

her in reserve characteristically, 

within two vear 

rate tripled. Research and deve lopment 

brought about new types. Engine 

teadil 

powe I 

rirew 

A Shift in the Cycle 

Open warfare in Korea ceased with the 

nine ol the agreement between 

the United Nations and the Communist 

of North Korea and the Peopl 8 

Republic of China at Panmunjom in July 

of 1953. But this 

revert to its usual peacetime procedure 

true 

le ke wale 

time America did not 

of total disarmament: nor has it since 

Jet aireralt first came into extensive 

28 

at Evendale, Ohio, a jet-engine test being con 

vendale quic kly calculates the test data 

open conflict in Korea. Our planes 

forbidden — to the Yalu River. 

Korea’s northern boundary. But USAF 

North American F86 Sabre Jets with ad 

J47 engines es 

Cross 

vanced General Electric 

tablished a 14:1-kill ratio 

fighter principally the 

MIGI5 Experts attribute this lopsided 

ratio not to superiority in numbers but 

over enemy 

Russian-built 

lo the Superior quality of American 

planes and pilots 

\inerica’s aircraft industry achieved 

this quality through persistent research 

wholly and development. Today it is 

committed to this course. To remain a 

yreat nation economically or otherwise 

a country’s aircraft industry must be 

date, Thus it 

centrates on quality rather than quan- 

efficient and up to con 

lity, on continual improvement rathet 

than a crash program of production, 

lhe industry pursues a twofold chal- 

lenge: a business rivalry on a competi- 

tive scale nationally and a contest for 

survivalinternationally. American manu- 

facturers spur competition from within; 

notably the So- 

provide outside stimulus 

foreign manufacturers 

vient I nion 

. . » and Responsibility 

It may surprise you that this nation’s 

leading electrical manufacturer, General 

eleetric 

of aircratt propulsion systems. A ploneer 

built 

America’s first turbojet engine in 1942, 

also leads in the manufacture 

in the industry, General Electric 

Since then, the company has produced 

were 

more than 31.000 turbojet engines. And 

one of them, the General Electric J47 

turbojet mentioned earlier, is flown more 

than any other engine in the world. 

Karlier this year, military officials 

including the USAF vice chief of staff 

aviation journalists, and reporters from 

all over the country visited General Elee- 

tric’s Aircraft 

(AGT) headquarters plant in Evendale, 

Ohio, a few 

Kven 

Gas Turbine Division 

miles north of Cincinnati. 

to someone accustomed to such 

the meeting proved unusual. x I events, 

Billed simply as “a tour of development 

facilities for flight-propulsion progress, 

the affair that: 

privately owned company, with 50 years’ 

was more than a large 

experience in aeronautical technology, 

displayed its achievements in flight pro 

pulsion. 

the 

testimony to the freely competitive eco- 

In another sense, meeting gave 

America. In addition 

that made past 

AGT’s general 

| plans 

nomic structure of 

to exhibiting facilities 

advancements possible, 

J. S. Parker, 

supersoni test 

manager, discloses 
for building a facility 

Phe cost for the first phase will be roughly 

$20 million—a considerable 

vestment in research and development 

private in 

You grasp its significance more read- 

ily from the words of USAF’s vice chief 

of staff, General Thomas D. White, spoken 

dinner highlighting the Evendal 

“Our 

best volunteer efforts in the area of re- 

he said. “Re- 

seare h. esper ially basi researe h. Is best 

meeting: great corporations can 

search and development, 

accomplished by unfettered initiative 

working in an environment of complete 

freedom,” 

And so, the meeting sounded the at 

rival of what may mark a new era in 

America’s history of flight: a shifting of 

a large share of responsibility for basi 

research and development from the gov- 

ernment to private industries 

Many-Sided Technology 

Understandably, many of the journal- 

ists present at the 

know about General Electric’s activities 

meeting wanted to 

in guided missiles, aircraft nuclear pro- 

pulsion, and the earth-satellite launch- 

ing—some of the more glamorous activi 

lies, 

The full speetrum of aircraft propul- 

sion alone, however, includes such things 

roe ket 

new types of gas turbine engines, 

as advanced turboyjets, motors 

and 

unique concepts of propulsion I'o these 

you can add other types of engines that 

tur 

fixed 

ramyets you hear more of each day: 

boprop, and turbofan engines 



rolal 

ove looked 

1CCeSSOTLES si) 

wihy 

too, erally 
flight, 

pumps, 

driven vital to 

notably: engine starters, fuel 

electric alternators, and turbosuper- 

chargers 

Klectronics—ol avionics, to use 

popular terminology has become an- 

other vital segment in aeronautical tech- 

nology Iixpressed in terms ol dollars. 

you immediately grasp the significance 

of this field. Every single watt of electric 

powel consumed by elec tronu equip- 

ment now under design increases an ail 

cralt nearly $20 

General I lectric s |79 turbojet caused 

s cost by 

much conjecture among aviation writers 

After 

it went into production this year and 

now Lockheed’s 

KIOSA Starfighter, the 

fighter plane (photo, top, page 25). 

much research and development, 

needle-nosed 

fastest 

(Ac- 

cording to Lockheed the plane compares 

a saddle on 60,000 

powe rs 

world S 

lo putting 

hp and flying it as fast as a 16-inch 

hell ) 

incidentally 

\ commercial version of this en 

inne will power the Con 

vair 600, America’s fastest jet airlines 

Phis turbojet will produce more thrust 

per pound of engine weight than any 

other in its class 

Undoubtedly, the General Electric J79 

turbojet represents one of the greatest 

advances to come out of existing facili 

Yet plans for future engines indi 

is great a gain over the J79 as this 

now shows over its famous older 

the General Eleetrie J47 

erigirne 

brothe I 

Glimpse Ahead 

You can plan and organize till dooms 

da but 

:utomaticall 

progress doesn't come about 

Creative research and de 

‘ loprm ntare essential. Accordingly, the 

proposed supersonic propulsion facility 

will play 1 large part in perfecting en 

vines of the future 

able to “fly” large 

high altitudes 

100 mph while duplicat 

Kngineet vill he 

jel engine it’ simulated 

ind speed to Zz 

ing conditions encountered when a jet 

climbs urecralt dives o1 lemperatures 

venerated b ind friction at high veloci 

mechanical and metal 

sul 

lies create many 

lurgical problems with the new 

facility their solution will be accelerated 

The result: engines can be handed over 

for production in a shorter time. In this 

think that the United States 

been losing ground to Russia 
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\ giant digital computer, housed ina 

building all its own. also gave visitors a 

glimpse of things to come. Design data 
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Onlooker 
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“jet propulsion ... best means of increasing 

vas to burn fuel in a chamber un 

then expanding 

Despite 

pressure use the 

ses to turn a turbine wheel 

the lack of high-temperature materials in 

and the fact that it had 

been done before, Dr. Moss per 

isted. And in 1903 he 

Although the turbine wheel turned, it 

those early days 

never 

succeeded 

lacked sufficient power output to do use 

ful work 

pressed ait 

needed, In the 

Klectris 

reputation as a manufacturer of air com 

other than to provide com 

But at that time compressed 

ensuing “air War years 

General built up a world-wide 

pressors for industrial use 

kor 16 years Sanford Mos 

sive knowledge of air compres 

yathered 

an Hnpres 

sors and turbine combustion problems 

And in 1917 the National Advisory Com 

mittee for Aeronautics called him to 

Wa hington They asked him to deve lop 

an aeroplane engine booster — originally 

conceived by the French engineer, A. ¢ 

| Rateau 

thin 

Chis booster compre ssed the 

level 

pressure and then pumped it into’ the 

Ihe de Hise! 

naturally 

air of high altitudes to sea 

cylinders ofanaircralft engine 

mixture of Vases 

burned with more energy. and the en 

gine s power outpul gre atly increased 

Dy Moss 

engine booster came to be known as a 

It proved its mettle 

100 feet 

redesign of the aeroplane 

turbosupercharger 

on Pikes Peak— 14 

in central Colorado 

above seu 

Phere Moss 

turbosupers harge r to 

level 

ran tests on the 

imulate the thin air an aireraft meets at 

that altitude 

He used a Liberty 

which had a sea level output of 350 hp 

Atop Pikes Peak, its output dropped to 

230 hip But Moss 

turbosupercharges the 

aireralt engine 

when connected hi 

engine horse 

power jumped to 356-—six more than at 

sea level 

In spite of this suces the turbosu 

percharger didn't receive complete a 

ceptanece until 1920, two years after the 

World War |. Then a 

charger-equipped La Pere biplane the 

reached 36,000 

close of supel 

mostadvanced of its day 

feet, (The plane 

lack of oxygen at that altitude. He 

to at L000 feet pulled the plane out ofa 

steep dive landed safely.) A 

later the same plane reached 40,000 feet 

Soon afterward, the United States Army 

Air Corp 1o0 turbosupercharg 
rs 

A more 

turbosupercharget 

. pilot passed out from 

Curie 

and Veal 

orde red 

colortul dramatization of the 

prowes occurred on 

30 

July 21, 1921—a drama familiar to some 

In the face of much military opposi 

tion, Gen. Billy Mitchell set out to prove 

that air could sink the 

German battleships Krankfort and Osfries 

land more effectively than naval gunfire 

at 15,000 

bombardment 

lo do this, a plane had to fly 

feet —beyond the reach of naval antiai 

craft shells 2000-pound 

bombs. At that 

capable of transporting 

and earry 

time. bombers weren't 

such heavy 

bombs at so high an altitude 

But when Mitchell installed turbosu 

perchargers on his squadron’s new twin 

engine Martin bombers, they easily made 

the run. At 15.000 feet they 

their bombs on the battleships The 

Osfriesland sank in less than three min 

hull caved in by 

and her deck smashed. In les 

the Frankfort joined her 

minimum of high-alti- 

unloaded 

CONCUSSION 

than a half 

utes her 

hour 

ven with the 

tude flying during the 20’s and early 30's, 

General Electric interest maintained it 

in superchargers 

As a result. a General Electric super 

charger geared to the engine of a TWA 

commercial airliner in 1937 made pos 

sible the first flight 

tween two distant cities 

We ather”’ hye - 

The 

turbosuper 

acai 

following 

year, large installations of 

chargers were applied to the Boeing BIT 

Flying Fortress, And their application 

was subsequently extended to many of 

the Air Force’s high-performance fight 
ultimately to the ers and bombers 

Boeing B29 Superfortress 

Jet Propulsion—a Reality 

hor years engineers the world oVvel 

British 

believed jel propulsion 

particularly a engineer named 

Frank Whittle 

to be the best means of increasing an alr 

craft’s speed. But not until 1939, at the 

outset of World War IT, was the first fly 

ible jet engine secretly 

Germany. In 1940, Italy built and pub 

liely demonstrated a jet-propelled plane 

produced in 

These incidents apparently prompted 

the British Air Ministry, after 

indifference, to take seriously the turbo 

iet design of their own Frank Whittle of 

the Royal Air Force. In 1941. they flight 

tested Whittle’s engine 

Gen. H. H. “Hap” Arnold, the United 

Deputy Chief of Staff for Air 

isiting Britain at that time heard of 

this highly secret test. He asked for and 

received permission to huild the engine 

years of 

States 

in America. 

The many vears spent by General 

an aircraft’s speed.” 

Kleetric refining the turbosupercharge! 

made the Company a logical choice to 

build America’s first 

Using Frank Whittle’s design 

Klectric. with the cooperation of the 

British Air Ministry the | 

Army Air Foree. constructed the 

within six W hile 

built in accordance 

turbojet engine 

General 

and nited 

States 

first engine months 

the engine had to be 

with the British design. General Eleetriv 

notably the project engineet 

Warner 

Cracking of the 

sor’s impeller blades under centrifugal 

engineers 

DF, Featy’ 

provements. 

made many i 

( oOmpres 

force stumped the British. From his store 

W arnet 

British 

engines subsequently used some of these 

of super harger ¢ xperience 

produced an immediate remedy 

\merican-built impellers 

Roughly speaking, a pound of thrust 

is equal to | hp at 37 Amet 

ican-built turbojet of British design. the 

1A. delivered 1250 pounds of thrust. And 

on October 2, 1942. two of these engines 

powered a Bell P59 

the first American plane pro 

) mph | he 

firacomet (photo 

page 29) 

pelled by jet thrust 

Before long, General Electric produced 

more powerful engines: the I-11 

20, and 1-40. so called because they 

1400, 1600. 2000. and 4000 

But the 

fast pace in turbojet technology made an 

hefore ut 

new, 

1-16. 1 

pul out 

pounds of thrust. respec tively 

engine obsolete reached ma 

production 

With 1945 

painstakingly laid were torn up. Having 

‘ na ae plans the war 

experienced a similar transition before 

Kleetri 

in developing jet engines. But here the 

General nevertheless persisted 

story takes up where it left off 

Race for Quality 

\ high 

that Russia 

[ nited States 

According to him, the 

military official pointed oul 

had 

in quantity of air powet 

long ago passed thie 

Soviet attempt to 

close the quality gap bs vreathy increa 

ing their research and development effort 

now pre sents a real concern 

In this glimpsed the article vou ve 

present, past ind future of a large aut 

cralt propulsion “\stems manutacturets 

Actually. its efforts reflect those of Amer 

ica s aireraft industry as work 

wan 

iw hole 

ing together so that we will never 

{ face an aggressor nation unprepared 

Phe current battle is one of progre 

Winning no longer becomes a question 

of being first with the most but of being 

first with the best IK 



GENERAL ELECTRIC'S ANSWER TO... 

yi have to take a lot for granted 

/ these days. Cuvilization has 

made so much progress in the past 

hundred years that we just can’t keep 
up with all the angles any more. The 
more complicated things get, the 
harder it 1s to understand them. 

In the old da S, an body could 

inder tand the 1c¢ box Nowadays th 

electric 1 frigerator do sa bert r ob. 

but it s not so casy to understand 
It’s the same way with candles and 

kerosene lamps. When they wer 
used tor lighting they were ca to 

inderstand. Bur cleetric light 1s much 

better and more complicated 
We're living in an age of sp 

It ist about impossible for 
on to know everything about 

oO he concentrates on one 

pecialize 

ind more we're finding 

ryday subjects are not 

used to be, or we 

vere. And for that 

to depend more and 
the specialists, 

reason nave 

more on other peopl 
that 1 for the tact: 

Is that good? Well, it isn’t bad 

And in one respect it's very good 

indeed. For if the specialist: 
can do a better job than 

f them could do alone \nd 

ling of knowledge, we can 

vork d 

ch greater accomplish 
ment han could as lon Olve 

Building on Foundations 

id on the foundation 

b our ancestor 

provided 

electricit 

cr plonee! 

ition in 

in their footstep 

better machines and 

out better and better 

things clectricall 

in all field 

chemistry, 

civil engi 

ind so on. By pooling 

his knowledge, man sets himself apart 

from animals and uses the’ brains 
vhich Grod gave him 

v« ve have to take other peopl " 

vord for things. We can't know 
everything ourselves, so we accept 

vhat others tell us 

Bur, on the other hand, we can’t 

just vallow everything that anybody 

rell us Q)r ve cant be like those 

people vho believe vhatever the 

ec om print 

\lI right ou 1 then vhat ire 

ou to beheve? You know ou cant 

icccpt everything an bod tell ou 

as fact. And when you hear conflicting 

report omething, which one 
7 

about 

do you believe tt an 

[he answer, of course, 1s that you 
ourself 

up another problem 

ire you use the best 

have to do some thinking for 

And that bring 

How can you be 
judgement? 

Probab! the hest answer to that 

one 1s general education, in addition 



to the specialized kind. Not only do 
you have to specialize in your own 
field if with the 
other fellow, but you also have to get 

a good background of general, all 
you can use the 

you want to compet 

around education so 
best judgment in everyday life. With 
such a background, you can use the 

intelligence you were born with to 
decide when to believe one thing, 
when to believe another, or when to 
decide that the truth 1s somewhere in 
between. 

Importance of Economics 

For instance, let’s take economics 
Although there are a lot of subjects 
we ought to have some kind of gen 

eral know ledge about, economics 1: 

one of the most important. Some of 
the toughest arguments are in thi: 
fie ld 

You don't have to be a brain to 

know some thing about economic It 

doesn’t have to be hard to understand 
It can be very simple, and very inter 
esting And cvcr'\ bod hould know 

SOK thing about it 

lor economics deals with the things 
we need or want in life—what th 
economists call goods and services. It 
gocs into such matters as how many 
of these goods and services there are, 

how they get from where they grow 
or are made to where they are used, 

what it takes to make them valuabk 

to us, how muc h thes cost, and so on 

conomu s can be as close to you as 

buying an automatic electric toaster, 
or it can be as from you as 
international negotiations over Near 
| ast onl fields 
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Much of the fundamental disagrec 

ment between the free world and 
Russian communism is over questions 

Most of us think of it 

question of freedom versus 

slavery~-and we're right—but that’s 

not all it is. One of the roots of the 
the question of how 

goods and SCTVICCS will bn produced 

who gets them, and who does what 

Many of us believe that those subjects 

have brought about much of the 
trouble in other matters like the right 
of tre« speech, the right to think as 

one pleases, or the right to worship 
Cod In one s own Way. 

of economics 

as oa 

disagreement 1s 

Most of the controversial issues in 
local and national politics are eco- 
nomic issues. A depression, for ex- 
ample, 1s a matter of economics, and 
one party may make a political issuc 
out of it by saying that another party 

Another subject which in 
volves economics is public ownership 
versus private ownership. And eco 
nomics has a great deal to do with 
such things as taxes, minimum wages 
and good schools 

caused it. 

Sull another very important subject 
of argument these days is the question 
of industry or business on the one 
hand, and organized labor on the 
other. If labor leaders say industry 1s 
making too much profit and should 
pay higher wages instead, whereas 
management says it can’t afford to 
pay higher wages, it comes down to 
a question of economics again. And 
if you don’t know anything about the 
economics involved, you wonder 
who’s right. 

So, as we said before, the only way 
you can really think for yourself on 
such matters is to learn more about 
them. If you don’t get some funda 
mental education in economics, you'll 
never know whom to believe. When 
an cconomic subject is being dis 

cussed, your views won't be worth 

much unless you know something 
about it. 

Some Examples 

That doesn’t mean that cach of us 
has to become a specialist in eco 

nomics. But at least you can learn 
something about the subject-——enough 
to help you think for yourself when 
you need to. 

kor instance, what 
money really is? Do you, like so many 
other people, think that money is 
valuable for its own sake? If you do, 
then you don’t much about 
economics. You can’t have a really 

good understanding of money without 
learning something about economics. 

do you know 

know 

Or, to take another example, con- 
sider the profits of a business. Do you 
know what they really are? Do you 
think profit is what the owners take 
out of the business for themselves? 
Do you think profit is all the money 
the business takes in over and above 
the cost of running the business? Or 
do you think it’s something 1in_ be 
tween those two? If you just don’t 
know, you ought to learn something 
about economics, for the subject of 
profit is a very important one in this 
country today. 

Other Subjects, Too 

What’s true of economics is also 
true of other subjects. By making 
yourself acquainted with some of the 
fundamental things about science 
say astronomy—you don’t have to 
take it completely on faith when, for 
example, the astronomers tell you that 
the stars are really suns like our own, 
but much farther away. You can 
understand in a general way how the 
astronomers know this, even if. you 
don’t go through all the business of 
proving it yourself, every step of 
the way. 
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kor it really doc sn't tak« much 

familiarity with technical subjects to 
give you enough general understand 
ing of them to make it easier for you 
to think for yourself. And once you 

have that familiarity, and can think 
for yourself about you ll 
have a better understanding of how 
scientists and engineers can provide 
us with so many wonderful things in 
our modern civilization—things like 
radio and ITV, synthetic materials, 
and silicones; construction miracles 

in giant dams and mighty bridges, 
the wisdom to solve problems with 
uncanny computers; the research that 
promises to harness the power locked 

in the atom; the techniques in auto 
mation which are producing for us 
more and better things for less 
money—and which employ more 
people in doing tt. 

subjects, 

INDUSTRY PROMOTES THE STUDY OF THE THREE R’s (Part VI) 

You may want extra copies of this article titled “Why Think for Yourself? 

you guide the young people with whom you come in contact 

by writing to the Generat Evectrric Review 
», NY. In your request, please ask for publication PRD-97. Schenectady 

to help 

They can be obtained free 

Bldg. 2-107, General Electric Company 
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The challenge of a growing suburbia... 

and one practical solution 

If you've ever watched a residential area evolve from 

house into homes. you know that these ne communities 

are in the final analysis people You see brick and 

At dusk 

you set irmth shining from windows that only 1 le 

wood begin to reflect personalitic and dream 

lay were vacant and lifeless. 

To America electric utilities, these thousand 

windows present a challenging problem: hi 

pre itly increased powel demands at continu 

standards of reliabilitv. General Eleetric per 

prea ~( mbled it rial cable has helped eluctsis itilit com 

pani find one answer. With this aerial cal 

less chance of storm damage, maintenance cost 

ered, service continuity is improved Resident benefit, 

too. from better appearance because cro inn ind un 

sightly open wire lines are eliminated, 

The use of this preassembled ae rial cable also means 

that in: many instanec larger areas can be covered than 

with open wire construction in voltage-limited distribu 

tion lines with these results: 

| Reduction in number of feeder required, 

2 Use of larger substation 

Both of these advantages result in lower cost per kva of 

installed substation capacity, 

G-k. Super Coronol preassembled aerial cable is one of 

many G-I product that are helpin y electric utilitic up 

ply me residential communitie vith the greatest con 

venience of all-electric power, Construction Viaterial 

Division. General Electric Company brid eport 2, Con 

necticul, Section W 186-1555 

* Registered Trade-mark General Electric Company 

Progress /s Our Most /mportant Product 
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DPT ome ao)’, ,-) me jeole| get 

KINAMATIC — — — anew 
standard in direct-current generators 

and motor-generator sets—designed 

to give you higher output at less cost. 

As a progressive manufacturer, you are faced with 

the problem of boosting factory output and 

beating rising production costs. Where your 

production process involves adjustable speed, 

tough duty cycles, frequent reversals or speed 

matching, you may have already applied 

the performance advantages of d-c drives. To 

help you further boost production and 

reduce your automation costs, completely 

new sources of constant and adjustable 

voltage d-c power are now available 

General Electric d-c Kinamatic generators 

and m-g sets, *,-100 KW 

More Power Per Dollar D-c Kinamatic 

generators pack more power per frame 

size than any previously designed G-E 

generator. Nine new kilowatt ratings more 

closely match both the power requirements 

of your standard d-c drive motors and the 

power output of standard prime-moving 

a-c motors. This new matching gives you 

a more efficient, more compact idjustable 

voltage drive at lower cost 

And a Lot More A d-c Kinam generator or 

motor-generator set can give you mu nore than 

savings on initi il automation « 

like to know more about the construction details 

advanced pe rformance ch iracteristics and mone y 

ving maintenance features 

generators and m-g sets, we woul 

G-E Apparatus Sales Representatiy 

Or, if you prefer, we will send y 

GEA-6461 and GEA-6355. Direct Current 

Motor and Generator Department, General 

Electric Company, Erie, Pennsylvania. 4&1 

* Trade mark of General Electric Company 

Progress /s Our Most /mportant Product 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 
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Al the McDonnell plant, St. Louis, light level in pre-flight area more than doubled as a result of group relamping. 

McDonnell Aircraft saves over $7,500 
a year by Group Relamping with G-E Lamps 

AINTAINING 36,000 fluo- 
rescent lamps on an indi- 

vidual basis was a major item on 
the McDonnell Aircraft Corporation 
budget. High labor costs, inacces- 

sible fixtures and the congestion 
brought on by expanded produc- 
tion compounded the problem and 
the expense. 

WITH THE HELP of a General Elec- 

tric Lamp specialist, McDonnell 
worked out a systematic Group 
Relamping Plan. Now they replace 
large groups of lamps periodically 
with new General Electric fluores 
cent lamps. Fixtures are cleaned 
when lamps are replaced. Lighting 
maintenance is scheduled for peri 
ods when production is low. And 
because the schedule is set up to 
allow only a maximum of 3.8 
burnouts, the high cost of individual 

replacement is completely eliminated. 

"WE ESTIMATE our total savings 

in lighting maintenance costs from 

group relamping at $7,500 per year.’ 
writes Leon P. Bowers, Utilities 

Supervisor at McDonnell. “In addi- 
tion to money savings we’re getting 
a needed, much higher level of light 
throughout our plant, and there’s 
less interference with production 
due to lamp changes. Our labor 
costs would surely run at least 100° 
higher were we to replace lamps as 
they burn out and regularly wash 
fixtures in a separate operation.” 

IT’S THE UNIFORM PERFORMANCE 
of General Electric lamps that makes 
Group Relamping work here and 
in many other plants, offices and 
stores. Group Relamping can save 
you at least 50°) of your lighting 
maintenance labor dollars. You can 
find out all you need to know by 
sending for the new booklet, “Group 
Relamping Pays Dividends.’’ Write 
General Electric Large Lamp Dept. 
GE-9, Nela Park, Cleveland 12, 
Ohio. 

Special equipment like this platform on 
a lift truck enables maintenance crew to 
change lamps quickly and easily. 

Progress /s Our Most /mportant Product 

GENERAL @@ ELECTRIC 



Why America’s leading appliance timers are 

powered by the leader in timing motors! 

Telechron timing 

motors are unsurpassed 

for long life and trouble-free 

performance in appliance 

timers... 

BECAUSE capillary BECAUSE rotor is so 
action feeds oil to moving Riki light it floats on water... 
parts. The oil, drawn up es lightness gives faster 

between the plates, furnishes come ir starts and stops without bearing 
a continuous source of 

lubrication for all bearings. 
wear. In operation, rotors 

virtually float in the magnetic 

field, with the rotor shaft 

supported on the film of 

oil in which it rotates. 

For full information, simply 

write to or phone Telechron 

Timers and Motors, Clock and 

Timer Dept., General Electric 

Co., 229 Homer Ave., Ashland, Masa 

Telechron motors make sales easy—automatically 



Planning 
. . . we began to think about Waynesboro 

We looked at maps and travel folders. We 

knew that it is in the mountains and that 

the camping should be good. During the 
winter of 1953-54, we had a lot to talk and 
think about and a lot of planning to do 

Moving 
On March 18, the moving 

vans arrived. It was a cold 

dreary day with snow in the 

air. The Department had 

made all the arrangement 

and the movers packed ever 

thing completel ind efh 

cientl even to the 

pleture on the wall 



Going from Blizzards to Blue Ridge 

A new plant opens and your company 

Will your 

will your 

isks you to move. You wonder 

house be sold hefore you move? 

children be 

school al 

happ) 
You ve read reports suc h as the Ameri 

upset being pulled out of 

mid-term? will your wife be 

selling up a new household? 

can Management Association's “Company 

Practices in’ Employee Transfers and 

Relocations Your 

may have moved to a new job many states 
next-door neighbor 

away. You saw the real estate agents bring 

people to his house, you talked with him 

about the move in a general way, and 

your wife told you some more things she 

had heard. Perhaps the day after a neigh 

borhood farewell party, the moving van 

backed into the yard. You received a few 

post irds or maybe a letter “Things are 

working out OK they wrote 

But how does it— really 

different 

by-dav living to establish: 

feel in a new 

town, with faces and a new 

routine of day 

\ hat dairy do ou recommend? where 

About received 

the first indications that perhaps we 

Schenectady 

those 

three years avo 

wouldn't) be staving in 

You 

vet around in a company 

1953 and 

s Control Division had 

much longer know how 

things 

It was” the 

General Eleetric 

decentralized 

Summer of 

three de 

told me 

into 

Kirk 

a study team was looking into the 

just been 

alter, partments, Soon 

that 

future business prospects of the Spe 

cialty Control Department. He had a 

pretty good idea of what was going on: 

study often 

opinions. He also told 

the study 

men from the planning 
came to him for 

me that it looked as if team 

was going one step further than just a 

yusiness forecast-—-a new plant at an 

other location was in the wind. 

high 

he ard it 

sper ulation ran 

1953. | 

1 common 

Rumor and 

during the summer of 

from other wives. and it was 

topic in the men’s car pools. For a time 

Michigan likely loca 

tion, and some of us looking 

forward to good fisning and swimming. 

Then Pennsy! 

ilter Virginia 

seemed the most 

began 

ina cropped up Soon 

mentioned more and 

By MRS. KIRK SNELL 

ervieed? the be ! hae ! iy my car 

where closest drugstore? who's a 

And perhaps you re good bab itter? 

living im a motel while irving to find a 

house to buy and working 8 to LO hours a 

day getting the new plant inte production 

During the General 

hleetric 

completed its move from Schenectady 

N) to Waynesboro Va 

iwa\ (September 1955 Review page 1) 

i firsthand 

pring of 1955 

Specialty Control Department 

90) miles SOvriie 

weount of the 

Review 

lo bring you 

human side of a move, the 

asked the wife of an engineer from the 

story. She 

Ginna. Her 

t stuipervisor in develop 

Departn ent to give you het 

Mi Virginia Snell 

husband Kirk 

ment engineering 

known as 

has heen with General 

Kleetric for lo years 

The Snells are both from Marion. lowa 

(population 6000) and have been married 

lommy two boys 10 ve I hve have 

eprror 

ind pecifically the town 

We vave a lot of weight 

because unless the town 

who had 

more often 

of Wayne 

to that rumor 

actuall had been considered 

of Waynesboro? 

very night 

came hom d ask him Has it 

announces et? On the 

November 13, his 

day the manager of 

called his people together 

the location to be Wayne 

chedule for the move 

ind | had talked in a 

would do if 

mave 

boro 

Kirk 

hee ti 

WW hye i 

night of 

That 

section had 

imswer was Ves 

each 

announced 

boro and re 

vealed a tentative 

Naturall Kirk 

veneral wa ibout what we 

we had to move The 

had sort 

with ul 

idea of a 

hackvround 

mildly bad 

that 

lurked in’ the 

that like a 

dream if } yy away But now 

official, it was a litth 

to believe. That night 

dejected. We 

friends in Sehenectady, our 

t Hill. or the Adiron 

vhere wf had taken 

And we 

home we 

it wa hard for u 

both of u vere 

erent interested in leay 

Ini pul 

new home in We 

dack Mountain 

man ine camping trip were 

just begingit lo enyo the 

had butt 

OVERLEAF 

But alter a few days we faced reality 

and began to think about Waynesboro 

We looked at maps and travel folders 

We knew that it is ins the 

and that the camping should be good 

And then, we liked the idea of raising 

children ina population 

14.000. 

mountains 

small flown 

about 

During the winter of 1953-1954. we 

had a lot to talk and think about and a 

lot of planning to do 

We attended all the 

that Specialty 

held for the 

orrentation treet 

Control manage 

families We uw 

received 

ings 

ment 

colored Movies 

volumes of printed matter, asked que 

tions, and learned what policies would 

view 

was doing everything possible to make 

apply to the move. From a wile 

point, | thought that General 

instanee, each 

take an all 

for all of us bor 

( ould 

it easy 

husband and wife 

OX pe Tine trip lo Waynesboro lo look for 

anew home, and the Department would 

pay lor hoarding expe nses or baby sitter 

lor children 

looking 

move Some ob our 

West Hill 

with us: it was fun planning 

would do We Wive 

were pleased that our men were gomg 

1954 We By spring wer 

forward to the 

neighbors from would — bv 

going 

tovether what we 

to work ina new plant Phe place would 

be a conditioned, with no soot, nose 

or overcrowding: and we could pick up 

after work 

topped by guards or a trafhe jam 

On Memorial Day weekend 

Kirk and | decided to take 

own to Waynesboro litth 

a day 5 drive hie 

lush 

time to see 

our husband without bemyg 

1954 

Pinip on out 

more than 

blooming Perse ind 

perlect countryside made thi a 

Virginia (Spring ! just 

vetting under way in Schenectady by the 

end of May.) The peopl in Waynesbor 

friendly and seemed were extremel 

pleased that General kleetris planned 

to locate there. Rumors also being thick 

town to which a new plant i 

isked as many qué 

About how 

/ 

im the 

moviriy we vere 

isked 

would be moving in 

lion us we man 

families about 

how many children? 

During that 

lo look over the wed W, 

that vé 

weekend we had a 

chance 

sO Impressed hought 

TEXT CONTINUED ON PAGE 41 

STARTING LIFE IN A NEW COMMUNITY 



The service establishments and local store 

vive u the kind of ervice we rarely received 

in the North 

Sherando Lake is only a few mile “Waynesboro has an excellent munt ipal swimming pool . There's tennis and golf 

N igs Head and Hattera ire neal and good Scouting activitie We found an AAI W chapter here and yroup iter 

Can SWITnimning ested in bridge, gardenin canasta, book ind square dance 

New Home “Late last June the contractor broke ground... We moved in right after the New Year. 
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about a half acre on a Willside facing the 

Blue Ridge Mountains. Now the move 

seemed real, and we spent our evenings 

drawing up the plans for our new home 

On Labor Day we made another trip 

to Waynesboro for a week’s vacation 

We talked to contractors, surveyed our 

lot, and took colored slides to show 

friends in Schenectady. We looked into 

the school and church situation and 

found many good youth groups, And 

we looked forward to taking advantage 

of the range of cultural activities at 

Charlottesville, home of the University 

of Virginia, only 24 miles away 
By this time we knew that we would 

be moving early in Mareh 1955. And so 

we had to get our house ready for the 

market. Neither of us was happy about 

“We wives were pleased that our men were going to work in the financial situation. For we soon 

a new plant... we could pick up our husbands after work found that winter isn’t the best time to 

without being stopped by guards or a traflie jam sell. Further, we were ina fading market 

in Schenectady and faced boom con 

ditions in Waynesboro. But the house 

was sold before we left 

On March 18 the moving vans arrived 

It was a cold, dreary day with snow in 

BLIZZARDS TO BLUE RIDGE (Continued) the air. The Department had made all 

irrangements, and the movers packed 

everything ¢ omplete ly and efheientls 

even to the last preture on the wall 

Because our contractor was so rushed 

Starting a New Life that he couldn't start our home until 
summer, we lived ino a Waynesboro 

bad 7 motel while we looked for a house to 

if a New Community rent. We finally found one and settled 

down to living in a new town 

Ho pitality was emphasized in Wayne 

boro. The people were genuinely glad 

to see us and went out of their way to 

make us feel at) home Now more 

than a year later, | can say that the 

are just as friendly. Both the town 

people and the people at Du Pont, whe 

have been here for years, did everything 

to absorb the General Electric people 

into the community s activity 

The service establishments and local 

stores give us the kind of service we 

rarely receivedin the North. For instances 

one of my friends phoned tor groceri 

and then went out for the afternoon 

She left her house unlocked——we all do 

When she returned home he found 

no trace of the groceries. She hapype ned 

to look into the refrigerator and there 

they were the delivery boy had neat! 

put everything away 

We found the schools in Waynesbor 

are different from those in the North 

more organized, more homework, and 

firmer discipline. Tommy likes it, but 

it took him a w ‘ Oo gel adjuster 

‘Kirk is happ) ind so are the ¢..../'mso thankful for wl ‘ ! Here, they stick cg: it ~ 7 

— 
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three Rh As one schoolteacher told me 

“Tts diffeult to be progressive with 3 

kids 

Phere were, of course, some things 

we had to adjust to For a wide selection 
, ee 

in shopping you must go to Richmond 

93 miles awa and there arent an 

discount houses here. There 1 per onal 

property tax; state income taxe are on 

a par with New York ind gasoline i 

higher. Food prices run about the same 

Some of our ideas about architecture 

ind building construction werent ae 

cepted at all. A conerete-block house i 

Hl right if you face it with briek. we 

sere told 

Qur first spring and summer wer 

wonderful, Waynesboro has an excellent 

municipal swimming pool, and Sherando 

Lake is only a few miles awa Phere 

tennis and golf and good Scouting 

activities, Nags Head and Hatteras are 

nearby for ocean swimming and fishing 

Iwo of us General Electric wive 

tarted a Cub Scout den in the neighbor 

hood early this year. We found an Amer 

ian Association of University Women 

chapter here and groups interested in 

bridge, gardening, canasta, books, and 

quare dances, Baby sitters are plentiful 

Because we moved ith i a eroup We 

introduced different foodstuff now 

you Tl find lasagna. for instance, and a 

wide variety of cheeses and seafoods in 

the markets At the ame time we Ve 

learned to like black-eyed pea and kale 

Late last June the contractor broke 

yround for our new home. Kirk decided 

to do the wiring himself: so he took an 

hour's test before the local Examining 

Board and was licensed as an electrician 

We moved in right after the New Year 

Building the house took a lot more time 

than any of us, including the contractor 

thought. Getting materials was the big 

gest problem, for they re just not used to 

a boom. Then too. all house buildes 

traditionally take off during the hunting 

seuson 

Last Christmas | directed a play at 

the Main Street Methodist Church. On 

Christmas Day it was 75 F: several tran 

planted Northerners stood around in 

light shirtsleeves discussing the weather 

and other Christmases, | got homesich 

for West Hill and their afternoon Carol 

Sing on the day before Christmas 

We're fairly settled in our new home 

now and like it more ind more every 

day. Kirk is happy, and so are the boy 

| von forgot a lot of the difficulties 

because Im so thankful for what we 

have. We're making new friends and 

busy starting life in anew communit 7 4 
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MECHANICS OF A MASS MOVE 

Review STAFF REPORT 

Specialty Control moved = 135 

families including 55 engineer 

from Schenectady to Waynesboro 

Department policy on the move 

\n initial trip for both husband 

and wife to look for housing. plus 

one or two other ¢ xpense paid 

irips for the husband to clear 

any final details. The Department 

paid all expense for the entire 

family 

Living expensés at Waynesboro 

Vere paid for a reasonable length 

of time while new housing wa 

being secured. In addition, each 

employee was reimbursed for the 

expenses of refitting drapes ind 

carpets, installing appliances, legal 

fees for the purchase of his home 

ind other incidental 

If you were unable to sell yout 

house through normal real estate 

channels, the General Electric 

Realty Corp. bought it at a price 

determined by an appraisal of tts 

market value 

If these policie didn t covet 

everything, management consid 

ered the employes 5 case oni ul 

own merits 

\ Department spokesman said 

{ move like this costs about 

$200,000, What are a few dollars 

here or there if it keeps an em 

ployee and his family happy? We 

know that the sooner a man get 

setup in a new location—and the 

fewer worries he has—-the soonet 

he’s going to settle down and 

begin contributing 

\ccording to Harry | Palmer 

Specialty Control’s Manager 

Engineering, 95 percent of 

engineers who were asked vo 

made the move. Those who didnt 

move had good personal reasons 

one engineer declined because his 

handicapped child required a spe 

cial type of medical care 

To inform the families about 

the move in detail, the Department 

distributed 28 reports in 13 months 

on housing, schooling, and policies 

Other reports answered questions 

submitted by the employee - 

e Is Waynesboro iri an asthma 

or hay-fever belt? Vo 

7 e How is television reception 

Good. The area offers four chan 

nels 

e What is the price of a man 

haircut?—hkighty-five cents. 

According to Dr. Louis T. Rader 

General Manager of the Spec ialty 

Control Department. the school 

situation is the most important 

feature to consider in locating a 

new plant, in addition to the usual 

factors of transportation, location 

of market, and labor supply. “We 

found in our surveys, he reports 

that if the schools are good, other 

factors in) the community are 

desirable 

Rader claims that Waynesboro 

schools are equal to, and some 

times better than, the Schenectad\ 

area schools he is familiar with 

And as a Schenectady school 

board member for four years, he 

knows. “If the schools are good 

the children are happy and so is 

the wife. And that és important 

With the plant in) operation 

for more than a year, relations 

between General Electric families 

and the townspeople have been 

extremely smooth, Rader likes to 

tell this story: “A local merchant 

accused me of bringing only hand 

pr ked people down here. | told 

hum. “No, they're just representa 

tive of General Electric families 

‘ ervwhere 



We Did Not 

Know What uonmnc 

Watts Were... 
By PAUL N. NUNN 

In these da of 330-k trans- 

mission lines. 25-million-kva circuit HANDLE 

breakers ind electronic protective 

relays, it takes imagination to visual 

ize what the early. practical adven 

turers faced in’ the field of powel 

veneration, One olf these pioneers the 

late Lucien | Nunn together vith 

his brother. Paul planned built 

installed, and operated for the first 

time in the United States a commer 
RHEOSTAT 

cial alternating-current hydroelectric 

transmission system that utilized high 

voltage for power purposes Destined 

to set the pace In power generation 

for years to come, this development 

upplanted the former low-voltage 

direct-current t pe ot elec tru powel 
FIG. 1. AMES SWITCHBOARD-—1890 

veneration Chet accomplishment 

occurred in 1890. even before engi 

neers lapped the vreal power 6 American Soctet of Mechanteal ken lo an large degree wa recognized at 

ources of Niagara Falls vineet lied October 27. 1939. at only two points, both located in Massa 

\s a note of interest. the Nunn the age of (9 chusetts: Lowell, the great center of 

looms ind Holyoke the paper produc brothers later became the engineers Recent thre REVIEW obtained 
; ing center he idea of developing wat 

flor the first development at Niagara ome of Paul Nunn’s reminiscences See Phe idea of deve prenny tet 

: power had just taken hold 
Falls. made for the Ontario Power remarks he made in 1927 in Salt Lake 
( | 1903 Paul N The Commission was sitting at Niag 
OMmpany n Pe au unn ( it the irs 0 ecting o 

| ut rst joint m as. : P the ara Falls to decide how to tr isent the 

designed ind engineered their huge Utah Society of | nyihheers VIE, and powel deve loped from the water wheel 

electric plant-—then the largest in the the Eleetrical League of Utah. Edited of Niagara Falls to Buffalo i distanes 

world excerpl ippear here in article form of 25 to 30 mile Alternative proposal 

Serving for several years as Chiet Eprrors suggested were wire-rope drive, com 

pressed air liquid air, circulating oil kngineer of the Telluride Power 

and electricit And back in [B90. eles Company located in Colorado, Paul 

Nunn became its president upon the \t Niagara Falls 37 vears ago |1890| tricity was very much in doubt 

il ‘ oO (4 tL ts ; co death of his brother, Lucien. in 1925 n International Commission— presum About that time, the neern that 
: bly the ablest vit g ‘ , ‘ over ro en 2 ee ee eer ibl ib! engineers and scientist mplo ed my brother. Lucien, as it 

: in the wld-—met to discuss a great counsel struck it rich in a little ovine 
im education and engineering trainitiv . 

rel] \ problen Millions of dollars had been thove the timber line in the San Juar 
orew the ‘ uride ssoctation ol 
e subseribed to an undertaking at Niagara country of Colorado. It was way above 

training students in engineering und Fall I loping powel from the water the timber line hence above the tine 

i scholarship plan Paul Nunn--a { tf har 14 Ippose iat most of ou have of fue oO transport coal to that point 

life member of the American Societ een around in the country districts of would have cost $40 4 ton, perhaps $50 

of Civil Engineers. American Insti Ltah the remnants of a little old water \ mill was necessar and power i 

tute 0 Klectrical Engineers ind ‘ { nited State iter powell reas if to drive the mill 
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FIG. 2, AMMETER OR VOLTMETER 

i 

GLASS 

TUBE 

FIG. 3. WALL INSULATOR 

——— AIR GAP 

MOVABLE ARM 

CONTRACTOR 

FIG. 5. 

and a ked me how My brother wrote 

we could utilize a mountain stream, 

three miles away 

the mill 

first hydroelectric power transmission in 

the United States 

There may be some question about the 

to furnish power for 

hat was the beginning of the 

if not in the world, 

world 

Our plant sounds pretty insignificant 

nowadays, Your local company operates 

ingle units that produce more powel 
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a 
FUSE LIGHTNING ARRESTER 

than a string of ours a mile long would 

have produced; and they think nothing 

of it 

thon 

But there is a difference in loca 

too. Our machines could be carried 

by mule-pack wherever we had to take 

them 

ry. 

| he switchboard (represented by Fig 

1) was beautifully made of oak, 24's 

and | ».4 S's. the oak being paraflined, W ec 

had a very oppressive sense of the use- 

AIR GAP 

eS 
FIG. 4. PICKAX LIGHTNING ARRESTER 

FIG. 6. TUB LIGHTNING ARRESTER 

fulness of high voltage. The uprights 

were connected by cross | pon 

this 

instruments. 

In the center of the board, though you 

strips 

board were erected a couple ol 

recognize it a such, was a 

With 

were at 

Still, we 

wouldn't 

breaker, 

there 

much need 

the 

had to have 

eireuit not 

for them, time no 

circuit’ breakers. 

one. It was automatic only in the sense 

that when a man wanted to operate it 



“Nobody raised any questions, and nobody answered any.” 

he might faint and pull the plug out. 

Otherwise 

Phe plug was an affair with a paraffined 

it was manually operated. 

wooden handle protected by a hard rub 

her dise, to keep the hand from slipping 

onto the bare copper at the end. Sort of 

a receptacle was pinched down on it to 

make 

falling out 

good contact and keep it from 

When the circuit was to be 

broken with the power on, the operator 

took hold of the plug and pulled it out 

Perfectly simple. But it was usual that 

had to be broken 

motor had just dropped out of step. You 

the circuit when a 

people understand what a synchronous 

motor out of step means today in the 

lag of the current tenacity of the are. 

Che flexible leet 

plenty of room. As the size 

conductor was. six 

long lo give 

of the 

the cord prove d too short. And so it had 

extended to eight feet. You can 

feel 

running 

units became somewhat larger, 

to be 

faney, how would 

pulling out a plug like that 

hack eight feet 

holding 

The tee hinique of the situation was to 

Hhbageine | you 

and finding the are still 

That was unusual, 

wiggle the plug to put out the are. If that 

did not work. a hat 

to fan it out. | don’t remember that an 

i cap or Was used 

operator evel failed to get it broken in 

some way; but | do remember a careless 

operator pulling the plug and letting it 
swing close to his leg. He got off pretty 

well with only the cost of a new pair of 

trousers 

A singl pole switch closed the cireuit, 

the circuit breaker opened it. The rheo 

stat looked like pipe 

organ: it was full of fence wire. curled up 

the manual of a 

\ cu pe ople are ace ustomed to good 

looking instruments that measure accu 

rately and are portable. If they get out of 

order, you send them back to the fae- 

tory. Probably most of vour portable 

instruments are now made either by 

the General Electric Company or by the 

Weston ¢ ompany. 

One of the first 

gsood-looking black-walnut 

some window glass in front of it (volt 

shown in Fig. 2) 

instruments was a 

box, with 

meter and ammeter 

Inside was something constructed like 

an assayer s balance. On one end of the 

balance was a bundle of loose iron wires. 

with the counterweight on the other 

end. The telltale swung back and forth 

on a. seale This describes the rudi 

mentary instrument for alternating cur 

rent. Theoretically, it is correct. The 

f REVIEW EF EMBER 

only difficulty lay in the losses set up 

in the iron core and they were not 

great. But when anything happened to 

tip the instrument or shake the switch- 

board, the We 

did not know much about calibration in 

those days We 

thought right and then took as gospel 

calibration was all off. 

set up a thing as we 

vhatever it said. truth 

The onl volt- 

in the wind- 

difference between a 

and an ammeter lay 

and the 

mete! 

ing of the solenoid addition, 

hack of the instrument, of a supple 

mentary resistance. A wattmeter? We 

had none. We did not need any. We did 

not know what watts were, and we 

would not have known what to do with 

them 

During the early days of alternating 

current work volt amperes were a 

measure of power. And if anything 

happ ned so that the powel did not vet 

into the volt-amperes well, that was 

the manufacturer's fault; it had nothing 

Nobody 

inswered any 

vith u raised any to do ques 

tions, and nobody 

\ hen | look at the expensive glass 

build in your plates that ou powel 

houses now ind through which the 

conductors lead in or out, | think 

sometimes of our early efforts. The 

only thing we had to use in the way of 

a wall bushing was a piece of glass 

tubing cut to the requisite length and 

heating and bending the 

(hig. 3) 

prepared hy 

hack 

ran a piece of 

could be 

You if¢ 

sulated wire 

20.0007 of 

ends Through that, we 

wire, insulated as well as 

familiar with high-grade in- 

You now have conductors 

10.000 

a plece of rubber 

good for volts; in 

fact, | 

covered conductor tested up to 60.000 

recently saw 

volts; and it was not any larger than 

some wire we used to have and called 

10.000 volts good for 

Back in those days, only one concern 

in the United States pretended to make 

a rubber-covered wire that) withstood 

more than LOO volts—that is; just one 

concern made high-voltage wire--and 

that was Clark. But two manufacturers 

Okonite and Habirshaw—made house- 

100 volts. It 
rubber covered even then but guaranteed 

only for 100) volts, 

for house wiring in those days 

wiring wire good for was 

because standard 

voltage 

was JZ olt 

The high-grade very fine Clark wire 

made in Boston, was Cambridge, o1 

manufacturers could Mass. Electrical 

not afford to use much of it, though in 

they did. When plac es one sper ial 

wanted something especially 
an experimental laboratory or in_ the 

construction of machines, he would go 

to the extravagant length of using Clark 

wire 

Clark 

shack of a place under the supervision 

of this Clark, had 

farmer. Peace to his ashes! For he 

He didn’t know any 

didn't) know 

But he loaned 

some money to a man Some 

kind of had 

to take over the works to get his money 

\ shop employing about LO 

wire was made in a little old 

man who been a 

wernt 

long before this 

thing about rubber; he 

anything about business 

who mace 

a rubber produet, and he 

oul ol it 

hands turned out Clark wire. [Tt had 

no braided covering, but it did have 

pure rubber insulation 

Refer again to the circuit breaker 

(Fig. 1). The loop of conductor hanging 

flown was considered a rather formidable 

sort of thing to be so familiarly hanging 

And 

so, in addition to a plece of Clark wire 

in sight where it could be touched 

we slipped over it a piece of ordinary 

rubber tubing. True, it was pretty good 

tubing; but how much do you suppose 

that tubing would stand electrically? | 

haven't any idea, but | doubt that it was 

00 volts. It 

at the time when that great 

vood for was the best we 

knew 

Commission was sitting at Niagara Falls 

discussing this grave question of the 

transmit the power to best means to 

Buffalo 

tricity 

W. had a simple, single transmis 

wire eles whether by rope ol 

sion. For we wanted to drive only one 

mill. Therefore, our apparatus con 

sisted of two identical machines, nomi 

nally 100 hip. It sounds a little funny 

now—100-hp generator, LOO-hp motos 

We still say horsepower for motor, but 

back in those days it was also horse 

power for generator Why? We didn't 

know what kilowatts were. We hadn't 

made their aequaintanee yet. And so 

we rated everything in horsepowe: 

The two machines operated at— the 

opposite ends of the transmission: one 

Pelton wheel, the 

other driving the mill 

water 

They 

tical, interchangeable, and had 12-pole 

driven by a 

were ile n 

iron-clad tee-tooth armatures--an in 

vention of his Satanic majesty You 

don't see them any more, The reason is 
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that generators will break down once in 

a while; and when they do, you want 

some chance to repair the winding, some 

chance to put in a new coil. With a 

tee-tooth machine it is practically an 

impossibility because the coils must be 

wound at the factory. Highly insulated, 

they were difficult to get into a machine 

without so distorting them as to break 

the insulation, 

We 

without commutators, a sufficiently high 

had no transformers because 

voltage could be generated for our put 
}000 that 

handled directly on the 

poses volts —and voltage 

machine 
3000 volts 

that we broke with the automatic circuit 

breaker ‘ 

Wis 

It was rather nervy. It was 

Ou particular part of the country 

was a great location for lightning. One 

point had an altitude of nearly 13,000 

feet; another, 7000 feet. That difference 

in altitude has a bearing on the atmos 
pheric disturbance. In those days we 

didn't 

turbance 

know about atmospheric dis 

That) term 

With us, 

lightning. But it came along with great 

had not been 

invented, it was just plain 

frequency; | might even say with great 

regularity 

We 
holes in it, through which the pickaxes 

used a marble box, with two 

dropped (Fig. 4). Do you see anything 

about this that looks like a lightning 
arrester? The points of the pick were 

equipped with prec Cs ol are -lamp ( arbon 

The theory is very simple—-beautifully 

simple. The explosion of the discharge 

would kick out the pickax and break the 

there wouldn't be are. Of course, any 

explosion without an are, and there 

wouldn't be any are until the pickax 

lifted. The contraption may have worked 

sometimes when we didn’t even know it 

Lightning was the bane of our exist 

ence, After replacing the generator coils 

fine motive 

We took 

up our generator and motor and placed 

a few times, we had a very 

lor avoiding their breakdown 

under them insulating platforms made 
of 4X4 oak pieces, boiled in paraffin. 

| have been told a great many times 

that you can’t paraffin oak, that you 

can only plaster the paraffin on the 

outside, that you can’t drive it in. But 

So our situation 

paralleled the elephant’s. You 

heard the old question: “When does an 

elephant climb a tree? When he has 

we had to drive it in. 

have 
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By running paraffin at a little above 

the boiling point of water for 24 hours, 

we drove out the water vapor from the 

sticks. The that followed 

condensable and would condense when 

chilled. We kept the sticks under the 

surface of the paraffin until it cooled 

vapors were 

and also until the sticks were cold all 

through. A 

within the fiber of the wood and soaked 

the way vacuum formed 

in the paraffin to a depth of several 

inches—clear through a three-inch 

plank. And that, I think, is the secret. 
We had no difficulty in paraffining oak 

or almost any of the nonfat woods. 

Using oak as a foundation under the 

machines greatly reduced the difficulty 

from lightning 

Still we had lightning. Finding some 

means of handling it taxed our 
The 

arrester ever built was a verv complex 

inge- 

nuity most successful lightning 

mechanism (Fig. 5). It consisted of a 

perfectly plain commutator switch, with 

each terminal of the commutator con- 

nected to a fuse. The operation though 

delightfully simple required two attend- 
ants to operate it: one held a paraffin 

stick to push the tongue of the switch 

at every lightning stroke: another 

replaced the fuses. 

At one time we operated 60 points, 

necessitating a third Now, 

that is no joke. And it was no joke to 

the boys. For had to work 

fast because sometimes lightning strokes 

operator, 

they very 

came four or five a minute. Of course, 

that lightning —only 

phere But, as I 

explained, we didn't know the difference! 

was not atmos 

disturbance. have 

We tried many schemes to find some 

thing that would be automatic, or at 

least would not require so many opera- 

tors. One scheme had some merit. It was 

a half-barrel, with a metal plate in the 

bottom, grounded (Fig. 6). We brought 

a shunt from the line across the gap and 

laid it perhaps one sixty-fourth of an inch 

into the liquid, simply a salt solution. 

Theoretically, as the discharge enters 

the solution, the spit of lightning into 

blows the water away and 

And it works. But it is 

rather exacting in its disposition. The 

the water 

breaks the are. 

water must be just at the right height 

and, for best results, must contain just 

the right amount of salt. In our ex- 

exactions tremely dry country” the 

annoyed us. Evaporation forced us to 

add 

keep the surface exactly right 

water four or five times a day to 

. » - sometimes lightning strokes came four or five a minute.” 

| remember an amusing incident. Out- 

side the station down in the flat at the 

river, we had placed one of these arrest- 

ers where the grass grew luxuriously. A 

herd of cattle came down one day. And 

one boisterous old bull took a fancy to 

it and wanted a drink of that water. At 

just that instant we were having a little 

thunderstorm. The effect on his abdom- 

inal muscles or his diastolic action was 

that the curve was very straight! 

Going in for stone construction 

presented quite a problem: how to carry 

3000 volts, little later 1LO,OO0 

volts, through a stone wall. We had 

none that 

now. Nor did we have porcelain tubing: 

it wasn’t made at that time. 

and a 

of the insulators you have 

Often 

your 

And glass was very friable. 
stand on 

thei 

vlass insulators would 

desk and crack, all by 

internal 

lonesome, 

For just from sheet stresses. 

many purposes glass was the best we had. 
But, there again, we used oak, a 6X6 

oak piece, with a hole bored through it 

and paraffined. You see, boring a 1'2- 

inch hole through a 6X6 oak piece will 

perhaps give you just about two inches g 
and of solid oak that, 

paraflined, 

carefully 

will generally 
like 100,000 

that then 

100,000 

that it 

when 

thoroughly 
stand up to something 

We did not know 
know 

volts. 

because we didn't what 

We 
withstood our voltage. Inside the bored 

volts were. knew. only 

hole we put some hard-rubber tubing, 

which was obtainable, and inside the 

tubing, Clark wire 

ryy 

t his incident illustrates the inge- 

we had to exercise: One day we 

200-hp 

and it came without a collector 

nmuity 

received a larger motor—a 

motor 

ring. Having to operate it at once forced 

us into building a collector ring. We 

took four or five pieces of oak plank, 2 

inches thick and paraflined, laid them 

cross-grain, and pinned them together 
with oak pins. We put them in a little 

old lathe them 

with 

and turned down to 

Then we wound 

flattened 

and 

round, vrooves. 

copper wires in the grooves, 

the wire down with a hammer, 

filled it up with solder. [It ran so well 

that we didn’t bother to take it off 

when our collector rings finally arrived, 

It ran for two years. 
Wonderful things can be done with a 

little ingenuity, together with paraffin, 

oak, and patience, @ 
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THESE MODERN LIGHTING TECHNIQUES HELP TO... 
SPOTLIGHTING UNITS COMMON TYPES OF LIGHTING SYSTEMS DOWNLIGHTING UNITS 

ON DIMMERS . . 
PREFERABLY ——— LF /\. Se 

SILVERED BOWL’ — LUMINOUS PLASTICS 
INDIRECT -—f—— FLUORESCENT 

SUSPENDED RECESSED TROFFERS 
LOUVERED (PRISMATIC OR LOUVERED) 75-WATT REFLECTOR FLOODS F (USE ON DIMMERS DURING LUORESCENT 

FILM PROJECTION) 
CEILING MOUNTED 
LUMINOUS SIDED COMMON PROJECTORS 

REFLECTOR LAMPS IN "= 
ADJUSTABLE HOUSINGS 

* a \ ; 
2x2 

OVERHEAD 

IEE 

PRISMATIC LENS UNITS 
FOR VERTICAL SURFACES 

FLUORESCENT CHALKBOARD OPAQUE 
LIGHTING FIXTURE 

... SPUR INDUSTRIAL TEACHING 

How Lighting Serves -Saaeeseeee—s 

Education in Industry 
By CARL J. ALLEN 

Increasingly employee education becomes a major activity of 

management. It takes on several forms: orientation courses for 

new employees, staff meetings, technical forums, sales conferences 

for the more experienced employees; and advance-study managerial 
seminars for top-management personnel. All these point up indus 

try’s need for suitable rooms, designed and equipped to efliciently 

handle various educational activities. 

Lighting performs an important service to education. A valuable 

teaching aid obtained at low cost, lighting contributes to more effi- 
cient teaching and more effective learning. In public schools the 

cost of good lighting in the classroom represents only about one 

percent of the total over-all cost of education. But considering the 

salaries of the class members who attend industrial educational 

programs, the cost of providing good lighting for such purposes 

becomes insignificant 



FLUORESCENT 

/ 

SLIDE 

CHANGING 

BUTTON 

WELL-EQUIPPED ROSTRUM includes 
aids that enable a peaker to deliver a 

Classroom Size and Equipment 

hould 

Ww ick 

0) people 

least 24 feet 

u ual A! of a 

Groups of 25 to 

have classrooms 

and 32 feet long—the 

“4 hool ( las 

longer than 35 feet the 

room 

tends to 

public room In ela 

leader 

lose personal contact with persons on 

the fringe of the group. Equipping the 

table 

eating 

room with movable and chair 

facilitate 

block arrangements for round-table dis 

variou positions 

cussions; several small groups for indi 

vidual workshop discu ton row or 

Hlexible seating demands 

groups for conference 

comfortable 

lighting when viewed from all angles 

for persons seated in the conference 

type classroom can easily face in any 

direction 

W indow le 

need not be a handic ap Indeed, they can 

industrial classrooms 

be highly successful when furnished 

with good comfortable lighting and 

cheertul light color interiors. Moreover 

shield 

ing from sun and sky brightness or dark 

they eliminate the need for any 

ening when projecting slides and movies 

problems that accompany windows 

Modern teaching techniques are de 

signed to appeal to the visual sense. A 

constantly visual 

lac kboards, 

projected motion pic 

Kach of these 

requires special lighting treatment for 

instructor 

‘ halkboards 

models 

good uses 

aids display 

panels 

tures or slides, and others 

maximum eflectiveness 

Generai Lighting 

Conditions within specifi classrooms 

Thus recommendations for vary W idely 

48 

both lighting and mechanical 

mooth pol ed presentation; 

LIGHTS 

ROSTRUM 
HEIGHT 

CONTROLS 

VISUAL 
WARNING 
SIGNALS 

lighting a typical industrial classroom 

here as alternates, or options, to appeal 

facilitate choosing the best arrangement 

to meet a specific condition 

Good general lighting must be visually 

Most 

educational areas use fluorescent light 

comfortable and = nondistracting 

ing because of its high lamp efficiency 

But 

candescent lighting can sometimes be 

all cost 

locations having a power rate of about 

and utilization silvered-bowl in 

lower in over for example, in 

two cents per kilowatt-hour and using 

less than 500 hours of lighting per yeal 

these conditions the savings in 

cost of the 

[ ndet 

lower initial incandescent 

system, as compared with an equivalent 

fluorescent system, are more than the 

savings in lower operating cost of the 

fluorescent system. Silvered-bowl in 

candescent lighting may be the eco 

nomical choice for lighting training 

classrooms or conference rooms not in 

constant use 

Of the common types of lighting sys 

tems, suspended louvered fluorescent 

equipments are the most widely used as 

they are relatively simple to install 

Suspended fixtures perform well on ceil 

ing heights of more than nine feet: for 

€ 

veadars Vr 

Review, has 

exclusively with lighting fi 

School Lighting Specialist 

For eight 

contributor to the 

{llen, a previous 

worked 

wr educational 

institutions 

Large 

Cleveland, he has specialized in illumi 

Lamp Department Nela Park 

nating engineering since joining General 

klectric in 1936 

able peed control resemble 

illuminated speech prompter (right above) complete with an adjust 
s those that are used in television studio 

ceilings nine feet or less or where re- 

cessed lightning is not possible. the 

equipments can be surface or ceiling 

mounted, 

New 

recessed troffers and luminous plastic 

These ilso bn 

applied where high ceilings are to be 

installations frequent utilize 

two ceilings. ly pes ean 

lowered or unsightly overhead struc 

tures concealed by dropped-ceiling con 

structions. For general lighting in elas 

rooms the trend moves toward 50° to 

LOO foot andles 

Supplementary Lighting 

While general 
supplement il 

display 
also makes a mayor 

lighting is oa prinas 

consideration lighting 

chalkboard 

demonstration table 

contribution (illustration 

Accent lighting on these 

on the easel ind 

and photo 

page 47) teach 

ing areas sharpens visual details —to a 

person seated in the rear it may make 

the difference between seeing and not 

seeing an essential point under discus 

sion. More. importantly, the use of 

dramatic supplementary lighting creates 

a strong visual impression of the teach 

giving it a better 

Usually 

switch-controls the spotlights but thre 

ing point chance ol 

being remembered the lecturer 

smoothest spotlight performance comes 

when dimmer-operated and controlled 

by an assistant. 

Because most speakers or distructors 

classes are spe ialists in 

than 

in industrial 

field 

tors, they venerally rely on notes 

thei rather trained instruc 

or oul 

lines. Thus they find helpful some of the 

recent aids for the speaker good lighting 



FUWGRESCENT 
LOwER 

Cost 

creates dramatt 

i dark 

FLUORESCENT CHALK 
ind effective presentations in room 

at the rostrum illuminating the notes 

from both sides and an illuminated ad 

justable speed speech promptet first used 

for T\ 

p ive) 

performances (photos 

he 

adjust to diflerences 

Overhead spotlights ideally located on 

Opposite 

rostrum is also motorized te 

in speaker height 

i line +5 degrees above horizontal from 

the Sp ike! lace to concentrate 

the audience's attention on the speaker 

his 

pleasing facial shadows 

location is low enough lo give 

and yet high 

enough not to produce any undesirable 
Phesa 

lights plus illumination on the speaker 

thi 

the 

glare in the speaker’s eyes spol 

notes cast a pleasant glow onto 

speaker's face Lighting only from 

rostrum would 

effects. Two spotlights, 

stronger than the other 

abouti90 degrees apart in the horizontal 

unnatural 

slightl 

lor ated 

produc e 

one 

and 

plane vive the desired results 

lhe chalkboard. a pring ipal visual aid 

W ith only gen 

illumination on the chalk 

needs the best lighting 

el il lighting 

board is usually about one half that on 

the desk 1 good reason for supple 

mentary illumination 

Poday. chalkboard lighting fixture 

incandescent and 

The 

popular fluorescent chalkboard lighting 

the 

100 footeandles from 

come in a variety of 

fluorescent = form increasing! 

unit raise illumination on the board 

to about a single 

fluorescent lamp in a good controlling 

reflector. This lighting unit not only 

makes chalkboard writing stand out 

clearly but also serves as a magnet that 

captures the visual attention of an 

audi nee 

4 

eae 

CLARITY OF PICTURE on a beaded screen depends on seating location 

(lett) but the out to a pe eated at the side 

Sometime ino instructor may want to 

write in the dark while material is being 

projected on a sereen. On such occa 

sions, replacing the regular fluorescent 

lamp in the chalkboard fixture with a 

1O-watt) black-light) fluorescent lamp 

equipped with the black-light filter mak 

fluorescent-chalk writing visible in the 

dark. Using halk in various brilliant 

color wie unusual and effective re 

sults, creating a dramatic presentation 

long remembered by an audience (photo 

left) 

Visual Aid Projectors 

Re earch re iy ited] how that prop 

erly used audio-visual material—such a 

educational motion pietures—-improve 

understandin ind retention of ma 

terial. Some fields of industrial educa 

tion have ealth of 16-mm motion 

pieture material others use locall 

prepared inch slides: and still in 

wide use t-inch slide material 

especially for hand-colored shiek 

In addition to the 16-mm, 22-inch 

ind L-ineh projectors there are 

opaque and erty id projector useful 

where material is not readily available 

in film or slide form. The opaque pro 

jector though u eful in projecting, say 

open book up to 1O inehe sqpuare 

refle ele d operate " he principle ol 

light. This make it less efficient than 

those that project the light through 

transparent film. With an opaque pro 

jector tra iwht on the screen must be 

kept to a minimum In one test for 

example the imave washed out at about 

one-quarte | ite indle ol tra light 

if appears wa hed 

projectionist sees a clear pioture 

with a 500-watt opaque projector But 

with an efherent SOO-watt 3'4 leineh 

projector, four footeandles of stray light 

were permissible on a sereen before the 

projector image wa hed out i lote | 

difference 

The overhead prayectot ha thi il 

vantage: It ean use hand prepared ilhu 

trations made on large sheets of tran 

parent material, eliminating the photo 

yraplite processing Machine that 

accommodate material LO inehe quare 

can be readily obtained and used in 

considerable room Hlumination when 

projecting black-and-white line illustra 

lots 

television rapidly by 

tool 

( losed network 

vill prob coming an educational 

ably be a common teaching technique in 

many industrial tr Honing program It i 

rt and high 

thing 

currently being used in colle 

school teaching to show a cla if} 

low large or small 

to directl 

too deli ile or too 

dangerous present in front 

ol a froup 

W ith modern 

footeandl 

le ist oO 

hould he 

load 

TV camera il 

of general lighting 

vised scene 

black w hile poue 

tures with good depth of focus. Viewing 

provided on the tele ure 

re isonably good ind 

a televised picture differs from viewing 

the Sune eene on a@ Motlon-preture 

screen. The blacks ina televised picture 

come from the black gla that cover 

the face of the tube, Because the black 

glass absorbs most of the stray light 

room illumination is not a serious limit 

ing factor. On a motion-pieture screen 

the blackest part of the pieture can be 

no darker than the brightne ol the 
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—. 

€ SCREEN 

\ ee 
se ee 

oh 
\ 

‘ 
\ 

%, 
22 DEGREES 

O DEGREES 

\ 
22 DEGREES 

45 DEGREES— 
tes 

PROJECTOR 

DEMONSTRATION 
eflectively indicates their differences 

SCREEN composed of three Ly pes of materials 

When viewed from the usual 

5X5-FOOT SCREEN 
BEADED, MATTE, 
OR PROCESSED 

= METALLIC 

| 
WIDTH 

SWITCHES 

ts. 

MINIMUM MAXIMUM VIEWING DISTANCE 
(2 Tuaks (6 TAOS SCREEN WIDTH 

SCREEN WIDTH) 

SEATING AREA 

GOOD AUDIENCE VIEWING in a classroom 32 feet long requires a 

5-loot-wide screen——about one sixth the maximum viewing distance 

50 

PROCESSED 

METALLIC 

MATTE 
BEADED WHITE 

angles found in audience seating arrangements or from the projector 
position the degree of brightness will depend on the type of screen, 

i. .4 
TITLE LETTERIN — G_ 70" 

l 
DESIRABLE LETTERING ~ H 

, 40 

! 
MINIMUM LETTERING 5 

a \ en i 

WIDTH OF CURVE 
t t 100 

| 
WIDTH OF GRID H 

| | 400 

WIDTH OF BORDER 

W=1.25H TO 1.33 H 

! 

SCREEN READABILITY of printed matter requires specific letter sizes 

and line widths in relation to their projected reduction 



screen with whatever stray light shines 

The TV 

and 

on it screen is electronically 

typical screen bright- 

10 to 

activated 

nesses will be 15 times that of a 

typical 16-mm motion picture. 

Screens 

Reflec ted light 

headed glass. 

fall in three 

proe essed me 

screens 

calegories: 

tallie, 

vith its own properties. 

The beaded sereen directs light back 

on the axis from which the light came 

hus the 

amount of light coming from the pro 

and white matte screens-——each 

originally with vreatest 

jector, the most brilliant image is seen 

the 

stray light from the window also reflects 

from projec lor position Bec ause 

back on itself, someone seated with his 

back to the 

disturbed by these reflections. 

windows will be the most 

The com 

bination of these two effects explains 

why one person may see a faint washed 

the the 

operator standing beside the projector 

brilliant 

out pieture on screen while 

sees a clear picture (photos 

right, page 49) 

Che relatively new processed metallic 

screen. designed to reflect the light with 

ina narrow vertical angle, disperses the 

light in a rather wide horizontal angle 

considering the a desirable property 

usual audience seating arrangement 

(illustration and photos. top. opposite 

page). Processed silver and finely ribbed 

aluminum sereens used for this purpose 

Beaded and 

white matte screens have the advantage 

come only in flat’ panels. 

of portability; they can be rolled up for 

storage or transportation, 

Che recommended screen width of one 

sixth the distance 

makes small details readily 

24% 32-foot 

maximum viewing 

visible: the 

would classroom require 

about a 5-foot-wide screen (illustration 

lower left opposite page) With no 

critical visual detail, as in a_ pictorial 

motion picture, this ratio can be in 

creased. Reduction in screen size in 

creases screen brightness: a 30-inch 

screen will be four times brighter than a 

60-inch screen with the same light on 

eu h 

Projection-Room Lighting 

Projector lamp efficiency, projector 

performance, and the reflectance charac 

teristics of screens are all recent sig 

nificant improvements. Even so, a small 

umount of stray light still dilutes typical 

projected images to the point where they 

lose enough detail to be unsatisfactory 

\ test showed reasonably good results 

light on the screen did not ex- if stray 

the two- one-half footeandle; at 

le vel detail 

objec tionable 

( eed 

foot andl loss ol 

Windowless rooms provide the best 

With windows. proj ection areas opaque 

roller shades that overhang about six 

inches or have light-tight side channels 

adequately darken the room. Many 

schools use opaque draw draperies that 

can be pulled on curtain tracks over the 

face of the Light-tight 

bottom channels on Venetian 

entire window. 

side and 

blinds with redesigned slats and tapes 

permit a blind to close tightly with little 

light leak age 

kor comfortable viewing, avoid con- 

trast between a light screen and com- 

pletely dark surroundings. However, too 

much surrounding light distracts from 

fell on the 

screen, the pieture sharpness would be 

diluted 

the projected images: if it 

\n average general lighting level 

footeandle—enough to of about one 

make notes and identify persons—usual- 

ly gives not more than one-half foot 

candle on the sereen 

Low-level lighting for audio-visual 

presentations can be provided by 75 

reflector flood well 

louvered downlights operated on dim 

located 

full 

» to LO footeandles; 

wall lamps mn 

the se ating 

will 

at reduced 

mers and just over 

irea. At 

pros ice 

voltage such units 

provide one or two foot 

taking 

light principally to the seating area pre 

eflect of 

voltage they 

candles for note Confining the 

vents wash-out stray light on 

the screen 

At one 

not be dimmed. But now the rapid-start 

time, fluorescent lamps could 

dimming on spec ial bal 

Thus the 

cent lighting level can be 

lamp pe rmiut 

lasts and dimming circuits 

general flu re 

lowered to provide a satisfactory lighting 

level for rood 

Dimmer-controlled indirect incandes 

propection 

cent floor lamps may be used in a room 

alread, provided 

lighting can be 

with lighting. This type 

of indirect integrated 

into the design of portable projector 

carts (photo), using commercially avail 

able fixture ind a 3OO-watt reflector 

lamp 

Ope rating two incandescent lamps of 

like wattage in series will also provide 

low-level lighting. Such series 

of incandescent lamps equals lamp op 

ope ration 

percent of rated voltage 

ibout 10 

eration at ov 

resulting in normal 

light 

percent 

output In silvered-bowl indirect 

conne ted lighting. two fixtures can be 

throug! 1 double-pole double-throw 

wall switcl nd operated at full line 

voltage or in ri 

hee ame 

has an indireet dim PROJECTION CART 
mer-controlled light and other ori acee 

for more eflieient visual presentation 

Visual Display Charts 

Often slides or charts are lettered too 

an audience 

widths 

small to be read by Spec ite 

letter sizes and line can guide the 

person preparing charts for projection 

purposes (illustration. lower right oppo 

Letter sizes and line width 

ire given in of the 

Fhe smallest lettering height of 

site page) 

tetm illustration 

height 

1/50 His based on a minimum projected 

letter height of 1 ach 30 feet 

assuming that the 

seated farther 

width 

inch for 

of viewing distance 

audience will rot be iway 

sociation bases it 

than six times the sereen 

American Medical As 

eye chart on a person with 20 

being able to see l-inch-high letters at 

90 feet. Thus the 1/50 H takes 

into consideration pe ople who have lesser 

letters need to be 

0 vision 

ratho 

vision: for them the 

largest 

Effectiveness of 

lighting in 

pene il and upple 

industrial cla 

related fac 

mentary 

rooms depends on several 

These include the ela 

and adaptability to projection require 

tors room 4176 

and ecreens 

and the 

ments, type ol projectors 

used in presenting visual aids 

quality of visual material. When proper 

ly used in the industrial classroom, good 

lighting supplemented by helpful visual 

aids makes teaching and learning more 

eflective, and more in efhicient, more 

teresting. @ 
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discard 
the best 

Team tosses in idea ome 
Plan ." out, and deve lop 

~ eript prop approval are 

Produce all part of vearing schedule 

Present 
A commercial that appears natural and easy to an audience owes its 

smoothness to weeks of planning and final coordination of activities. 

Producing a Three-Minute Spectacular 
Review STAFF REPORT 

March 4 

last, 

very five Americans 

Paul Muni Polly 

a television play called “A 

from 9 

approxi 

On Sunday evening 

to 9:30 o'clock in’ the 

mately one out of ¢ 

saw -and heard and 

Bergen in 

Letter from the Queen 

Kach of the 

paid 

33-odd-million viewers 

nothing for this entertainment, 
except a few pennies 

on his I'\ 

at the neighbors) and a tiny fraction of 

worth of depres la 

tion set (assuming he wasn't 

the month’s power bill 

52 

General Electric, on the other hand, 

paid a handsome sum of money for the 

seCrViICces ol the people hee ded to produc c 

a complex collection of electronic im 

pulses and distribute them to 152 sta- 

tions throughout the land 

And for this weekly 

Klectric has the 

about itself for 

kederal 

allows for 

outlay, General 

opportunity lo talk 

all the 

(Lommission 

three minutes 

Communications 

each halt hour of program 

time. 

If all 33-million people watch and 

the program 1s 

this 

would 

listen-—and understand 

a tremendous bargain. Reaching 

audience, say, by direct mail 

cost many times as much in postage 

alone. 

If only 

if they should fail to understand—the 

a few watch and listen—-and 

program is a colossal waste of money. 

And 
watch the entertainment portion of the 

just because 33-million people 

show—occurring both before and after 



the three-minute commercial—is no 

that 

during those middle three minutes. It 

obviously an ideal 

to make sure the kiddies are 

assurance they will be on hand 

lime to go to thre 

retrigerator 

in bed, to prepare a quick Sunday-night 

snack, or to check the newspaper to see 

what will be on what channel at 9:30 

only 180 Chere’s the problem In 

seconds the commercial must tell in a 

dignified manner how and why, among 

other things. General Electric is a leader 

engineering, and manu 

And 

soon be doing some 

presentation must hold 

until the 

if research 

skill 

ence would just as 

facturing because the audi 

thing else the 

their interest from its outset 

entertainment resumes 

The three minute Progress Report for 

the Mars h4 program was devoted to elec - 

tric motors, The Universal Servants. The 

steps that led from the conception ol 

this commercial to its brief moment of 

tlory beginning at 9:16:16 pm make an ‘ 

story of the problems en interesting 

countered in communicating a fairly 

intricate technical idea to a mass 

ind making it register 

handled by a 

audience 

Progre 3s Re ports are 

three-man operation—supervisor and 

Schenectady unit 

of General Electric's Public and Em 

ployee Relations Services. The New York 

weney of Batten, Barton 

ind Osborn (BBDO) provides 

Kleetric 

coordinator, 

two producers in the 

advertising 

Durstine 

the General 

staff of five 

produc er. film produc er. and two writers 

unit with a bast 

men ayeney 

The wen produce hires the direc tors 

designers, cameramen, and talent 

his 
and 

Scere 

usually free-lance team of eight 

le velops produces men pl if} 

week in and week out 180 seconds of 

entertaining education that will register 

the ¢ ompany message and draw above 

average urve ratings 

Reports are planned in 13 

BBDO 

alw 1Vs COMES 

Progress 

week cycles at a meeting with 

The group pre ents ideas 

up with a suvptus, relegates some to a 

future series, and immediately dis 

cards others 

ven approved subjects hurdle a long 

series of difficulties before being firmls 

scheduled. For 

cials are usually coupled with live enter 

instance, live comme 

tainment, film commercials with film 

The diflerence in qu ility between 

of the two 

and 

show . 

i mixture 

Money 

film 

film and live makes 

noticeable to viewers time 

are other factors: a commercial 

as much as a live 

must be shot at least a 

month date. While 

films lack the here-and-now spontaneity 

of live 

idvantage I'he 

costs about three times 

one and u uall 

belore thie re lease 

commercials, they do vive some 

offer the 

newsreel coverage of an important event 

( hane a ol 

ind can be rerun as many times as the 

sponsor choose thus amortizing the 

cost premium 

Timing introduces 

An electricit 

should be scheduled in. the 

enginee! role in 

another problem 

on-the-farm commercial 

spring: the 

ter hnologs 

Week. Also 

a balanced ple 

today s 

would tie in with Engineers 

commercial must give 

ture of General Electric’s activities: re 

search, engineering progress, manufac 

turing skill, and human relation to 

name a te 

Phat edu tional and = entertaining 

commercials are produced eu h week 

and receive high ratings even allowing 

for the vast range of subjects offered by 

a company the size of General Eleetri 

is a tribute to the GE-—BBDO team 

the end of November L955 

the group met and planned the second 

loward 

Progress Reports (Januar, 

The \ 

a live commereial on electri 

bracketed by one on 

evele of 

through March) 

st heduled 

motors for Mareh 4 

railroad progress and one on lightning 

lise ussed and 

researe h. 

this team meeting, thes 

released the produ tion 

Keenan of 

with 

Soon alter 

schedule 

Kle« tru 

of BBDO 
Creme ral 

Al Book 

Charlie 

would follow il 

as the writer 

Because lO. of 

product departments manufacture mo 

General Eleetric’s 

tors, each justifiably proud of its prod 

ucts and prerogatives, Keenan knew that 

the job ahead would take an unusual 

amount of patience and understanding 

slated a meet 

ing with the primary contact Harry | 

Smith, Advertising Manager of General 

Klectrie’s Medium Induction Motor De 

Other Company 

And so late in January, he 

partment, Schenectady 

advertising men would be reached b 

additional communication line 

OQne morning early in kebruary 

Keenan and Book met in Smith's ofhes 

MIM, as his called 

throughout the Company, produces 4 ly 

to S000-hp motors——-sold by 

kleetric registered 

of Tri-Clad motors 

Keenan roughed out the objectives of 

department is 

Creme ral 

under its trademark 

the Progress Report explain how an 

electric motor works point out progre 

sigmiheant 

benetit 

in electric motors: show some 

motors of today tell how motors 

everyone 

Quickly, talk 

objective just 

turned to the first 

how does an electric 

motor work 

Make it simple 

typical layman. Pm a 

I pass on what [ hear to the audience 

said Book | i ! 

sounding board 

The simpler it is the better for our 

purpose 

Smith explained that a motor basicall 

converts electric energ received ovel 

lines into rotating motion to drive ma 

imple demon 

stration: Put metal filings a beaker 

then place the beaker inside a 

field kor the 

take 

replace it with the 

chines. He sugested i 

inte 

ol water 

rotating electric [ranist 

out the beaker and 

rotor It 

tion he said 

motor 

that simple 

As the discussion warmed uch term 

as stator, lines of force, magnetism, a- 
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Lifeless Studio 

26 awaits action Sunday 11 am 

and d-c, automation, dynamometer, and 

Byte hronous motor flowed freely 

Keenan, sensing that the objectives 

were fading rapidly, called a halt, urging 

that they discard these technical terms 

But 

indicate 

“IT know they sound simple just 

because we use them doesn’t 

that we know their meaning or can even 

this must be 

understood by a mas You're 

not talking to an AIEE group. And leave 

Wi 

explain them. Remembes 

audience 

out automation I] cover that in a 

later commercial 

After the Smith's 

Keenan circulated a letter that read, in 

meeting in ofhice 

part lhe next meeting on our research 

activilies concerning the  upeoming 

Progr - Report on electric motors will 

| uesday be held in New York City on 

February 14. We're yong to get loge ther 

with Don Herbert with a view toward de 

veloping some simple demonstration that 

will he Ip pel this story across better 

Don Herbert, General Eleetric’s Prog 

ress Reporter, is known to small-fry 

viewers-—and many adults, too——as Mi 

Wizard, star of a half-hour weekly tel 

vision show seen on more than 141 

stations. There are hundreds of Mi 

Wizard clubs, and his technique of 

“teaching science painlessly” has been 

cited in a score of special awards and 

scrolls now hanging in his office. Herbert 

is an expert al performing graphic 

demonstrations for television cameras 

This ability plus a fine « ombination ola 

businesslike mien and an ingratiating au 

got him the job of General Electric's 

Progress Reporter. 

Prism Productions, Herbert's office 

workshop on 23rd Street in New York 
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2 Men complete staging details, ar- 
pm range motors, and line up tools, 

where the group met, has large airy 

offices and a well-equipped workroom. 

Shortly after 10 o'clock, Al Book read 

his first rough to the group. Into the 
script he had written Billy Quinn—a 10- 

had the 

“questioner” on many of the Progress 

The 
with Herbert and Billy demonstrating 

followed by 

silly guessing the number of motors in 

This 
the importance of motors in the home 

year-old actor who served as 

Reports. commercial would open 

the way that a motor works, 

his home Book said, would show 

And then film clips would emphasize the 

importance of motors in industry 

“For the opening shot they could be 

examining a fan,”” Book suggested. 

Someone doubted whether a fan was 

dramatic enough and asked, “How about 

an erector set?” 

“Can't Keenan remarked 

“we used it last week.’ 

use that.” 

“How much time do | have to show 

how a motor works?” Herbert inquired. 

Before anyone could reply, he laugh 

“Yeah, | 22 

seconds. This will revolutionize physies 

ingly answered know. 

teaching!” 

“That looks Ihe 

agency producer nodded toward a small 

too complicated 

demonstration motor whirring in front 

of Herbert. “Can't we show how a motor 

works without all this phe 

to the exposed magnets, core, and wires 

"You're just like my wife.’ Herbert 

He pointed 

said, smiling. “She’s always saying to 

me, “Can’t you tell me how atomi 

energy works without going into all 

those details?’ ”’ 

Because the commercial had no open 

ing. Keenan steered the talk in that 

2:4 In upper reaches of Hall, group 
‘ meets for final script conference. 

direction. He again outlined the objee- 

lives, suggesting that they concentrate 
on something difficult when done by 

hand but easy with a motor. 

One approach had Billy polishing a 

chair, with an electrie buffer finishing 

the job. Reflections from the chair made 

this idea impractical. Then, too, not 

enough people in the TV audience own 

buffers, 

“Why the kid 

board? | could finish the job with 

not have sawing a 

a 

power saw,’ Herbert volunteered. There 

were nods of agreement. 

More discussion followed concerning 

the demonstration motor and whether 

three-phase 110- or 220-volt 

would be available in the studio. Then 

power! 

the meeting moved into Herbert's office 

to wrap up the sequence of the comme! 

cial’s elements 

One item brought to the group s ul 

tention was Book’s concern about hay 

ng the boy in the se ript. “If he blows a 

line, Don has 

that Don must learn not only his own 

lines but also the kid’s. | know the kid 

is good, but he’s only 10. That's a lot of 

then to cover. It means 

responsibility for a 10 year-old 

| agree,” Keenan said. “It’s some- 

thing we've considered from every 

angle. But the advantages of having the 

kid on the show far outweigh any fluffs. 

He's got audience appeal. He's got a 

likable face 

puts itself in the boy’s shoes. They say 

that kid can 

And it 

only an adapta 

M“ holesome. The audien e 

to themselves. ‘If under- 

stand it. so can | works. too 

This is nothing new 
tion of the Greeks did centuries 

ago. It’s the Greek chorus all over again. 

what 



. 
: 

Discarding the film clips forces some 7:15 hurried revisions in the « oOmmere ial 

During a play the chorus became the 

audience,’ registering the reactions of 

does the same 

he’s the 

an audience. The boy 

thing: he’s the Greek chorus: 

iudience. Okay? 

At 12:25 the broke up for 

Book now had a better 

how to proceed: Billy would open saw 

Herbert 

job with a power 

eroup 

lunch idea of 

ing on a piece ot wood and 

vould complete the 

demonstration iW an eleetric motor 

ould follow 

ibout motors 

some discussion plus 

in the home. film clips on 

in industry motor and a windup show- 

ing today General Electric motors. 

Book pr 

day 

In the 

t Herbert's 

mised a seript in a couple of 

weeks between the meeting 

work shop and March | 

Keenan maintained a wearing and abra- 

Ve schedule He 

not only the electric motors commercial 

was ¢ losely following 

hut also seven others that were in var 

ous stages olf deve lopment 

vere usually of a Seripl change 

minor nature 1 constant eflort to get 

more informative and polished pres 

entation. At the 

iware of the three-minute limitation on 

Wor Is ind phrases were al- 

Whews” 

(,ees to 

ime time he remained 

the COpy 

tered: Bills 

a) W ows his 

His Yep to Yes.’ 

placed in front of the word 

were changed 

‘Boys, and 

General Elee 

iri Was 

places, and motors if the prope! 

became “washer.” 

was decided that 

safety 

vashing machine 

In one instance it 

Herbert 

vhile he 

Keenan expressed 1 

ilety 

should Acal glasses 

operated the power saw. As 

We d have ever 

jumping man in the Company 

+. is 

Herbert returns and once more walks through the commercial with Billy. The Di 
rector rec ommends 

9:16:16 oe 

suggestions for improving the visual bripere fonts 

impact of a carefully planned thoughtfulls executed three-minute commer 
j 
bitniaxe thie group eflort that extended over a strenuon eek perio 

gs 
IJ 



(As the commercial Opens audience hears Let’s do it the easy way with an electric See, the magnetic force between the two 

magnets} makes this one turn. ound of power saw. Watch. wood being sawed.) 

~ 

General Electric has made a Jot of progress Ihis tiny one is the G-E Telechron elec In the average American home you'll find 
work horses of industry tric clock motor electric motors all over the house im motors 

HEARD ON SUNDAY, HERE’S WHAT YOU SAW AND 

HEHHEKTI 

Pretty tough work, eh, Billy?” 

HILLY 

Sure is, Mr. Herbert 

HERBERT 

Let's do it the easy way with an 
electric power saw Watch 

BILLY 

That looks easy . 

HERBERT 

Well, that’s 

work with electricity and magnetism 

hecause we did the hard 

HILLY 

Klectricity and magnetism?” 

HERBERT 

Lh. huh. beeause that's 

an electric motor work, and, of course, an 

what makes 

electric motor is what made the saw work 

Come over here, and T'll show you. You 

ee, here are two permanent magnets, one 

mounted so that it ean turn--like this 

Watch what happens when | bring them 

close tovet he I 

KILLY 

It move 

HERBERT 

“Sure. See, the magnetic force between 

the two makes this one turn. Now here’s 

another one mounted so that it can turn 

too. This is the core of an electric motor 

When we send the electri 

through these coils we create magnetism 

eurrent 

that does the same thing watch 

BILLY 

“Look at it yo, 

HERBERT 

Course, that keeps on spinning and 

that’s what makes the electric saw work 

HILLY 

“Do all motors work like that?” 

HERBERT 

"Well, just about. Billy, [wonder if you 
realize how many electric motors are 

working for us all the time? Over here in 
the kitehen. for instance You look 

around the kitehen and see how many 

electric motors you can find 

BILLY 

"Well, there’s a motor in the mixer 

HERBERT 

Yeah 

BILLY 

In the washer 

HERBERT 

“Very good, any more? 

BILLY « 

The refrigerator 

HERBERT 

In the refrigerator, in the automatic 

dishwasher, the autematic oven timer 

the electric clock, and this is just in the 

kitchen. In the average American home 

you ll find electric motors all over the 

house from the basement all the way up 

to the atti Of course, electric motors 

not only help mother do her work around 

the house, but they help dad too regard- 

less of what his job is, whether he works 

in an office or plant or on the farm. In 

fact, G-E electric motors are important in 

every industry.” 

BILLY 

Gee. | never thought of it that way 

hefore 

HERBERT 

General Electric has made a lot of 

progress in the development of motors 



ee. 

Phis is the send electric 
current through these coils 

eore we 

And here i 

wind tune 

a motor drive for a giant 

MARCH 4 

too. Today. they make thousands of dif 

ferent kinds. Here is the famous G-1 

Iri-Clad. and here is a new Kinamatie 

motor together the work horses of 

industry. This tiny one is the G-E Tele 

chron electric clock motor. And here is a 

motor drive for a giant wind tunnel.’ 

The motor is bigger than a man 

HERBERT 

It is, and every one of these motors 

makes well — more muscle more 

strength for all of us and for our 

eountry 

BILLY 

kleetric motor ure are important 

HERBERT 

They're very important, Billy. G-1 j 
engineers are always trying to make them ' 

even better. to inprove all of the things | 

that make our live richer, more satisfy ' 

ing, and more rewarding. In| America. 1 
thats the w ly se measure progress and 

ou know, at General Electric progress ; 

is our most important product.’ | 

all over us if Herbert didn’t wear them. 

And it might encourage some of the do- 

the audience to it-vourselfers in use 

them, too 

Another 

coordinating and ordering the various 

one of Keenan's duties was 

properties for the commercial: General 
Ble trv 

ral of a wind tunnel, and a pair of safety 

unit kitchen, clock, mixer, mu- 

glasses BBDO, meanwhile, looked for 

a power saw with a General Electric 

motor and a hand saw 

Five days betore air time, seripts 

were distributed to interested General 

Kleetric operating departments for their 

late that the 
approved copies began trickling in. The 
approvals By afternoon 

reactions were uniformly. satisfactory 

except tor the description of how an 

Immediately, Kee 
rey ised 

electric motor works 

nan began preparing a version 

of just how an electric motor does work. 

On Wednesday, February 29, Book 

arrived from New York to work with 

Keenan on the electric: motors com- 

mercial future shows. 

W ith some cardboard models he had 

Keenan 

ind others for 

developed vith an 

Book 

strating the 

engineer, 

showed the new idea for 

principle of an electric 

motor: A bar magnet brought close to 

one end of a magnet pivoting on a ver 

tical shaft was either repelled or at 

d. “Now.” Keenan said. “‘we lift 

off this magnet that spins, place it inside 

tracte 

the stator of a motor, turn on the powel 

and the magnet should spin 

Herbert he explained, “will say: 

‘When electricity is put through the 

stator. Only the word ‘stator’ won't 

mean anything to the audience. What's 

a better word?” 

Book thought a second, then said. 

“How about core?” 

Keenan nodded. “Herbert will) say 

something like: ‘And when electricity 

is put through the core of an electric 

motor, it becomes a magnet and causes 

the other magnet to spin.” Then he'll 

turn on a switch. and the magnet should 

spin.” 

“You sure this is going to work?” 

asked Book Remember, this is live 

We're on the air 

lo cover all chances, Keenan planned 

to have two demonstrations written into 

the seript. One would use the bar mag 

nets: the other would use one of Her 

bert s science demonstration motors. 

Next hie tackled the problem of getting 

the magnet motor built and shipped 

to Ne York for the telecast. Harry 

Smith furnished the stator of a 7'4-hp 

rri-Clad motor, and a General Electri: 

model shop assembled the demonstra- 

tion. Getting the bar magnets proved to 

be a task. Finally, a physic 8 professor at 

Union College solved this problem with 

two 6-inch demonstration compasses 

Book New York to get 

the final version on paper and dupli 

cated for the show. A meeting in New 

York at CBS Studio 56 on 58th Street 

Park 

was set for 2 

returned to 

between Avenue and Lexington 

pm Sunday—seven hours 

before air time 

CBS Studio 56 was once the Lieder 

kranz Hall, acoustically one of the better 

New York. It 

chopped up into studios and today is 

halls in has since been 

used almost entirely for the produc lion 

ol live I'\ commercials. 

A look inside Studio 56 on this par 

ticular Sunday morning reveals four 

gaunt walls plus lighting equipment and 

sundry gear associated with a TV studio 

Che pile of crates in the middle of the 

floor contains the General Eleetrie unit 

kitchen, a refrigerator, and other props 

The 
erator are mM place 

kitchen and retrig 

and all 

workshop kiteh 

en, living room, and motor displa 

2 pm unit 

sels are 

erected. The four sets 

form an are to make camera movement 

easier, 

All the latent energy that the project 

quietly absorbed for five weeks now 

comes to the surlace | wenty-live people 

busily work on staging details: spraying 

wax on all the unit kitehen and retrig 

erator’s shiny surfaces to reduce glaring 

reflections, or flare, in the camera; put 

ting the demonstration motors in place; 

and lining up the tools for the workshop 

area, 

The first time any self-styled reason 

able 

produced, he SHV. 

But logis 

authorities, 

man sees live television being 

‘There must be an 

easier way.’ surrounded by 

pressures, conflicting tal 

ents, union regulations, and the relent 

less progress of the clock on the wall 

can seldom be found in the mechanics 

of a TV studio. That the visible results 

are logical and coherent is a_ tribute 

to the performers who maintain equa 

nimity through it all, Most people have 

the idea that men like Don Herbert are 

overpaid, But when the time arrives and 

responsibility for the job rests on his 

not many envy him shoulders alone. 

2:40-—In_ the reaches of the 

Hall (photo, right, page 4), the show 

Don Herbe rt 

uppel 

director meets with (cen 

57 
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ter), BBDO representatives, including Al 
Book (second, left), and General Elec- 

tric representative Charlie Keenan, op- 

posite Book. 

Herbert reads through the seript for 

timing; the director takes the part of 
Billy 
show. The first read-through clocks out 

at 2 minutes and 40 seconds. 

who is rehearsing for another 

The film clips don’t agree with the 
script; it is rewritten. 

3:45-—The 

rehearsal using 

fax”’ begins—a 
that 

pictures to the control room, Camera 

“camera 

cameras transmit 

positions are plotted, and the director 

“blocks,” o1 plans, the action for Her 

bert and Billy. 

A union man clamps a 2 4 in the 

workshop vise. W hich end should Her- 

bert saw? If he saws the end that would 

give the best camera shot, it would of- 

fend all the home craftsmen in the audi- 

ence, as well as not be quite safe. Kee- 

nan decides it should be done the safe 

and the most logical way; the direc- 
the 

satisfactory angle. 

:20-——On_ the 

the position of the 7'o-hp Tri-Clad mo- 

tor works with cameras to get a 

control-room. screen, 

tor looks awkward. To say that a motor 

is a handsome piece of equipment would 

be charitable, even though designers 
have tried to give it style and dignity. 

But with the distortions that oceur on 

the tiny sereen, conduit boxes suddenly 

grow to outlandish and grotesque pro 

portions, and shafts project at odd an 

gles. “If we show the General Electris 

monogram, then you can’t see the shaft 

Which is most important?” the director 

asks. Keenan says that it must look like 

mind the emblem on a motor neve 

the end shield. 

5:15-—Herbert goes through the com- 

mercial and an agency man takes the 

part of Billy. It times out to three min- 

utes and six seconds, Number 3 camera 

The director calls a break. 

There’s a stir in 

conks out 

the control room: 

The whirling magnets in the motor de 
monstration aren't visible enough; they 
blend into the background. 

It is suggested they be painted white. 
that 

their magnetism. A technican solves the 
No, someone else says may ruin 

problem when he sticks a piece of mask 

ing tape on the magnets and trims the 

tape to size. The contrast looks good on 

the control-room screen. 

Then Herbert complains that the powel 
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saw spews sawdust over his dark suit, 

giving it a tweedy appearance. Another 
piece of masking tape seals the exhaust 

port on the saw. 

Next, the mixer on the unit kitchen 

can't be seen, Again, it’s a question of a 
light color against a light color. Because 
masking tape or paint is out of the 

question, the director works in a close- 

up shot to identify the mixer. 

5:45—The 

break for dinner. 

director calls an hour 

6:45—Billy Quinn has arrived and 

walks through his part with Herbert. 
Billy is a quiet youngster who takes re- 

hearsals and script changes in his stride. 
He gets along well with Herbert and 
readily follows orders from the director. 

Billy has performed on Hit Parade, ap- 

peared on Broadway in “The Remark- 
able Mr. Pennypacker,” recorded for 

McKenzie, and 
receives an allowance of $I per week. 

Columbia with Giselle 

7:15—Rehearsals continue, each one 

becoming smoother as the actors fall 
into the rhythm of the pace and the 

cameramen and director integrate their 

routines, 

Between 7:15 and 7:45 each run- 

through incorporates the film clips. The 
film—handled in another CBS studio 

is seen on a monitor in Studio 56. 

For the first run-through with the 

Herbert's and the 

film sequence don’t match, Reproduc- 

film, commentary 

tion quality is poor. Keenan shakes his 

head and calls the agency representa- 
lives together. They decide to eliminate 

the film clips, remove the living-room 
set, and rewrite the seript to include 

electric motors in various industries. 

At a CBS studio on the third 

floor of Central Terminal, 16 

blocks Paul Muni Polly 

Bergen begin the dress rehearsal. 

i: i) 

Grand 

away, and 

8:00 

into the dress rehearsal and times out 

The commercial is integrated 

to exactly three minutes. 

8:15 

business 

Herbert, anxious to gel some 

(eye-catching hand action) 

into the final scene with the two display 

motors, suggests giving one of the motor 
shafts a slight spin. This is accepted and 

a technician cleans off the gummy pro- 

tective coating. 

Ait the unit kitchen, 

sprayed on the cabinets to kill flares. 

Herbert breaks his collar stay and re- 

more wax is 

.. . the commercial is the reason for the whole enterprise.’ 

places it with one borrowed from a 

BBDO man. 

8:27—Herbert leaves to have make-up 
put on; Billy talks with his mother in a 
corner of the studio: others drift out 

for coffee. 

8:42—Herbert returns and once more 

walks through the with 

Billy. Billy’s mother gives her son’s hair 
commercial 

a final combing. 

9:00 

trol 

monogram, 

The master screen in the con- 

the General Electric 

and the 

Electric 

room shows 

announcer says: 

For General here is Ronald 

Reagan.” 
In Studio 56, cameras warm up and 

the floor is cleared. The assistant direc- 

“Isn't it true Muni did this 

General 

tor quips, 

show because he has some 

Electric stock?” 

But the problems of Paul Muni or 

Polly Bergen don’t concern the men in 
Studio 56. Their only worry is the mid- 

dle three minutes, the important part, 

the part that pays off. Admittedly, the 

Studio 56 that without 

good entertainment nobody watches the 

men in agree 

sponsor's message. But there is also the 
unexpressed attitude that it’s tougher 

to get people to wateh a commercial 

than to watch some make-believe story. 
And when you get right down to it, the 
commercial is the reason for the whole 

enterprise. 

9:07—Herbert and Billy go through 
the commercial once again. During the 

Herbert keeps 

“needles” (which, 

motor demonstration, 

calling the magnets 
of course, they are). Keenan asks the 

agency producer to request Herbert to 

say “magnets.” 

9:14 

ant director calls the one-minute signal. 

In the control room the assist- 

Someone scrapes a chair along the floor 

and tension mounts. 

\ phone rings. The 
answers, listens, puts his hand over the 

assistant director 

mouthpiece, and says, ““¢ ‘entral control 

says they're running over. They'll ap- 

preciate anything we can give them.” 
He uncovers the mouthpiece and lo 

central control reports, “Tl relaved the 

message,” then hangs up. 

9:16—Ronald Reagan says: “Y know, 

many of the jobs that we have to do at 

home and at work would be a lot harder 

if it weren't for General Electric motors 

as you'll see in Don Herbert’s Prog- 

ress Report.” 

TRI REVIEW 
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It was an instructive 

At exactly 9:16:16 the commercial 

begins (complete script, box, page 56), 
and 2 50 

Herbert concludes with, “. . 

minutes and seconds later 

. and as you 

know, at General Electric, progress is 
our most important product.” 

The members of the audience, assum- 

ing they hadn’t gone to check the kids 
or get that sandwich, heard Don Her- 

bert and Billy Quinn speak barely 500 
words—mostly words of one syllable. 

As the professional performers they 

are, both carried it off in perfect fashion. 

The 24 was neatly sawed, the demon- 

stration motor hesitated momentarily 

then spun wildly, no flare came from 

the unit kitehen, and the smallest Gen- 

eral Electric 

in Herbert’s hand. 

motor looked small indeed 

ry 

| he program, it was disclosed later. 

had a Nielsen rating of 33.5. This means 
that 33.5 pere ent of the 35-million tele 

vision homes in America saw the pro- 

gram. Each of the 

sets tuned to the General Electric Thea- 

nearly 12-million 

ter was watched by an average of 2.78 
persons, making a total audience of 33 

million. Both the Nielsen and the Tren- 

put the General Electric 

Theater for March 4 the 

10” for the week. 

Having spent the money for the pro- 

dex surveys 

among “top 

gram, it is not hard to justify spending 

a little more to see how much of an im- 

pact the first investment produced. For 

this purpose, General Electric and 

BBDO obtain the services of Gallup and 

Robinson, a well-known Princeton, NJ. 

opinion-survey organization. Gallup and 
Robinson submit a weekly “Television 

Impact Report,” a 30-page mimeo- 

graphed document describing in detail 

the results of their Monday survey. 

used 
term “Remember Commercial 

in the report is considered by 

General Electric and BBDO to be the 

key factor. In this regard, the commer- 

cials on the General Electric Theatet 

almost invariably have done well. 

Gallup and Robinson say that the Re- 

member Commercial norm for all one- 

half-hour 

product (about three minutes devoted 

programs advertising one 

to a commercial) is 55 percent. The 

average for all General Electric Theater 
programs during the past season was 65 

percent. On these commercials, men do 

better than women by a 71 to 54 score. 

The electric 

March 4 achieved a score of 67 percent 

motors commercial on 

SEPTEMBER 

commercial, and people . . . could grasp it.’ ”’ 

above the norm for all programs and 

above the average the General 
Electric Theater. Of the men interviewed 

who qualified as viewers of the program, 

73 percent could recall the commercial 

for 

for 

with reasonable accuracy; women 

the figure was 60 percent. 

Of greatest the 

reading a Gallup and Robinson Impact 

Report are the verbatim statements, 

recorded in astounding detail by inter- 

interest to novice 

viewers 

The vast majority of recalls indicated 

that the audience understood the mes- 

sage and that a favorable impression of 

General Electric was created. Here are 

some samples 

\ man showed a_little hoy how a small 

primitive motor operated. It had an armature 
The one thing they always 

Progress is our important 
They showed all the different types 

of motors that GE makes; 

thing. The commercial pointed out how im 

ortant daily and 

iow different things would be if we didn't 

motors. | thought it was 

the little boy to explain the 

the They had a 

ipproach and points were 
tand 

and a 

Say Is 

magnet 

most 

product 

one was a huge 

lives motors are tn our 

have any a yood 

idea to use 

motors 

the 

fundamental of 

reasonable 

easy to under 

a kid about 

and mag 
He demonstrated how 

talking to 

electricity 

Don Herbert was 

that 

netism work together 

the magnetic field in the motor was activated 

Large ind mm ill shown \ 

Teles hron clock was an example of a small 

Motor still be 

They our 

important produet that 

interested in than 

motors He aid 

motors were 

motor can be any size and 

most 

they 

any 

practical said, ‘Progress i 
and showed 

are more progress 

The commercial was done in the 

simplest manner. If the little kid 
understand, then anyone could comprehend 

wor ked 

thing else 

eould 

the wa the motor 

1 little boy all the motor 

house. He pointed out 

the kitchen that had 
howed a motor bigger than 

tre mendous Men 

They howed the coils and 

inside of a smaller motor 

{ man showed 

there were in the 

everything electric in 

Phe 

aman in a 

standing by it 

the magnet on the 

and explained how it turned, It was very 

| had never heard the working 

a motor 

room were 

interesting 

of a motor explained. It was an instructive 

commercial, and people like me who didn't 
( ould 

not too long, and 

know anything about motors 

it The 

they are 

They re 

urasp 

commercials are 

interrupting the story not always 

not overdone 

who have story all And people the 

wrong stil indicate a favorable impres 

sion of General Electric 

howed a cylindrical object on a 

Phe the 

“They 
platform little pin on needle in 

contraption spinning, showing how 
electricity was produced, They also showed 

some motors, I think the main idea was to 
show the centrifugal foree of GE to produce 
electricity which is the main object of the 
country [Company]. The more electricity 
ywroduced the more advancements there will 
[ in the country. They also try to sell their 
products. The little boy added a family life 
touch to the commercial. Anything GE savs 
is very true. They are a good company.” 

was 

“It was a stupid commercial because the 

average person doesn t how too much about 

motors. It was just a way to bring the name 
of GE before the public. They showed the 

different types of motors they handle and 
talked about the sizes and the jobs they do 
GE is a good name, and their products and 
the fields into which they go are vast. It is 

a big compan y with great resources, and they 

are in there pitehing. 

Constant analysis of these playbacks 

or recalls, leads to two general eon 

clusions . 

e No matter how straightforward o1 
oversimplified the presentation may be 

in the eyes of those preparing it, the 

average viewer cannot he expected to 

gain more than a general impression of 

what the message is all about. 
thre 

essential to 

al the 

e Complete comprehension of 

details presented is not 

favorable impressions creating 

Sponsor, 

But was it worth the time, worry, and 

expense wrapped up in that brief interval 

of time from 9:16:16 to 9:19:06 p.m, on 

Sunday. March 47 

One 

worry 

explains the time and 

is the size of the audi 

factor 

and justifies the expense 

fabulous factor 

ence: On this one Sunday 

March, Paul Muni performed for more 

people than saw Sarah Bernhardt in a 

evening in 

lifetime on the stage 

he correlation between audience siz 

and preparation effort is an obvious ex 

ample of human nature at work, [t might 

he expected that preparation effort would 

reach an absolute maximum and level off 

at a point well below an audience size of 

33-million people However, the explana 

tion for the maximum effort surrounding 

General Eleectrie’s Sunday night com 
mercials rests in the fact that, if there : 

eflort, it 

mere 34 

a maximum preparation isn't 

reached with an audience of a 

million. 

“You oughta see one advertising 
says, how some poor guys stew 

and fret the for 

something like Peter 60 
PRH 

man 
commercials about 

when 

million people are watching.’ 
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PENALTY-FACTOR COMPUTER applied to AGKXE 
a year compared to operating the system with transmission losses neglected 

How Modern Tools Improve P 
By DR. L. K. KIRCHMAYER 

Recent development in analytical 

method computers and load controls 

have saved the electric utility industry 

millions of dollars annually in operating 

cost These technique illustrate the 

challenging problems electric utility en 

vineers are solving in cooperation with 

electrical manufacturers 

lo establish a common. basis, let's 

define the term “electric utility power 

sVstem \ powel ystem is an integra 

tion of sources of electric energy and 

transmission facilities designed to pro 

vide an adequate and economic al supply 

of electric energy to a given area. Trans 

mission lines of LOO.000) to 400,000 

volts interconnect the loads and sources 

of generation, For example, the system 

of the American Gas and Electric Co 

(AGKE) provides electric service to 

about 1,400,000 customers in a 40,000 

square-mile territory that ine ludes parts 

of seven states. Altogether, the AG&E 

system operate s 32 steam-electric and 

hydroelectric plants having a capacity 

of 4d-million kilowatts A network of 

60 

system saves over $100,000 

99060 circuit miles of 

transmission 

nects these plants and the load centers 

The operating engineer 

responsible 

reliable service 

coordinating the operation of the powell 

greatly aid him in operating the system 

economically 

minimum fuel expenditure Of parti ular 

significance are new methods of analysis 

computers for undertaking these anal) 

automatically and economically control 

the outputs of the plants 

Fundamental Principles 

The dispati her’s analysis must recog 

nize that the various powel veneratinyg 

thermodynamic 

efficiencies, 

proximity to the load centers 

analysis deter 

mines the incremental production-cost 

characteristics of various plants in 

AUTOMATIC DISPATCHING SYSTEM 
obtain the appropriate inerement il cost 

the system, The incremental production 

cost characteristic (illustration, page 62) 

simply means the increased number of 

dollars per hour that must be spent to 

produce an additional megawatt of out 

put Note that the incremental produc 

tion cost increases with the output I! 

all generating plants were at the same 

location, operating all units at the same 

incremental produc lion costs would 

achieve optimum economy 

However, in many systems the plants 

and loads are at different locations, im 

terconnected by the transmission sys 

tem. Transmission losses. which wall 

occur in such system operation, must be 

considered in the analysis. Annual fuel 

savings of about $50,000) per LOOO 

megawatts of installed peak capacit 

have resulted from proper consideration 

of transmission losses in the sehed 

uling of generation for videspread 

systems 

General Electric in cooperation with 

American Gas and Electric Services 

( orp de veloped practs il means of 

ower System@ 



Call 

val to be transmitted to 

Operations 

master-area and dispatching consoles that 

controlled unit 

ippropriate ly evaluating and cale ulating 

transmission losses for various operat 

ing conditions. Through the use of a 

mathematical model of the transmission 

stem, a loss formula is obtained that 

expresse transmission losses in terms 

of all source loadings. This formula in 

olves the quare of ea¢ h source loading 

and the cross products of all source 

loading 

Phis formula permits developing prac 

tical methods of coordinating trans 

mission losses with incremental produc 

lion costs to obtain maximum operating 

econon essentially. the loss formula 

is used to calculate penalty factors that 

modify incremental production costs to 

include the effect of transmission 

losses. Optimum econom with the ef 

fect of transmission losses considered 

is then obtained when the incremental 

cost of received power is the same for all 

sources, Reaching a generation schedule 

I thi lerion requires the solution 

ol oa et f nonlinear simultaneous 

equ iliol 

Pioneering work by General Eleetris 

in cooperation with the Hydro-Eleetri 

Power Commission of Ontario produced 

certain fundamental principles for the 

economic loading of a combined steam 

and hydroelectric power system. The 

incremental water-rate characteristic ts 

considered in studying the performances 

of a hydro plant 

flow in cubie feet per se ond 

lt species the addi 

tional wate 

required to generate an additional 

megawatt output, the units of this 

characterist bemg ets/mw Po co 

ordinate the loading of the steam and 

hydro plant this ineremental water 

characteristic must be converted into an 

incremental cost with a 

“4 he dul 

plants can be determined 

equiy ilent 

conversion coefherent. Thus 

for the hyd 

much as those for the steam plants. The 

magnitude of the conversion coetherent 

determines the amount of water used by 

a given hydro plant. An inerease in the 

conversion coefherent make thre hvdre 

plant incremental cost appear higher in 

comparison with the remaiming plant 

resulting in te vater being used. Con 

versel decreasing the value of the 

conversion coefherent makes the equiv 

alent hydro plant ineremental cost 

appeal lowe resulling im more water 

being used 

Analytical Tools and Computers 

Determining or calculating the los 

formula coeflicients associated with the 

mathematical model of the transmission 

stem involye Iwo step first. deter 

ruins transmission-system data ona 

powel tem analog computer known 

as the network analyzer: and second 

perform matrix operations on these data 

pee d internall pPropranmiinny dl 

method of attack 

witha higt 

digital computer. Thi 

has resulted in tremendou avings in 

time and effort 

Ihe network inal /¢ pro ide an 

electric model of the power tem that 

imulate the performance of a full 

scale tem. The combination of the 

General Electric No. | and No. 2 net 

WOT nal Jet (photo, page 63) pret 

mits representation of 356) generator 

00 transmission tine ind 106 load 

I’ssentiall thie inalyzer consist of 

irtable ( lanes inductances ind 

capacitanes init representing tran 

mission line transtormet and load 

[he e comp ert cum be connected if} 

an desired manner to play ind jack 

panel t eal he electrie cireust 

model I A¢ lem. Single phase 

wdyustable with 

‘ ‘ ! 
resper ‘ ined ealar magnitude 

of voltage, represent generating plants 

By selecting on the keyboard the number 

associated with the eireuit element, the 

electric quantities of interest im any 

analyzer element are read on a light 

beam instrument at the central me tering 

desk Impedance measurements on the 

transmission network as well as power 

flow for various typieal operating con 

ditions are recorded from this anlayzet 

Next, the data are 

standard punehed ecards for additional 

calculations to be performed by a high 

internally programmed — cigital 

such as the IBM Dy pe Holl 

magnets drum data processing mac hine 

‘ Orpule ! 

Because i veneral PrOLPAMIEE ELE deck 

for this loss-formula  caleulation 1 

avatlabl thre 

nevligible after these data are punched 

alre dy setup Carne i 

hon example the loss-formula coeth 

crents associated with a ystem ol ty" 

sources can be ealeulated ins le than 

one hour compared with several weeh 

of hand caleulation 

Phe main data storage tor thre Vy yr 

Hot) computer I a rotating tmagiety 

drum oon whieh storage positions for 

O00 LO-digit numbers with therm sign 

are arranged. Tnstruetion indo eon 

tants used in a particular problem ar 

ind called 

on When desired, The average time on 

read into this drum) tnitialls 

which a number may be read from the 

drum is 2.4 millisecond Phe approxi 

mate operating times are multiplieation 

12.5 milliseconds; division, 16.5 math 

econds: and addition, 3.5 millisecond 

Ihe pul deviee read 1M) punched 

migrate thre 

the resull it the rate of LOO 

ecard pret output device 

pune te 

card per rrepeate 

ilirabole 

for finaneil computations that involve 

Phi lype ol computer ts a 

large volumes of mput-outpul data as tor 

choyineering computation that are chat 

iwlerized by a moderate amount of data 

and a long caleulating sequenes Man 

organizations may justify its use on the 

basis of both financial and engineermy 

calculation 

Application of Principles 

As mentioned belore Opt econ 

omy Tn powel stem operation for a 

viven combination of units results when 

the incremental cost of received power 

is the ame from each source The fun 

damental data required and the theor 

of coordination can be applied in several 

ways to the hour-by-hour operation of 

powel tem 

e Generation schedules that are pre 

‘ ile ul ited 

6 



INCREMENTAL PRODUCTI 

MILLS PER KILOWATT-HOUR 

40 60 

OUTPUT (MEGAWATTS) 

INCREMENTAL PRODUCTION COST inc: 

© lis ol special computes built 

parti ularly for use of load dispate her to 

calculate schedules as the need arises 

e keonomic automation for auto 

matically and simultaneous! maimmtain 

ing economic allocation of generation 

ystem freque ney and net interchange 

Phe net interchange equals the sum of 

over the transmission the powel flows 

lines vive interconnecting a powel 

ystem with its neighbors 

Precalculated Schedules 

Various ie neral purpo ‘ 

solve the 

‘ ompute I 

can simultaneous nonlinear 

coordination equations yiviny the op 

timum generation se hedule s for variou 

condition \ preconceived — system 

newly developed iterative procedure | 

on the IBM 650 

total load, the 

tabulates the 

total 

used most successfully 

computer kor a yviven 

computer calculate and 

incremental cost of received load 

total fuel 

and received load plus 

transmission losses input 

penalty factors 

the allocation and summation of genera 

lion 

\ number of power tems have 

found it prac tical to precaleulate tables 

direct use 

method of 

schedules 

has also breve nN invaluable i de termining 

or charts by this means for 

by the load dispat« her Vhi 

determining — preealculated 

importance of transmusston-loss 

considerations in’ the 

) the 

operation ol oa 

given system and : improvement in 

operating economy re ulting from pul 

62 

with each additional megawatt ol output 

chase of Spec ialized computers or eco 

nomic automation systems 

Use of Specialized Computer 

Innumerable combinations of operat 

ing conditions can occur in large inte 

fuel 

mterconnection 

vrated systems because of varying 

costs and frequent 

transactions. When the required num 

ber of precaleulated schedules covering 

these conditions becomes very large 

pecialized computers particularly de 

igned for the load dispatcher may be 

justified economically, 

\n analog computer, developed co 

Gas and operatively by the American 

bles Irie 

electric, 

s 4 ribe d penalty 

Service Corp. and General 

calculates the previously de 

factors for all plants 

interconnections for 

Installed in the Central 

Production and Coordination Office of 

AG A&E early in 1955, this penalty-factor 

computer operates with an incremental 

slide that 

produc tron 

Various and Opel 

iting ¢ onditions 

rule compares the 

costs of the 

The 

a logarithmically calibrated 

fuel-cost 

incremental 

system's various units slide. rule 

consists of 

incremental produc tion-cost scale, mov 

ible strips for each generating unit 

movable fuel-cost adjustment scales, and 

Hach 
the generating units indicates 

a penalty-factor scale movable 

strip tor 

the relation between the unit inere 

mental produc tion cost and its output 

The application of the penalty-factor 

computer (photo page 60) to thre AG & I 

tem saves over $100,000 a vear com 

pared with operating the system with 

transmission losses neglected. This com- 

puter consists essentially of adjustable 

power units that represent the various 

plant loadings and interconnection flows 

a central i loss-formula network, and 

penalty factor and incremental trans- 

mission-loss instrument. Once the power 

the negligible com 

little 

settings are made, 

pulation time amounts to more 

than that required to read the penalty 

in instrument. The penalty factor from 

factors are used to adjust the relative 

yenerating-unil 

and the 

schedule is read from these 

positions of the Strips 

on the slide rule desired gen 

eration 

strips. 

Economic Automation 

Use of an automatic dispatching sys 

tem that supplies economic automation 

of the power system provides additional 

savings that result from 

« Improved fuel economy—the dis 

patching system not only calculates the 

desired generator outputs for the actual 

rather than forecasted conditions of a 

power system but also automaticall 

executes the schedule resulting in 

closer adherence to propel 

veneration 

e Decrease in man-hours require d to 

economically operate a system 

Kleetric 

automat 

General developed the first 

completely dispatching 

that 

executes the 

tem tutomatically determines and 

most economee loading 

allocation in addition to maintaining 

system frequency and net interchange 

Kansas City 

Light Company made the initial installa 

simultaneously Power and 

tion of this equipment in 1955 Planning 

estimates indicate this new dispatching 

system will provide significant direct 

annual savings. 

The master-area and dispat hing con 

soles (ph lo, pres eding page) are located 

at the load office The 

master-area console develops a_ signal 

dispate her's 

proportional to the integral of the fre 

quency and me | power inter hange errors 

Phis signal Is interpreted as the inere 

Means 

are provided in the dispatching console 

mental cost of received powe I 

to manually or automatically modify this 

signal by the value of the plant's penalt 

factor, thus obtaining the appropriate 

cost signal lo bye tran incremental 

mitted to each unit under control. 

The master-station console and the 

machine ¢ onsole are both located at the 

station, The master-station console pro 



ill transmission studies 

it-loading 
BASIC TOOL f« 
vides nece { tnformatior 

biyu 

thre 

vides ill thre 

whole 

vides adju 

tments loroperating the 

Wiae hine ‘ onsole station pro 

tments lor a given generating 

unit. In the machine console, the inere 

mental-cost 

ofhes I> led 

enting the 

wn il from the disp iteher s 

into a function generator 

machine's incremental 

lh 

ator Comparison loops 

that ided 

with incremental cost theory 

re pre 

function cost characteristy venet 

and servo insure 

the unit is lo in accordance 

The entire 

stem operates continuously to specihs 

in optimum di ion of output among ill 

units in operation 

Phi 

any ce 

master-area console that detect 

viation from desired conditions of 

tem net tterchange and lreque me 

match 

sed to 

total lw 

Thi le 

uling 

thie veneration idjus Is 

Vialion ts 

correct th incremental-cost 

signal in tem to 

balance 

The 

| patching s em 

ectris klectri 

re (quire - 

General iutomatte 

only a 

control channel to each generating 

\utomatic ¢ il 

tion ol tl facto! 

tion culation 

ion-los pen ilf ifistnil 

require a return telemetering channel 

from each plant output to the dispatch 

ing oflice. However 

addition 

edi 

this usually imposes 

ommunication burden 

s ofhiee 

readings tor other 

no il ¢ 

spatcher normall 

requires itput 

reason 

the network Dr 

inalyzer 

tions 

} , {oi { vith oS ht 

Future Development 

Ne l Lyte il 

trol tec ypue promise improved solu 

computing ind con 

tions for a number of probl ms. b.xisting 

itomation schemes permit 

lf a power system to auto 

Intain its own ftrequenes 

if} | 

COTLOUTDNE 

matt 

inter 

‘ omplete 

pre dete! med prese ! net 

change ind ee allocation 

In 

tule 

the future 

of 

ied 

veneration 

mnation pools economie powell 

ol 

for 

the 

formed b everal 

vill 

letermining and 

COM pales 

eliminate the need manually 

most eco etting 

homer inter ny ol eae hy peat tie ul if 

compan 

In 

pl int 

ol hi dro 

ol proble ms require 

Probable 

Opel ition 

fundamer ration on 

(, 

hngineering 

Division 

Kire hm iver 

I 

from the 

(lett) 

alt Kron check re 

Analytical bon 

(right) and G 

if Manager eern 

avatlabalitue time 

flow 

m inipulation ol 

ol 

for 

currence wale 

required water to hetween 

plants; and economti 

annual storage. Although these problems 

most difheult, the 

tions, plus probability theort 

helptul tool in 

| | igh 5 jee ed 

digital 

ipplied 

caleulus of varia 

oller 

olution 

are 

ecking thei 

internally 

will undoubtedly 

iutomaty 

programmed 

computers bn 

lo interconnected 

Analog 

would provide the re 

thie 

Phe 

iwniteant 

system energy, counting lo 

digital converter 

data metered quired input from 

flaw 

contain 

sale 

the 

interconnection machine 

memory would in 

formation about ind) contract 

Phe 

provide the 

would 

lo 

program for machine 

nece iy iistruction 

iutomatically and continuous! com 

the 

counting and billing 

As power 
ive ly comple x 

pute Interconnection energy ac 

stems exp anv, thie become 

Also 

for fuel 

ind better 

progres increasing 

ts particularl empha 176 an) 

the need for faster olution 

to tem problem 

W ith 

doubl ny evel 

powel operating 

the electri utilit operation 

10) year plu thie ent pre 

iid projected hortage of serentibve 

onnel, engineering manpower problem 

ingl 

vith people trained in analytical 

ide 

challenge () 

become imerea critical, Computes 

together 

ind computing techniques pre 

mean f meeting these 



NINETEENTH OF A SERIES 

AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR METALS 

black 

een 

Do you remember the heavy 

cooking ranges of the turn of the 

days size reflected 

had a“ lot of 

prece ol 

tury? In 

trength. A large horse 

trength ww bis not a large 

iron? 

During the early da of our indu 

trial development, iron was simply iron 

and the larger the piece the stronger 

Phe pig iron went directly from the blast 

where it was cast furnace to a foundry 

into whatever size and shape the job 

required 

bitty 

trained men understood the physical 

\ears ago ome technically 

ind chemical properties of metal—such 

idea of teel to vive il 

trength. But they 

a thie freating 

greater did not pass 

thi know ledge along to the men who 

cleeted metals for finished products 

What this 

by tween the 

happened lo close hap 

qience and the engineering 

of metal 

Early Organization 

Billy 

this 

In 1913 a young man in Detroit 

Woodside disturbed 

lack ol GL ration between the sctence 

hecame ovel 

of metals and thei application lo auto 

mobail Recognized as a elever tool 

smith after vears at a smith forge 

W ood ile 

designed and made 

hve an elling the products he 

Woodside had not 

worked long as a salesman before realiz 

ig that teel producer needed more 

know ledge notonly about product appli 

structure and 

ervice qualities of then product If the 

killed worker and the metallurgist could 

cation but also about the 

he brought together in an exe hange of 

believed that 

would 

and eXpPerienes hie 

alloy steel 

idea 

the whol industry 

prot 

W oodsicl proposed the formation of 

aclub that could serve as a forum for 

responsible for the design 

finished 

the people 

and application of products 

particularly the parts used in an auto 

Known a the Steel 

group wa 

W oodside 

and procedure 

mobil lreater 

( lub 

Detrou 

such oa formed in 

with outlining the 

ere ral PUP prose 
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By WALTER MORRISON 

Monthly 
first year 

meetings throughout the 

included discussions about 

improving steel serviceability through 

heat-treating A need developed for 

more scientific information, and so 

technical metallurgists were admitted 

to membership. Because the Club rapidly 

outgrew its original quarters, a larger 

meeting place was secured. Presentation 

round-table discussions of papers and 

hecame a part of each meeting. As 

interest grew, membership reached 600 

during the Club’s first year 

In 1915 the group became known as 

the Steel Treating Research Club and 

in 1918 changed again to the Steel 
Treating Research Society 

Detroit, 

eenters, 

chapters included groups in 

Chicago, and other industrial 

The Chicago group first thought about 

national organization, Its 200 members 

at that time paid dues to the Detroit 

treasurer. Detroit was also thinking of 

nationally, how 

first to 

organization plans. 

And in 1918 they adopted the title 

Steel Society 

organizing Chicago, 

ever, was the initiate definite 

of American lreaters’ 

and faced a national expansion program 

William H 

school superintendent from nearby Elm 

hurst, Uh... 

organizing 

with a deficit. Kisenman, a 

accepted the duties of 

the Society. He not 

completed the national organization but 

only 

also personally organized 41 of the first 

1) chapters and has continued to direct 

the affairs of the Society throughout the 

ensuing 38 years 

After World War |, Albert I 

former colonel in’ the U.S. Army 

and then an Asso 

Professor of Metallurgy at = the 

Michigan 

Steel Treating Research Society and the 

White 

Ordnance ( Orps 

clate 

University of united — the 

American Steel Treaters’ 

pointed out that on a national basis the 

Wr. Morrison is Director of Public Rela- 

Vetals. He 

has held this position for the past eight 

tions, American Soctety for 

veal 

Separate’ 

Society He 

two could jointly advance the purposes 

of all groups with definite benefits to 
White elected the first 

president of the amalgamated group, its 

(merican 

industry. was 

compromise name becoming 

Society for Steel Treating. 

The newly formed national organiza 

tion celebrated its unification during the 

week of Sept. 14, 1920, at the second 

National Metal Congress and Exposition 

in’ Philadelphia. Cleveland 

National Headquarters. 

In 1933 the organization adopted the 

title American Society for Metals (ASM). 

changed. Al 

though many details have been added 

became 

lis purposes have never 

to the Society's services, the prin iples 

Woodside still 

the unification of science. 

skill in the field of 

metals production, fabrication, and use 

laid down originally by 

guide ASM 

technique, and 

Holding over 700 meetings a year, the 

95 ASM chapters include over 26,000 

members and are organized with com 

plete autonomy in industrial centers of 

the United States and Canada. 

National Headquarters of ASM serves 

both in an advisory capacity and as a 

clearinghouse for tee hnical information 

developed at all levels. Kducational 

courses organized by a chapter inform 

its membership on technical subjects of 

special interest and importance to that 

area, Soe iety-published books offer bast 

information in these courses. 

Coordinated efforts between the vari- 

ous chapters and the national organiza- 

tion stimulate interest in metallurgical 

careers for students in juntor and senior 

high sé hool and college. 

Publications 

ASM has published a greater number 

of books on metals than any other com 

pany or organization, with 69 titles listed 

in its current catalog 

A basic tool of all metals engineers 

and technicians is the Society's Metals 

Handhook. Over 2000) members con 

tributed material to this book, 

throughout the world as the principle 

used 

reference work in metals engineering 
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suse for metal industi y. 

1960 

manages the National Metal Exposition 

the largest annual industrial event 

in’ America—as well as the biennial 

Western Metal I xposition, whieh serve 

metals engineers in 1] western states 

The First World Metallurgical Con 

gress held in Detroit in L951, sponsored 

by ASM, attracted overseas conferes 

from 39 free nations for an international 

exchange of information on metals. Uhe 

Second World Metallurgical Congre 

will be held in ¢ hicaye November 2-8 

1957 

Awards 

ASM devotes much time and etlort to 

promoting the metallurgical profession 

giving awards and honors to students in 

all age groups and to teacher 

In conjunction with the National 

Science Teacher \ssoclatior \S\Vi 

sponsors Science Achievement) Award 

to junior and senior high seh tu 

dents throughout the counts Vor 

than 200 U.S. bond awards and special 

honors are awarded vearl i additien 

recognition award ure presented to 

high school science teacher 

ASM created the annual award 

teachers of metallurgy in the United 

States and Canada, Ten $2000 award 

have been made sinee the program ' 

established four vears ayo 

hach eul \SVI prertisael Visitin 

Lecture hips designed to upplemernt 

engineering struction at the tle 

level. The dean of engineering or an en 

vineering department head requests an 

oul tandiny creritist a i sili 

turer, ASM in turn tivites the 

ind underwrite the costs of tit 

In 1952 the Amertean Swe 

Metals established the ASM Poundation 

for kducation and Research in the metal 

held with an toitial grant of S650 000 

the largest foundation fund i 

iide by an American techoted 

from of OW resoures 1} 

Foundation. ASM annuall 

$400 scholarships for outstan 

lurgs il tudennt orave ve 

econad ‘ if ‘ metalhurs 
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Member nip growl reflects increased 

interest in and concern about the 

products and uses of metals. Men in al 

phases of met ils production and fabri 

cation realize that a free exchange of 

idea and ¢ Xperience makes for better 

ASM serves as a forum 2 i opportunity 

VA hie re proble tr can bye dj cus ed objec : — 

§-ppeeee 
— wae ae # 

tively ind where new «de elopment 

product and service are revealed and : be ' ’ 
. i Ah “ ‘soon r 

adapted to different technical situation 
od = 

Increase in’ member hip has deters \ MGR > ge 
ry 

mined the Soctet progress Knowing p is ie 

ind accepting the other fellow’s problem ' é —_— ~~ 
. J — 

ind vie A point has given metals engi , . ath 

neers ther greate L opportunity to appl 

progressive ideas to their work in indus 

tt education and research Better 

materials, greater incentive for research 

improved method ind modern equip 

ment have resulted from the united 

efforts of the metals men 

Services 

ASM services are de igned to keep it 

members well informed on all activitie 

and new de velopment in the metal 

working — field Pechnical information 

include technical irticle lecture 

education course move free pre metal, 

prints of Metal Congre essions, tres 

placement service for engineering grad 

uates, and counseling with experts from 

industry vovernment and research 

organizations on specile me tallurgical 

proble m ASM also translate the re- 

ults of scientific investigation for its 

member 

Phe Society promot industrial prog 

re through its annual Metal t kposition 

where product equipment, and services 

are olten shown for the first time. Thou 

ands of scientists, engineers, production 

men, and management executives meet 

in forum eminal and round-table 

discussions on current problems at the 

annual Metal Congr held) simulta 

neously with the Metal | position 

Because of ASM hasic interest in 

metal imilar activitte have been 

tarted on a world-wide basis. In 1955 MODERN EQUIPMENT: hand-controlled rolling mill (left) and 1250-ton extrusion press 
the Metallurgical Societies of the U.S. A., 

(Creat Britain German Belgium kisenman blueprint erection of a new hers and to the 

hrance, and Sweden met jointly. ASM headquarters building; creation of a at the same time creating a firm finane ial 

was well represented at the meeting division-—the ASM Metals Engineering tructure The ASM of tomorrow as 

formation of another envisioned by Eisenman will continue to 

mie talworking industry. 

of this international conference, held in Institute: and the 

the ASM Metallurgical Sem- grow in importance as it adds to the 

soctel .! Increasing 

various huropean centers during Jun division 

hal Points four and five include the service for the 

The Future development of two new divisions a membership 

National Secretar hisenman circumstances and conditions warrant ASM bringing together all the inter 

range plans promise an even the ASM Metal Research Laborator ests touching on metals and metals 

siwnificant future for the Soctets ind the ASM Metal Science Universit engineering—received Busine Heel 

he Society's Board of Truste , ASM has successtully given extensive plaudits ASM is the metals industry 

' how, approved three of the five in vice at a minimum cost to its mem clearinghouse for basic know 
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ENGINEERING LEADERSHIP 

KEY TO ATOMIC PROGRESS 

G-E Engineers Measure “Scram’’ 

Speeds to 1/1000 th of a Second 
To determine nuclear reactor control element and mecha 

nism operating characteristics during the design stage, 

General Electric engineers use this versatile test loop which 

simulates actual reactor conditions. In-service scram speeds, 

release times, reliability under adverse conditions, and 

mechanism life can be ascertained before the control drive is 

specified for a particular reactor 

Determining critical operating characteristics like these 

in the design stage, is another example of General Electric 

engineering leadership in the field of atomic energy 

Atomic Power Equipment Department, General Electri 

Company, Schenectady 5, New York. 

Progress /s Our Most /mportant Product 

GENERAL @® ELECTRIC 



NEW INSULATING MATERIALS are treated in this special 
rolling mill in the Large Steam Turbine-Generator Depart- 

ment’s Materials and Processes Laboratory 

Designing tomorrow's 

turbine-generator today 

How G-E provides 

armature insulation for 

maximum reliability 

An essential component affecting the performance of 

a turbine-generator is its armature insulation. During 

service at operating temperatures, this insulation must 

withstand dielectric stresses caused by high voltages 

Simultaneously, it must endure mechanical stresses 

caused by differential thermal expansion and contrac 

tion between the windings and their supporting struc- 

tures. General Ele¢ctric’s turbine-generator insulation 

measures up to these requirements with a proven serv 

ice availability record of 99.85 per cent 

Despite This Outstanding Record General Electric en 

gineers are not satisfied. Progress in other areas of 

generator development often influences the perform 

ance of insulation. Larger capacities, higher voltages, 

different cooling methods all present new problems. To 

make sure that insulation keeps pace, each new genet 

ator development includes rigorous tests of insulation 

under the new set of conditions. 

Applied Research On New Insulating Materials is cat 

ried on in the Large Steam Turbine-Generator Depart 

ment’s Materials and Processes Laboratory. Here, for 

example, a special processing mill (pictured at left) is 

used to calender some of the new insulating materials 

The rollers improve the homogeneity and orient the 

structure for better mechanical and electrical properties 

One Of The New Materials developed from this applied 

research is Micapal, a mica-based synthetic insula 

tion which promises improved dielectric and physical 

strength, better thermal conductivity, and increased 

thermal endurance. The first G-E generator using 

Micapal has been in commercial operation for more 

than:two years 

If you would like more information on General Electric 

turbine-generator developments, contact your nearest 

General Electric Apparatus Sales Office, or write for 

GER-1047, Large Steam Turbine-Generator Depart 

ment, General Electric Co., Schenectady 5, New York 
454 44 
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